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NEWS IU_F,_'CELOG

:

Nt_4]_ER TITLE ' RELEASE nA_ I_,RKS

64-1 Gemini Flashim; i_acon ]-8-64 g_,'EV_.L

64-JA RCA (k_t_tc,_c'tfor I[_fihVq_-uu_rlCn,'.?ber 1-3-64 LOCAL

64-2 (]crrt_n_Test Vehicle /,_p_v,]l 1-6-64 LOCAL

64-3 I.-lserTracking ° ,ot,idy for Dee D _Jrx'_ce 1-7-64 C}_;EPAL

64-4 Gcrrd.nl Static Yirinr_Tests 1-7-64 LOCAL

64-5 Dr. l_rrv's Speech to C Of C, Alice, Tox 1-8-64 SPECIAL

64-6 f'_r% ' ' ' '4ir,sionStudy 1-10-64 GENERAL

64-7 Tech Cer._icesDivision Hove 1-9-64 LOCAL

'/'6lt-8 Progress of MCC at Clear Lake 1-]1-64 General

64-9 Bendix Cont. for Shock Absorbing Device 1-15-64 Local
.> _ ( f

;_- ,_ q'[[,:_n if ;Jtatie-i, irhj_ ! - J'_- _/
' ' ' P;a !-i_ -_"f

64;11 Main Drive Motor in Flight Acceleration 1-16-64 Special
};'o_iN, w

Transistorized micro-circuit signal64-12
m Gemini measurint_ system !blood} 1-16-64 Local

64-13 Elms Resigns 1-17- 64 General

64-]5 /Ur_MoehJrte ahd FourJdry Co Costraet for 1-22-64 fOCAl,
Il-cc: IO, Li p_¢_LlOl3'fi

, . ..... EDUCATIOHAL64-]6 {.duc_{. onal - Mercury EU_ Ne].ease

64-17 Con ;racl; a3aerldmenl, fei'corist. & ModificatJ )ri
, ,, "_' 1-23-64o{' hht_r;. 8, t Dow_ied? 1,o ,,_lD I NAA Local

64-18 Aec,:pt;a_.:eo£'7 floors of lrojcct Manage- 1-24~64 Generalmen!; h'ld_*_&,I,C]or_.r/,'I,]IP
61t_19 'J'rathI [_astror_autsegress from Gemini

. . ' . ]-2h-64 I_}cal,,O4gOq i 0,[ l;

54-20 EF/JCATIONAL
]",_Jth 7 r:pncecraft to ,}ael:,qo% Miss. PNOCRAMSP.EZ,NASN

54-21 W,:r;tin[;hou::e Contract for :tt.ly 1;o produce
,_r_{Ir. I t 'd ,,rti,qlarm,d _or ,3-27-611 '' General

:_4-2_ J'i'_zof a/ir] V:_ceL//_cica/ici' LO bu ur;ed itl

.:[_'_(,r:;I'*kent,<] ,b_rLh w-Air ]ntc.rnatlona] ]- 3]-64 General,

54-23
A:;t,r'or; p}lys[cal :;tr(;os ']-}1-64. C;I_7['2IAL

!
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_ _£EASE LOG t

h_4I_ER TITLE _ tt_bF2hSE DAq_. t_4AI_

Lduc atlonal i'ro.
24-A J,,it}d 7 Tour 2-11.0_ Peleaze

training

0</.24 ]Il r_:',/ a:;tromm, tr; reporting _n for 9 _-6'_ U)CAL
t_ifie;;_:arch Mfg. Co. Contr. for extra-vehicular

25 [ff',::;r;urlzat_on Ventilation ,,_.,tem for Geml ii 2-6-64 G_mPAL
Educational

4-26 Faith 7 Tour Progr_nc

4-27 Flying the LEM standing in harnesses 2-12-64 General

Boy Scouts

4-28 Astros receive statuettes from/ 2-15-64 Local

(Mass move of personnel begins)
64-29 Personnel to move to CLS Feb. 20 2-11-64 General

64-30 Apollo spacecraft levt NAA for Cape 2-17-64 Local
Educational Pro

64-35 Faith 7 in Santa Fe, N, M, 2- -64 Release

(_-32 Fuel Cell 2-17-64 General

NAA .
64-33 Apollo boilerplate arrmvea Cape frcm 2-19-64 Local

i ,,.

Educational

64-33 Faith 7 in Phoenix, Arizona. 2-64 programs
on do you or do

MEMO TO EDITORS you want our NR's 2-20-64 General

64-35 300 to move on Feb. 28 to Site 2-24-64 General

4-36 Hjornevik & Mathews to speak in

Fort Worth/ Gen. Dyn/Fort Worth 2-26-64 Special

64-37 Proposals for lunar survo M e::periments 2-26-64 Special

64_38 MSC accepts Life Systems Lab. 2-27-64 General

64=39 Apollo boiterplate CM arr'd WSMR 3-2- 64 Local

64-40 Appt. Dr. Berry ( ) 3-2-64 General

Educational

4-41 Faith 7 in Sacramento Proarams

Educational
_-42 Faith 7 in Carson City, Ney. Programs

,%

,' q=43 Faith 7 in HonQ]u]u. tIawai_.

64-44 Faith 7 in Juneau, Alaska
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NEWS,_ t0ILF_gE LOG

NII_ER TITLE * _E DA_E R_4AiIF_

_-45 Dr. RR Gilruth & 500 to move 3-6 3-9-64 General

_ _-46 8 contracts in e×cess of $25,000

awarded in ,Tan. 3-5-64 GenPra]

$-47 Mechanical mating of G=i - GLV-1

On Launnh Comnln_ No. 19 _ _nnn q-5-6_ ; .1 T,nr_l

1-48 18 astros in Grand Canyon to learn

qeoloqy 3-6-64 Local

C _-49 Salt waterproof recovery interphone 3-6-64 General

9-50 Don Gr,_en to spc:_]< Jn G,]]veston 3-9-64 Special

9-51 225 _ersonnel to move week of 3-9 3-10-64 General

3-52 Cost Reduction Progr_am b_ Center 3-11-64 GeneralL

1-53 reclaimed urine, someday drinkable 3-64 Seneral

9-54 Hard-vacuum will bo sought in an _-17-6_ _ .... _1

ultra-high vacuum chamber to bebui[t

C J-55 Lister to spak in Hearne 3-23 Special

C _-56 LORL (Douglas) 3-13-64 Bob Button

9-58 Xenon flashing light 3-24-64 Local

6_J-59 Personnel at Clear La_e site reache

aooroximate]v 2,QQQ 3-25-64 GJneral

6 -60 $]00.000 main_g_ance contract to

Link for Gemini

( 1-60-A Shortage of "Girls Friday" at MSC 3-25-64 Local

3-31-64 Called outNote to Editors: ]6 astros to Al_31n

Texas for training in geology.



NE_TJ P_LFJLGE LOG

r

NL_4_ER TITLE _ RELFJtSE DATE R_4A/_9

-61 Meteorite found in Fisher County, T,_z. 3-30-64 General

-62 Reorqanization of _LSC eps. at Cape 3-30-64 General
in St. Louis

-63 Dr. Berry; to address Teachers Assoc 3-31-64 SDecial

Educational

64-64 ;F,1]th 7 in Olympia r Washinqton Proqrams

Statement: Postponement of GT-1

for no earlier than 4-8-64 4-2-64 Call out

6 -65 Hard Suit (with pix) 4-8-64 General

( -67m Space Environmental Sim. Lab. cappec 4-7-64 General

64-68 LLRV completed by Bell Aerosystems 4-7-64 Local

_4-69 GEM[N[ SPACECRAFT OCCUPANTS CHEW GUM 5--8--64
i

_4--70 FAith 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY iN SALEM I ORECON

_.4--71 FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN BOISE. IDAHO !

_,4-72 gAITlt 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN HELENA. MONT+

34--73 ROBERT J · WARD SPEAKS TO LIBERTY C OF C 4-9-64

34--74 STRtJCUU[iES AND MECHANICS LAb MOVES TO SITE 4--10--G4

MEMO TO EDITORS

PtIONE CHANCFS IN NEWS BUREAU BRANCH 4-/_-64

:I{ESPONSE TO QUERY FROM NASA HQS.

:NOT TO BE VLNTRD CT- [ RE--ENTRY 4--/3--64

34--75 vlSC MOVED FIRST REAL--TIME COMPUTER TO MC( 4--II--64

--OURTY- FOUR ENGINEERS AND TECHNICAL AUTHO:_S

_4-76 )UTLINESiLATEST TECHNOLOGIES IN RACE FOR THE

MOON ---- FAIR_tIIt.D PU[IIiI_ATISr'Is , IH_ ± 4-- 14-- 64
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64- 77 JOE T. DOKE ADDRESSES LIVINGSTON CLU 3 4- 14- 64 I

6,4-- 78 MSC PA'RTICIPATES IN REGIONAL AND STATE . i

i
I

SCIENCE FAIR5 4-- 16'-' f::;4

i i ii i

64-79 FAITH 7, SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN MAINE

i
64- 80 APPRENTICE TRAINING PROGRAM 4-- 20-- 64 I

64- 81 G AND C DIV. MOVES----AUDI:rORIUM [BAPTISED 4- 21- 64 t

1

! 64" 82 TV PRESENTATION - MEDICAL SUPPORT OF MAN _o 4-- 20-- 64 , ,
'" MEMO TO EDIT(:)RS

PARASAIL TEST SCHEDULED 4-- 22-- 64

DR, GILRUTH AND r)R+ J. SHEA PRESENTS PAPERS

64-83 AT 4TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PEA(_EFtrI_ IriS;E! !

i OF SPACE IN BOSTON---APRIL 29 TO MAY 2--64 4--22--64 .i

)464- 3 AERI_aefPACE PHYSICANS PRESENTS TV PROGRAM 4- 24-- 64
I i i

[ RESPONSE TO PARASAIL QUERY i/

I GEMINI-sIZED BOILERPLATE DROP TEST 4-- 297 64 I
L,L I i

i_4_ 85 FULL--SCALE PARAGLIDER DEPLOYMENT TEST FLIGHT 4-- 30. 64
i.i i i t

• i

64_: 86 I_POLLO BOILERPLATE SM AND A ARRIVES FOR TEST 5-- I-- 64
i'ii

64 _ 87 R t SNEA ADDRESSES EDITQRIAL Cf_RTOONISTS ,_ ,_,6 jl

64_88 )O1_ GREEN ADDRE_<_SES SAN LEON C OF C _-_" _4 '

64_:89 " 29 DISTINGUISHED FOREIGN VISITORS GUESTS M sc 5-" 6--64
'' I

i lilii i

:: 4_91 FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN DENVER. COLO !

)/64_92: FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN CHEYENNE,l, Wyt ,.

_93 GEMINI SPACECRAFT BOILERPLATE ROUGH WATER 5TgL--64 , I ....

_i ",;_i:_ %_, - " ' • EGRESS TEST I

i I I iiii ii I i i i I i ii ii

i:}; :_9..Cancelled:'::::i,!, .:, . "''"

/%_,"_JL_._-_,,-/b_:(.'aT'nP.nT_P.'r'_ -r'_{.rn_'_lr,_n_.r_ ,: 1_ N_',,_'_r" ,_ P'r"nn_P'r .,-.;,_= 'r _--,11:,T ._-.:.]4--_,4
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NI_,_BER .TITLE _" 1-_rLFASE DATE _4A1T.KS t

[ ... j

b

64-97 A.J. MA'i'ER SPFIAKS TO WICHITA. KANS. CLUBS 5--13--6 4 •

-" ' '_I:-:mP'UN_- I (O rJ_Jh._ty : i

SA-6 LAUNCH POSTPONED----EQUIPMENT FAILED 5`. 26--64 !
_ i i i i

i

64-98 C.D. SWORD RESIGNS 5"-14--64 s
_ i .i, m i i , i _ ... i J

i i
64-99 NASA MSCS OPr N HOUSE 5- 2_-. (_4

64-I0f Faith 7 Spacecraft Display ......

3

64-101 FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN BISMARK.,N,D , . ;
(

64-102 FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN ST. PAUL. MIISJE
_ • i L .....

64- 103 ]
' FAITH 7 SPACECRAFT DISPLAY IN LINCOLN. NEB. !

........ ........... : i , i

_.. _64--. 10_ CENTRIFUGE IS ADO UT 50 PER CENT FINISHED 5`. 27"- 64 , ;

), ,
6 05 T-38 HIGH PERFORMANCE JETS ARRIVES AT ELLIN(;TON 5`. 28-- 64i .J . ,

64 _ 106 2NO FULL--SCALE PARAGLIDER TEST AT EDWARDS 5`. 28--64 i

• {

64 _ 107 DR* COONS S, E.Z_KS IN MONTREAL. CANADA 6-- I-- 64
i1[ i i i r

-CONTROL DALrA CORPORATION OF MINNEAPOLIS
[

6.4"_"_108 GETS CONTRACT FOR ID AEC GROUND STATIONS ..... 6--8--64
:': GEONAUTICS INC. GETS CONTRACT TO STUDY HOW
64- 109 SPACE(

LANDMARKS ON THE MOON---- 2--65 COMPLETION

BOILERPLATE L5 ARRIVES AT KSC 6-11-64 6- 10-64

MATtIEWS RPORTED TODAY FIRST MANNED

SPACECRAFT IS ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE 6- I1-- 64

FIRST GEMINI RECOVERY OPERA'IIONS SCHOOL 6-22-64 ""

• I i
OvER 700 MSC EMPLOYEES MOVE 6--24--64 6--24--64

ROBERT O. PILANO RECEIVES GOLDEN PLATE 6--24--64
i

•SECURITY CONTRACT TO M AN.D T OF PHILADELPHIJ 6-23-64

DISPLAY AT TOPEKA,: II[.ANS. _!; :':_ii_:;: ;;, :

, • .... .,,, : ::, ,, #
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64-1;.8 Faith 7 spacecraft in Des Moines " !,, ,., ,,, J

64-Ii_ Faith 7 Spacecraft in Madison, Wis ._I

i

_4-I.2(FaJ,tb 7 in Lansinq. Mich_qaD ,,i
I

,6A-19"wa!:er-c°°led underqarment tested 7-8-65 i

64-122 LING-TEMco-VoUGHT TO DELIVER SIMULATOR 7-1--64" i
i, ii ,,

64--123 NASA REPORTS SATURN LAUNCH RESULTS 7--2--64

64-- 12 4 DR_, ,G,I!w,RUTH ' SPEAKS AT" PLANETARtU, M QpENING 7--_--¢4

f,_,-JP' _._ew Ar-11.ronallt Ans_Fn_:ents 7-?-f_): . ,

,511-].2/UAZA!s Gem_pi,Launch Veh_.e].e 7-i0-6_ I
." I.

i_!,.rl.I_] cl.era.i_iLannch Veb.]_.]e is erected 7-].Jlr:_I,, .;:! •

,g,q [ li'a_.th 7 _!spla;( in Un_slmrl_Pa.

[)_IC)2" Jfaith ,7 d_ sD].e.?r _n A]_bt;ny,?Tew Y6rk' i
i

,/,t]-]._( lau.;h 7 dJ. splaig,:[_ :.qonf.pel_.er_Ver; r
i

,(Jl-]_" Desert 3_rviva].,Train_n_ " 7-21-6_i. ,!

(J -] 3; Pro iect A_o].].o SDa,'e Travelers 7-22-{,b l
3 :

()1i-1.32, Appo:intrae;nt 6flWesle}/:iE. Mehs_n_3 / 1'7'?_'6}i:" .... . . ii

.... " ' : ' 7-_061- ;Lll'l._} A_pointmen_. off Christo_ber C KraC • " I

(,lj-ly Two g_mcessful. Test Pl_ghtls I . 7-29-6l,ii,i,, I
(,71"].3 c A Study I;o Get MoreMilea_,e'-Apoll,, 7-30-(_II ...... • ].,

•. • [ ' " [ ' i

.g,l'l-']5] An Irr, paet Attenuation. }s.×pem.ment"• • , 8.3_(,li t
: :: ....... 1 " : ?' . ..... ' • ...... ' • ! '

i ,:,:;-: : I:, I:,: , :- :, : j : •
" el : _: '1' • ':''; .': . : ;..I ;. : :: " I
_(,I "13 qWo !ar_t; /etkt'6:J.e'S ' Aee_Vedl at Cape 8-1_1...,'611 , i:::1 I :

_.:i_Ji(-Apo]:lo 14._ sst,,,ns :i:. i rl.20-61i.-:: ;:.':, " - , ..,'?_:,_ " •
_-,-_"" _:._.....................' :"...... ....._...:.:.................!...'....t......L'".',.............'i .....i- , . .......•.....
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NUMBER TITLE . ..... RELF_ASEDATE _ !
_,, -_, i

Jb_-]_!P J;;!'i,f,,b .7 <1_:!_77,'a_[ ]rl,T.',nse...on, Mo.r;,q,.; , [
' ' ="i

" • 19
)h-If! % ]_'n.}.i...1.:.'.7 _,'_r!D] ;<'; i n P:r.ov2 <]eO.n...e,.<, T _ . ,

i

2h.-)l.lh. Fn-it._ ? 4,,4.,,;pl;</ _n HmY.tfor4, Co.nn.. ,!
I

]l,-l.Jl_,!.!AZA.qc.anemohi].e Jn Zontb Da_o#e I

i_.j,-]l_6 ',%.<;t -i_,,,.,<'t + _ t

)!!.-].h7 f_pcQ Ter'.hriolo,,°;y :Jtart,_ t_pr.er,t:ee _-27-/)h, . ,,,i

'JI-]_181TTew _I,e_7_]ft.,.., T_] ;:.ha com2].ez P.-17-rJ I_ , , ,,J

I /

')14-lltO I, h;xtension o.C ]'ro]ect Apol'lo op_..e- 1OI_r,f't C_kY, n,,t_ O-l',-#J I , ,,"

_0 llew.f].is_hb dirocl.ors to serve, e]ur_r,] " ,I]h.-] gee<lira' ;,,,<1 A_r>]]o _._r:er_l._,.-'<,_ ._4_r-,.,!.)_,._ q-!l,-4.h, .... .
..

• i" _'"'" T,9_ no}]. 0._' ihe 7t.b .,_',_'Pr_ O-lO-{J! ,Zs DosLL_;n on4 ' " ......
_!_!-]<r_l. ocfi_sl t'.g.,_ eq_;>_mr-nt O-l].-/)J l

)1,i-7,_2 Cn_en!'.4.'>U,..Or, P:;le_e Vo, /..Jl-].l,9 9-1l.-6JI i
.i

f,l/tO/t. 1,0 ]',{(;_+20DiJ] )0 x¢lit, h [_'Ol'ln _8

.P,?otll';n_t.hrT_p for !.7:_ccort!.r;._ct 9-1-7-_,,II- I

SCott C')_pent:er ns ,,,zeent_ve Ass_.s. 0-17-6_ I.i

i_.° +

:.i-,i:. Donn mlsele--a simple dislocation o,,C- , " ,
left sho_.].rle_? <]nr,']nr_.,, tr_Jn]nF. 9:]_6-6[I.

• " De,].ivc_r'_[ q_ C; ,mlT_l. o,)p,_:,c.e cra fTt ,,_2 9-17-{,i,

• :Jl-]-_3 l.[i]]iom A Andn_-_]?r_un_]er] "/,,_[r]neto_ Q-Pl-AI,

I•: '_t-.'l...J ira' .,qlm r_S V-- q'nn, n _'<"_ ' _{e. st %TA2A n- Pll -6,1 }

• i-:" " ],. ",: ,, w. :i. ',,;'l. ;.:,.. .,_'"'" '
,.tli<i i f' , W. i . t _ ," r' , :'., ! < ill" I ", It , '{ I I ....

. <ik<o-; "- :. /' ', ...... . ..... •
,: . r, • • .

• . - , , =,., ,i ,,, i ,,..,,

] : ' • ], ' I I

] : ., , , ,,. , i , , , i , ,.., J , i, , ,

' t t
_-!:_]J:'[O197i'"7gf1;;_,TfiP67;f_t_ b l 6ri S,rS ti_ms? DI v-i s i <i'n':; ; ,:-g-2_6Jl):_;i!i:::? ; :ti':_:s!;%7{?-7.<7:!'/7:• .::</..">'%t{J'_<:;:

....... , ...... . 7 . _ • 7 - , ,, 'j_;{ t _ " L_t,,_;+.:.. :.',





I:k'A' '
'"_ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

mANNEDSPACECRAFT._..:/-__'_-----__ H°us'k°n
_CEHTER ' "_ __l., Texas

,.,:Ainu'_8-2811 _-ISC64-1

Exlension 3751 January 7, 1964

H_UST(_N, TEXAS -- A flashing beacon about the size of a volleyball is under-

gein_ zests on a T-33 aircraft for evaluation of sin_lar beacons for use in Gemini

endezvous o_oerarions,

'ihe white spnare weighs ten .vour_dsand has a flashing power of 12 candle-

S _ CO,_dS,

_ar[x_se of the tests, accordin_ to N,AfSAiL_nned Spacecraft Center engineers

is to ou:ain more positive information on how readily astronauts can acquire the

lJ_P.t. A similar zest series was pan nrior to the Mercury flight of Astronaut

Gordon Cooper. ?ne flashing beacon experiment also was a part of CooDer's MA-9

T-33 aircraft tests so far have disclosed that the beacon can be seen as

_ar as 18 miles distant _nder good visibility condi:ions.

7qne beacon ia gperated bY a hip_ voltaee triEgerin_ circuit which allows a

aa:acltoT to discharge electric current thrcu?_ the xenon gas tubes. This pro-

{_['.2C_2_ Ef't ];±_5f _. ·



Iq'A' ',,4;:!mi ---NATIONALAERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

I_:_NNEDSPACECRAFT,_.._Hous.o._CE TER'___1. Texas
WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 64-lC I/i

Extension 3751 January 3, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS--Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey,

has been selected by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to build and install an

ultra high vacuum chamber and associated equipment. The fixed price type contract

for the work is $245, 000.

The system is being built for the Manned Spacecraft Center at Clear Lake.

The chamber, which looks like an over-size tootsie roll, is 13 feet long and seven

feet in diameter. It will be installed horizontally and stand on steel support columns

more than 16 feet above the floor.

The system will be capable of producing vacuum conditions equivalent to

approximately 400 miles in space. It is being built for MSC's Structures & Mechanics

Division and will be installed temporarily at _.llington Air _orce ]Base.

dg
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

AFT, '-'°''''s'e°n
CEh'"NNEDSPACEC[TER- Texas

WAi:_ut _-2811 }:SC '6/_-2

Extension }751 january 6_ 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A Ger._initest vehicle built to familiarize and

train astronauts in recovery nroceduses to be employed after water or land

landings of the two-man spacecraft ;:rrive:_ rece_tly at %,ineNASA X_nned

Spacecraft Center.

The full scale vehicle comorises the re-entry portion of the spacecraft

including the crew compartment° it is a re:31ica of all that eortion of the

Gemini vehicle Lhat will re-enter earthts atmosvhere and return to earth.

The test vehicle has aboard all systeP,s needed for recovery

_nc!udihg co_ev_.micati'ns; e_nviror_menta! control; radio beacons and "lashing

_ _ ' ' _oo_': _ operati_ral _xo_e__ ±TM .ii,hts. The v_sv vehicle is config_a_ed to ........Ol_ the

With the vehicl% astrons,uts will Fr_Lctice methods of entering the

ca_:sle and departing fr._m it after 1._ding. ,later tests will take n!ace in

Galveston Bay. Recovery teems also _il] use the vehicle to develop

,_ec:m_qu,_sfor oost-!anding recovery of the spacecraft as well as astronauts.

dg
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_OUSTON, _ - Faith 7¢ Mercury spaeeoraft flown by Astronaut

L, Go_don Coo_er in him earth aira_ 22 orbit flight last Nay will l_e on

't6 thro :,, 19 tn 3,
J

The four day s_ in Atlanta is the thirteenth of _0 state capitol

viaits tl_t the Nati_ Aeronautics and Space _istration has scheduled

for Cooper's spacecrai_. Close _o 2j000_000 persoas have already seen the

" a_acecraft s2uee 1% be_n i_s cross country tour in Cooper'A ho_e state off

_e NASA Maned _paceera_ Cen_er at Houston, T_, baa set Faith T

cm- s_.a_ _ni_' 1_'r_-it_ e_zy w_-e/-_ c_ %h__ ir_:_D_ o_ t_ ::p_cc::_tft, _,

.z,&,c'C-..,.an,..F i'_. ',a'-.,_,'o:ff '.;he bent 3hlo!d _nd ....... '_-'-po._zo.._of _he outer skin hnv_ been

cut a_my l_rmlttl_g the first pu_lio look a_ the _--r strueture of a Mercur_

spmcecraft. ,

The spacecraft - inside an_ out - is ex_ctl_ as i_ was when it splashed

down into the Pacifio near Midway I_!n-a on Ma_ 16, 1_63. Noth___mhas been

chan6ed. The spa_ecraf_ shingles - its outer skin _do of a new metal rene'_l-

ShOwS the effects Of the X,000 _h_ _t _hicll b_P_ _ '_OeCA_ _rin_

· , . , . .' · , [ , .., ..

· , , - _ . , . . : I,.{ , ,.[ . . ...

· ' . . · . . , : · . - .. · . .
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- . _.., -' .

___Aaa_l ... · ..'-. ' '-" ....
mc 64-2 _ ' ,

The heat shield- & m_ture of glass fibers anS.'resin-at the _ '.

of the ir_.ce_ _l.t,laBtood _ _al:_i'atm'em of 3,000 de_eea .: _. J .

farenhei%when Cooper d2_eote_Faith 7 on its return to earth.

'- Also on di splay with the spacecra_ are the cameras Cooper carried

- and the astronautSurvivalEit which rode on I_ith 7's 546,185mile

· ._ .earth-ciralingflight.. Se,_les off the food Coo_er ate-_uringhis day

and a half in space will also 1M on display.

' ' _ The iS month _our, ending in:_he nation's capitol on November l_ 196_

will cover approx_te_ _0_000 _t-les_ a distance Faith ?.covered in space

: in al:_+-elz 80 m:J.n_$,es. -,' . .
.... _ · . <- ' . . . - - .
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- If a deep space mission is to be successful, the

pilots that will explore the planets beyond the Moon must have continuous com-

munications with the control center on Earth.

To achieve this is the ojb ect of a study called from industry by the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center. The request asks for proposals for a deep space

laser acquisition and tracking study from time of launch to a mean range of

50, 000, 000 nautical miles.

Study specifications, due at MSC by January 22, call for high priority

development of laser tracking techniques between Earth and a Manned Deep

Space Vehicle (MDSV) or between a satellite and two MDSV's.

The system must be capable of handling two-way telemetry and voice

communications, as well as spacecraft to ground television.

Four communications links are to be considered, MSC told industry.

They are:

1. From an Earth station to MDSV via laser beam.

-more-
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2. From Earth to satellite by radio frequency (IK]_') and relay to MJDSV via

laser beam.

3. From Earth to a lunar station via RF and relay to MDSV by laser.

4. Communications between two or more space vehicles for distances

up to 300 nautical miles on deep space missions.

Other considerations should include power requirements, weight, size

and reliability.

Application of laser--short for light amphfication by stimulated emission

of radiation--could if harnessed properly advance the state-of-the-art in

almost every field of optics.

Using ultra-narrow beams, a laser devise could penetrate fantastic dis-

tances more accurately than microwave devices. MDSV transceivers that

sense deviations of the spacecraft attitude relay correcting signals almost

instantaneously over the million mile range.

In space where there is no atmosphere to limit its beam, the laser

can perform without hindrance. Laser is handicapped within the atmos-

phere where it contends with fog, dust and other visible particles. There-

fore, the MSC proposal calls for studies using the RF as well as laser.

Proposals are to be made in two documents; one covering the teahnical

aspects of the problem and the other the business management.

A fixed price research and development type of contract is contemplated

and the space agency has alloted approximately $75, 000 for the performance

of the study. It is to be completed between six to nine months.

A total of ZZ companies were invited to bid.

dg
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]/tlnut 8-2811 MSC 64-4

Extension 3751 January 7, 1364

Tne National Aeronautics and S_ace f{d_nistration arm,o,anced today tnat Dotln

stages of the first Gemini Titaz_ ii launch vehicle will De static-fired on Gemini

Launch Complex 19 at Cape Kennedy, Florida, no earlier than Friday, January 10,

1964.

The test will mark an important ,.milestonein _te iiASA _nnned Spacecraft

Center's schedule to launch the first u_,manned Gemini spacecraft into orbit early

this year.

7he scheduled static-firin_ test will evaluate overall Gemini la'dnd_ vehicle

systems performance.

l_e USrY Space SysteTs Division, through which :',T_£Ais buyin_ _he Gemini

launch vehicles, is resoonsible for the development, test and launch of the

Titan II in the N?_A Ge,,niniprogram.

For this test firinD, OoEq Gemini launch v_licle stages will be mounted

side-Dy-side on se__rate mounts.

Each sta_e of the launch vehicle will be fired for 30 seconds.

The G_mini pro eram is the second major steo in the Nation's m_nned soace

flight pro_eam. The Gemini spacecraft is being develooed for two-man, earth-

orbital missions of lonq duration and for re_ndezvo_3 and docking missions.
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HOUSTON, I_EXAS -- D_. Cnaries A. _erry, C%_ief of the Center Medical

Ooerations Office at the [_ASA _nned Spacecraft Center, will address members

of the alice, Texas, Chamber of Commerce at the oreanization's annual banquet

january. 20.

Berry's speech is entitled, "Space Medical Operations."

As medical operations officer, ?._r.Berry is resoonsiole for the biomedical

support of pilots during space flight, as well a3 for routine safety and medical

support at the Center.

L_. Berry joined the iJational Aeronautics and Space Administration July 1,

1962. Prior to that he was a lieutenant colonel in the United States Air Force

and was assigned to the Project Mercury space proqram.

Dr. Berry, a native of Aogers, ._rkansas, was born September 17, 1923.

i{is family moved from Arkansas to California where Dr. Berry spent his early

life.

_[e attended the Universit_y of California in Berkeley where he received a

bachelors of arts degree, and was awarded a doctor of ,_edicine degree from the

university's medical school in San Francisco. In addition, _r. Berry holds a

master of oublic heal_q decree, cum laude, from t_he ?{arvard School of Public

Health.

Dr. Berry entered the USAF in 1951 and for 11 years held various Eositions

in aviation medicine. He has _¢mitten nearly 30 aerospace _dical papers.

d_
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- _fnileone group of engineers at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center here ponders ways to land men on the moon, another is

investigating a method of bringing our astronauts back -- from Mars.

A preliminary design for a spacecraft to return men from Mars during

the years 1971-75 has been submitted after a six-month study by Lockheed

_ssiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale, Califor_iao

An odd-shaped Earth Re-entry Module designed by Lockheed would make

the entire 13-month journey to Mars and back, but would be used only for

about eight hours.

It will have to withstand re-entry heating of about 35,000 degrees

Fahrenheit -- more than three times hotter than the sun's surface -- at

entzlyspeeds up to about 44,000 miles per hour. Project Mercury astro-
f

nauts re-entered the earth's atmosphere at less than 17,000 miles per hour,

subjecting their spacecraft to temperatures of about 3,000 degrees Fahren-

heit.

Inside the 500 cubic foot conical spacecraft_ four to six astronauts

will be protected by an ablative heat shield about 3 1/2 inches thick which

will keep operating temperatures during re-ent_y to about 80 degrees inside

the inner pressure vessel° The inner vessel is protected by a main shell

of sandwiched stainless steel°
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The forebody or main heat shield of the spacecraft is a blunted cir-

cular cone, raked off at a suitable angle to provide lift. The afterbody

is an elliptical cone fitted to the other.

The Earth Re-entry Module will return into a 10-mile-wide corridor

at the top of the earth's atmosphere, then begin a descent after being

"captured" by the earthVs gravity° It's flat sumface will provide lift

as well as drag to slow it down and allow it to maneuver inside the atmos-

phere. It would have enough lift -~ plus attitude control rockets -- to

fly 16,000 miles downrange and make lateral _hanges of 1,000 nautical miles.

This means that if the origir_l landing site was in the Mojave desert, an

alternate site could be as far away as Australia.

Designed to carry four astronauts, the module could carry as many

as six° Control would be mostly automatic, but the module could be con-

trolled manually by the crew° Navigation and _uidance would be achieved

by usin_ the earth, stars and radar. The module would contain communica-

tions and related electronics_ thermal control _nd life support equipment,

plus room for about 800 pounds of scientific equipment used on Mars during

the main mission_

Similar desi,on studies are under way at North American Aviation, Inc.,

Downey, California, for the Mars Mission Module_ and at Ford Aeroneutronics,

a division of Philco, Newport Beach, Califo_nia9 for the Mars Excursion

Module°

--irore_-
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The mission might begin by assembling the three modules while in orbit

around the earth, or a large Nova-type hunch vehicle may be developed to

hurl the entire three-module configuration to the distant planet.

###
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HOUST0lf, TEXAS -- .'Joo_gorkinz, foundry and other nea_z machinery used

by the Technical Services Division of the NDSA :imnned Soacecraft Center is

heine ,moved from the tem porar}/ facilities at Ellington Agr Force [{ase and

Houston to Clear Lake.

l_qe relocation will t_e aDoro×_Lmately three weeks. Shop equipment

will be moved into fao new Technical Services Shoo, now nearly completed

at the Center. As the heaw/ _achine_:/ becomes operational, aeros_nace tedn-

nicans assi?ned to ooerate it will relocate.

'Fne move is lnanoled by the },]estlneimer_ti_inq and Heavy..Haulin_ _:_y

of Houston under a $16,000 contract awarded !)ecember 9, 1963.

d_
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Construction of the Mission Control facility (MCC) at

the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Clear Lake_ Texa_ has progressed suffi-

ciently to permit cable and pneumatic tube installation by the Philco Corpora-

tion, prime contractor for flight control equipment.

%he control center complex consists of a Missions Operations Wing, Lobby

Wing and an Administration Wing. It's three stories high and contains 245,000

square feet of space.

In addition a 6,300-square-foot MCC Mechanical and Electrical Control

Building has been constructed and heating plant expansion is in progress under

terms of the MCC building contract.

The mechanical and electrical building will .mssurepower for the control

center under any conditions during a mission, and the heating plant expansion

will provide steam and coolant water for the control complex.

Two mission control roo_s, located on the second and third floors_ are in

the windowless operations wing. The rooms, similar in configuration, each,con-

tain 7,800 sql,arefeet of space. Identical control rooms are required because

of the detailed control preparation that will go into the missions, frequency

and length of the flights and the extensive training programs that are essen-

tial to mission success.

--more--
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Gemini rendezvous amd Apollo flights will be directed by the new control

center just as Project Mercury's flights were run by Mercury Control at Cape

Kennedy _ Florida o

MCC will be the focal point for the enYire ground operational support

system° From it tlne manned soacecraft and rJne network of world wide tracking

stations will be directed°

_ne center will consist of several major electronic subsystems: com-

munications _ displays _ computers _ simulation and training o Philco will tie

the entire complex together into an integrated operational system°

The computer complex and co:m_unications center are located on the first

floor° Computer driven data displays will provide quantities of real-time

data which can be _io_ted and dispiayed on hugh con{mol panels° The displays

will use television end back ileht.ed prolection te_Lniques extensively°

Fewer ti,an 20 con_roiiers _-_'i._ibe mn the contrail room during a fliEht_

but upwa__ddsof 250 technical end adm,lnzstratmve people will be involved in

carrying on supporting functions hn adjacent r_oOn_o These include recovery

con_-rol? co,_r_dnlcations_ meteoroio=? trejec{or_ data_ ne_work suoport_ life

suppo_r_t_and _Jehzcle systems per_opmleio

!r_taiiation of ?abe fimght control equmpmenl i._.:being performed under

a S36_136_565 fixed roe contracY_ k_.,ework ms being conducted at four Philco

loca_ions_' '.,/eslernDevelopmen_ Laoorator!y_ Palo Ai!:o_ California; the Com-

munications a_nd Electronics Divismor_ Philadel_nla_ Pennsylvania; the

Aeronu _.rron_cs Divzs-_,on_ New__or+_E_..ach_ Ca!-±fornla a_d Houston o

-_-,_
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The real-time computer is _ing b'_uiitby the Federal Systems Division

of Intennational BuLsiness M_cb_nes Corporation_ Bethesda_ I_land_ umder

a $21_220_000 cost plus fixed fee equipmenl contract°

Cor_trmction of t_e MCC buildinp_ is in _;,o parts° Part One was with

Peter Kiewit Sons Company of Om_a_ Nebraska and W o S_ Bellows Construction

Cor_oralion of Houston for foundation and s_aructural steel work° this con-

traet_ in _he amomnt of _79 _ _q was completed May 29 1963

The reraainder of _he b_iiding cor_.truction is with Ets Hokin and Galvin

Com_ny_ Sar_ Francisco_ Caiifor_ao TrL_ugP_ December 31_ the space agency

has co_mitted $7 938_.09 for facility cons_trmction under this contract°

Coo_ration fram r_he Weather P_n has sent the eont_roi center rocketing

tc_;ard completion aJqead of schedule° If no significant delays cccu_ flight

control engineers will occupy the A_m_ni_ _r=_o_, Wing of the complex by

ntid-6_0 Perso.mnel assigned to MSCs Gl_o_nd Systems Project Office_ as well

as the Flight Con%-roi_ Reccvery 0peralio_ and _ssion ._naiysis Divisions

of the _amsistaa_tDirector for Yii_qr Opera,ions are scheduled to move in

on June 26o

±_ date rac_xitles at MSC_'s Clear -Lake site have been certified as

opera_ional or ready for occupancy_ included are _dne Technical Services

Shoo; the Central Data Office Building; =_',p_,c.rtofficies _ interim facilities

the fire station _nd u_ili_y pls_nlso

the major n_ve in_o Clear Le2<e ms scNeduied i;o take place in Fmrch°

About 2_500 workers wmii be reiocar_ed_ HSC wiii vacate all leased buildings

in Houston by July _.ho
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Completion work on many of the administrative buildings will come duping

February and March with several of the laboratories and test facilities fol-

lowing in July and September.

Total value of construction and equi_nent at Clear Take stands at

$147,452,700. Of this amount, $62,561,488 has been committed to the con-

tractors as of December 31, 1963.

dg
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N,ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE-ADMINISTRATION

fv,..NNEDSPACECRAFT--'-,-:,-.___Hous4:on
r:.:': :::::: Texas

WA8-28:)_l z¢_C64-8,_
Extension 3575 L_

HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L° Gordon

Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on display i

January SO through February 2 in Montgomery, Alabama.

The four day stop in Montgomery is the fifteenth of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled

for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 2,500,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of

Oklahoma ·

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a

stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut

away permitting the first public looE at the inner structure of a Mercury

spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 196S. Nothing has been

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene'41 -

shows the effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during

re-entry into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers

and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood _ximum temperatures of 3,000

degrees farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 ®n its return to earth.

-- l

¢
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Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling
i

flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space

will also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending in the nation's capitol on November l, 1964,

will cover approximately .201000miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approximately 80 minutes.

$
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/

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has awarded a

$99, 973 study contract to ]Bendix Products Aerospace Division, South Bend, Indiana,

for a shock absorbing device which will permit a soft landing on the moon.

The work involves testing full-scale crushable aluminum honeycomb structures

under the various environmental conditions which scientists expect spacecraft to

)unter during a moon mission.

In the study program, Bendix engineers will test various sizes and shapes of

shock absorbing capsules of the aluminum material to determine the performance

characteristics.

Engineers explain that a shock absorbing system for a lunar gear must be able

to soften the landing shock, but must not contribute rebound which would make the

moon craft bounce in the light gravity of the moon.

Aluminum honeycomb is under study because it (:rushes on impact and is almost

non-elastic. Thus, it reduces rebound problems. The aluminum honeycomb also

offers advantages of light weight and high reliability.

To carry out the MSG study, ]Bendix will build a new testing device which will

:nit the company to observe the material in operation under vacuum conditiuns in

temperatures ranging from minus 260 degrees to plus 300 degrees Fahrenheit.

dg
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HOUSTOi{, TEX;,f3-- Ene iiational Aeronautics and Svace Adrinistration

(',[.ASA)said today that both stages of the first Gemini Titen II Launci[

Vehicle were_ static-fired on Gemipl Laundn Complex ;io. 19 at Caae Kennedy,

Florida. Both staees p_}duced a combined total thrust of more tinan half

a million pounds, marking an imvortant miles_one in the LiASA [Zhnned S_ace-

craft Center's schedule to launch the first unnanned Ge-_ini s._acecraft into

oroit.

Charles :]. [[athews, the _{anned Soacecraft Center's Gemini Pro_ram

['!anaFer,said, "Early indications sh_: the static firing as a success; how-

ever, t_ne final report will not be available until after a complete study

of _ne collected data."

lt_e ollrDose of tod_l's test was to evaluate the over-all Gemini

Launch Vehicle system _rformance -- fueling, countdown, engine start and

shutdown conTaands, emidance control, and televetry; and to verify engine

performance via thrust Reneration, and engine gimbalin_ (directional {nrust

control to steer the Gemini Launch Vehicle).

Each stage was static-fired for 30 seccmds. The eneines, manu-

factured by the Aerojet General Corporation, developed the seine amount of

-more-
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thrust expected durin_ actual flieht -- 430,000 counds by first stare

engines, and 100,000 pounds by _ne second stage eneine.

For this test firing, both Gemini Laund_ Vehicle stages were mounted

side-by-side on separate mounts. Both stages were held to their mounts by

four one and one-half-inch bolts; for actual flieht, these bolts will be

lm_t-of_ of the entireblown aoart by small explosive charees to effect '_

vehicle and for first and second staee separation.

Today's countd_¢n extended to 300 minutes -- just as it will during

an actual launch.

At T minus Zero, the first sta_e pronellant line valves o_vened. _e

Gemini Launch Vehicle fuel and oxidizer rushed toeether and iEnited unon

mixin_ in the thrust chamber. These storable hyuereolic pro,vellants (a

blend of hydrazine and uns__r_metricaldimethyl hydrazine as fuel, and nitro-

_en tetroxide, N204, as oxidizer) i_qnite_nen r_xed.

An electrical signal stou_ed the first stage engine after 30 seconds,

then started the second stage enEine. The second stage, in turn, was shut

do._nby radio signal from a ground comnuter %ust as in actual flight.

Officials of the United States _airForce _nd the _IartinCompany,

builders of the Gemini Launch Vehicle systems, eme n_ continuin_ with oians

for the next step in the checkout schedule of _:heGezainiLaunch Vehicle, its

new launch complex and blockhouse equinment.
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Supporting NASA in the Gemini F_r_n, the Air Force S_ace Syst_m

Division (AFSSD) is resoonsible for develov_nt, test, and launQh of _ue

Gemini Launch Vehicle. 'lhe [artin Comoany's _ltimore Division is _er-

forming the research and development, manufacO_ring, asse:noly, and orotmd

testin_ under contract to ,aSSSD. _ne :amtin ODn_r_ny's Ca_e Kennedy Division

is responsible for launch comnlex Dre_tration, dneckout and launch _ore-

oaration of the Gemini Lamndn Vehicle.

1_e Gemini ._Droarramis the second _mjor steo in t_he _[ation's manned

soace flight program. The G_._uinisoacecraft is bein._ develoued for two-

man, Earth-orbital .missions of long-duration (up to taJo weeks) amd for

rendezvous and dockinz missions. Gemini ?_ssions are scheduled to oe_in

early this year with the first of _..,o_rooosed tin,atoned fli_qts.

_ Tt _Tt'
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The huge stainless steel frame for the entrance door to

Chamber A ir_ the Space Environment Simulation Laboratory has been lowered into

place a_ r.h,.- _"[.4S__ Manned Spacecraft CenterSs Clear Lake site.

installation was by Chicago Bridge and iron Company of Oak Brook, Illinois,

cont:_.c-:- ior chamber constr-c_ction in the environmental building.

The frame ,.,;eighed approximately 97 tons. It had to be raised more than 150

feet above the ground, moved ovrr guy lines before being mounted.

Chamber A is the larger of two vacuunz chambers under construction, A full

size spacecraft of the Apollo class can be tested in :t, The chamber is tubular in

shape, 172 feet long and 65 feet in diameter. Approx_:a_ely 82 feet of the facility

will be below ground. Diameter of the door is 38 feel:.

Wi_iiin this chamber, solar simulation units will achieve the effect of the sun

on the lunar surface. Other simulated effects will be the extreme cold and air-

lessness of outer space. These extremes range from a minus 253 degrees to 121

degrees centigrade -- a variation of 374 degrees. The vacuum win be equivalent

to approxirrately 75 miles out from ear, thTs surface.

- more -
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A smaller chamber also is under construction. Identified as Chamber B, it is

nearly 4Z feet long and has a 35-foot diameter. Entrance into Chamber B will be

from the top.

Total value of construction and equipment for the simulation laboratory is

$3, 423, 397. Of this amount, $2, 293, 820 had been committed to the contractors as

of December 31, 1963.

dg
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A direct current motor designed to develop 10, 700 horse-

power and 5, 000, 000 pound/feet of torque is under construction for the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center.

Built by Westinghouse Electric Corporation in East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

the main drive motor will be installed in the Flight Acceleration Facility at MSG's

__car Lake site.

The motor will drive the flight acceleration simulator, principal training device

in the building. The simulator will be made up of a gondola, a 50-foot arm to which

the gondola is attached and the drive motor. The simulator will reach acceleration

forces up to 30 times the force of gravity.

Astronauts will train for space flight by riding irt the gondola. They will be

subjected to simulated conditions encountered during launch and reentry of their

spacecraft.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A transistorized micro-circuit signal conditioning device,

about the size and weight of an average cigarette lighter, has been developed by the

Garrett-AiResearch Corporation, Los Angeles, California, as the prime component

in the Gemini program blood pressure measuring system.

Garrett-AiResearch is producing the Blood Pressure Measuring System (BPMS)

for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Clear Lake, Texas.

Each astronaut will carry one of the units within his space suit during the manned

flights of Project Gemini. The BPMS will permit a rapid determination of the

systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels of the Gemini astronauts. Blood pressure

measurement constitutes one of the more important physiological parameters used

in assessing the functional status of the cardiovascular system.

Heart of the BPMS is a pneumatic-electronic signal conditioner which senses

blood pressure and pulse beats, translates these data into electric signals and

transmits via telemetry to earth recording stations.

When blood pressure reading is desired, the astronaut will inflate an occluding

cuff around his arm with a manual pressure bulb -- much the same as would be done

,_ a doctor's office. Blood pressure and pulse automatically are telemetered to the

ground stations. The BPMS operates within the astronauts pressure suit.

_ 1,T-iF'_T,F_ _
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The signal condi_ner weighs 1. 6 ounces compared to the 24-ounce system

used during Mercury flights.

Seven prototypes of the system have been delivered and are now being

tested.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS, -- MSC Director Robert R. Gilruth today announced "with

great regret TM that his deputy, James C. Elms, will return to private industry in

February, having completed his primary mission of reorganizing the management

structure of she space center. Elms' replacement will be named within the immediate

l_ure.

"Like al! growing organizations, the Manned Spacecraft Center reached a point

in its evolution about one year ago, where a major management reorganization was

necessary to more expeditiously carry forward the ©emini and Apollo spacecraft

programs," Gil_'uth said.

"Because he had a remarkable background of experience in the field of industry

organizacio_ and general management, i requested Jim Elms to assist me with this

task. Jim agreed, provided he would be free to resume his career in industry when

the job was completed. Jim has done an extraordinary job here," Gilruth said.

"Our center, our agency, and our nation owe him a great debt for his accomplishment.

I cannot adequately express to him _ny own deep and personal appreciation. I sin-

rely wish that he could be persuaded to devote further time with us. I do

- mo re,-
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understand, however, the urgency of the personal consideration which compelled him

to set a time limit on his services to our center.

"We worked on the management structure for about one year and announced our

reorganization on November 1. We have since noted with great satisfaction the

increased efficiency that is now being generated by our management team," Gilruth

said.

"I have enjoyed my tour at MSC and my association with Bob Gilruth more than

any other year of my career," Elms said. "At MSC we have a managerial teach that

I consider to be unparalleled in the country. I am certain they will get us to the

moon and back successfully."

Elms said his future plans would be announced shortly.

Elms joined the MSC staff on February 11, 1963. He had been Director of Space

and Electronics at the Aeronutronic Division of Ford Motor Company. He has

served in key management roles at North American Aviation, Inc., in the developm_rt

of radar bombing systems and at the De_ver Division of the Martin Company on the

Titan I missile. Later, he was executive vice president of the Crosley Division of

AVCO. As deputy director of the Manned Spacecraft Center he was charged with

responsibility for general management of the Center under Dr. Gilruth. While

working in Houston, his family has remained at the family residence in Newport

Beach, California.
###



WASHINGTON, D.C. For Release, Sunday, January 19, 1964.

NASA today named George M. Low to be Deputy Director of

the Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas. He replaces

James C. Elms, who resigned Friday to return to private

industry.

Low is Deputy&Administrator for Manned Space Flight at

NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. He will assume his ''

new duties as Deputy Director of hhe Houston center when

Elms leaves in February, and in addition will continue to

act in his post as Deputy Associate Administrator until

May _,

In the announcement, made simultaneously in Houston

and in Washington, D.C., Dr. George E. Mueller, Associate

Administrator for Manned Space Flight, said, "George Low

has been a strong right arm for me in Washington. The

smooth transition during our recent management realignment

in Manned Space Flight was due in no small way to his lead-

ership. We will miss Mr. Low at Headquarters, but knowing

that his background and talent are still available to us

gives me further assurance that we will be successful in

achieving our goals in the manned lunar landing program_"

Raytheon
64-14
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Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of the Manned Spacecraft

Center, stated, "I am delighted to have a man of Mr. Low's

great capabilities and long experience in manned space flight

programs join us here in Houston as my Deputy. He was Chair-

man of the Select Committee which performed the original studies

leading to the manned lunar landing program, and he is tho-

i roughly familiar with all aspects of our programs at the

Manned Spacecraft Center." The Manned Spacecraft Center is

responsible for development of NASA _nned spacecraft, the

execution of manned space flight missions and for training

of the astronauts.

Low joined the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics, predecessor of NASA, at the Lewis Research Center

in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1949. There he specialized in research

in the fields of aerodynamic heating, boundary layer theory

and transition, and internal flow in supersonic and hypersonic

aircraft. During his years at the Lewis facility, he was

head of the Fluid Mechanics Section, and later Chief of

Special Projects Branch.

In October 1958_ when NASA was established, he was

assigned to the headquarters office as Assistant Director for

Manned Space Flight Programs. Since that time he has held

several positions of increasing responsibility in the NASA C
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Headquarters of Manned Space Flight, culminating in his most

recent assignment as Deputy Associate Administrator for

Manned Space Flight. He was responsible to the Associate

Administrator for Manned Space Flight for the overall management

and direction of the Manned Space Flight programs (Gemini,

Apollo and advanced missions) and the field centers directly

associated with these programs.

The author of numerous technical papers and articles,

Low is an associate fellow of the American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics. He was awarded NASA's Out-
t

standing Leadership Medal and the Arthur S. Fleming Award,

for his Contribution to Project Mercury.

Low is 37 years old. He attended Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, where he earned a bachelor of aeronautical engin-

eering degree in 1948 and a master of science aeronautical

engineering degree in 1950.

Low is married to the former Mary R. McNamara. With

their five children, they reside at 7204 Broxburn Drive_

Bethesda, Maryland, and plan to move their home to the

Houston area at the conclusion of the present school te_m.

J
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The American Machine and Foundry Company, Santa

Barbara, California, was selected by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to build

a guided free fall platform to investigate effects of impact on space pilot's equipment.

The fixed price research and development contract: is for $185, 800.

American Machine was one of eight firms bidding. The others were: Z_a,.ne:s

and Reinecke, Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois; Aircraft Armaments Company,

Cockeysville, Maryland; Franklin Research Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;

Mechanics Research Division of General American Transportation Corporation,

Niles, Illinois; Monterey Research Laboratories, Monterey, California; Southwest

Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas and Technology, Incoporation, Dayton, Ohio.

After detailed technical review of the various proposals by competing companies,

American Machine was selected as offering the best rnethod of fabricating, testing

and installing the device.

The free fall platform is capable of containing up to Z, 000 pounds of equipment.

It is four feet v,,ide by seven long, large enough to hold a couch, harness and test

- _anikir.,. The platform can be hoisted 26 feet above floor level and then dropped,

h},pacting on a ._iston located in a fluid-filled cylinder.

- more -
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American Machine will install the device in MSC's Life Systems Laboratory

at Clear Lake, Texas. The contract calls for completion of the work by December

Z1, 1964.

It is being built for the Crew Systems Division.
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MERCURY ECS RET,_ASE

Air conditioning is taken for granted these days in office buildings
and in homes. But the Mercury spacecraft's environmental control il
system was more than a creature-comfort, for without the system,]man's ]
survival in the hostile airless and pressureless regions outsid_ the : ]
earth's atmosphere would be impossible. / [

' ' ,!
The Mercury Environmental Control System will be one of the exhibits J,

highlighted at the (fa:ir,program, etc) ! .

(date). !

The Mercury Environmental Control System (ECS for short) fs actually a
dual system, one for spacecraft cabin air con&itioning and one for the
astronaut's pressure suit. Both circuits of the ECS operate simultaneously
to provide suit and cabin with ventilation, pressurization and _ 100 per
cent oxygen atmosphere _or breathing, i

Freon coolant is fed to the ECS through the spacecraft umbilica_ prior to'
liftoff, but once off the pad and in orbit, heat exchangers using
evaporative water provide cooling.

Cabin pressure _tabilizes at 5.1 pounds per sqlzareinch while th_

spacecraft is in orbit, and the suit is kel_at the same pressure. Should
the cabin lose its pressurization, the suit would remain pressurized at
4.6 pounds per square inch even though icabin pressure dropped tolthe
partial vacuum of the orbit altitude.

Solids and moisture are removed from the circu_Latedair by a series;of
filters and traps° Carbon dioxide is removed from the circulating'
breathed air by a lithium hydroxide cannister, while odors are rem°veal
by a cannister of charcoal pellets -- much like an overgrown cigaret filter.

I J

The ECS oxygen supply is stored at 7,5qOipounds per square inch _nd reduced
to the 5.1 pounds working pressure by _egulators.

Lr

[ !.
The Mercury Environmental Contro_System Iwas developed by the Cr w Systems
Division of NASA Manned Spaceeraf_ Cerde_, Houston, and was manui'actured
by AIResearch CorporatiOn. , ;

!

I /? I
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A contract amendment in the amount of $9, Z00, 000 has

been issued by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to the Space and Information

Systems Division of North American Aviation, Inc., for construction and modifica-

tion of buildings at Downey, California.

MSC is supervising research and development work on two major NASA

,tracts held by NAA. These cover the Apollo command and service modules

and the paraglider system for Gemini. The contract amendment calls for the

construction of seven new buildings and modifications to existing structures to

permit expansion of the research and development effort.

North American is the prime contractor for the Apollo Command and Service

module program, holding a $934, 400, 000 definitive contract which was signed with

MSC August 14, 1963.

The company also has a Sa0, 015, 000 research a]Ad development contract for

the paraglider, one of the landing systems being developed for the Gemini spacecraft.

The amended contract runs through June 30, 1964. The original award was

negotiated between NAA and the NASA Western Operations Office.
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Project Apollo is this nation's effort to send three astronauts to the

vicinity of the moon; land two pilots on the lunar surface, and then return

the three to earth. _n the Gemini program, t_vo astronauts will orbit the

earth for periods up to two weeks to practice rendezvous techniques and to

observe the physiological effects of prolonged periods of space flights.

dg
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HOUSTON_ _XAS -- Seven floors of the nine-story Project Management bmilding

at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center_ Clear Lake, Texas have been accepted for

occupancy with minor eonstnaction remaining on the other floors before the _uild-

ing is ready.

The headquarters, in which will be offices of MSC Director Dr. Robert R.

Gilruth, the spacecraft program managers and assistant directors_ contains

194,191 square feet of space. Solar gray window panels are a predominate feature

of the 254-foot long building.

in addition to the Apollo and Gemini progr&m offices, personnel assigned

to the Director's staff, Procurement and Contracts Division, and administrative

offices will occupy the building.

Nerve center of the building began December 5_ 1962. If no significant

delays occur, the $4,466,579 structure will be ready for tenancy on February 20.

Leavell, Horrison-Knudson and Hardeman Company of E1 Paso, Texas is the

prime contractor.

Nearly a half dozen buildings included in a contract for Phase 3 of the

MSC constPaction will be completed about the same time. These are the Audi-

torium, Cafeteria_ Flight Crew Operations Office, Technical Services Office

- more -
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and Life Systems Laboratory.

To date 13 facilities at MSC's Clear Lake site have been certified as oper-

ational or ready for occupancy and nearly 270 employees are working in new offices.

The major move is scheduled to take place in March when more than 2,000 persons

will be relocated.

In addition to the construction of the administrative buildings, the space

agency is building flight test facilities, a the_ochemical test complex and

space environmental chambers.

Total value of construction and equipment at Clear Lake stands at

$147,452,700 and the National Aeronautics and Space Ad_inistration has requested

an additional $25,166,000 from Congress for construction at MSC during fiscal

year 1965.

The funding request and estimated dollar value would cover: a Lunar Mission

and Space Exploration Facility_ $2_647,000; Flight Crew Operations Facility,

$1,764_000; Electronic Systems Components Facilities, $4,110_OO0; Technical

Services Facility, $2,240,000; Cafeteria, $706,000; and modificavions to Envi-

ro_entai Test Laboratory_ $9,41_,000; Central Daza Office extension, $2_658,000,

and extensions to the Heating plant and _areh_lses, $1,625,000_

Out of the 147 millions obligated, MSC has paid contractors $62,561,488 as

of January 31, 1964o
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- _:le develoNaent of training techniques to teach

astronauts egress from a Gemini spacecraft got underway at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center this week.

In the program, engineers from MSC's Landing and Recovery Division are

seeking optimum methods for leaving a space capsule that is in the water.

They use a tethered boiler plate version of the Gemini spacecraft.

Tg_e boiler plate has the same confisuration and mass as a production

model. Only the weight differs. It has been modified for egress and includes

mock-up seats and an instrument panel.

In the test the capsule floats in a 24-foot in diameter tank. At a

given moment, the two subjects who are in the closed vehicle are ordered to

egress and the manner_ procedure and times it takes to get out is recorded

for study.

Develolmment of egress training techniques will lead to tests later this

year involving astronauts and another training w_rsion of the Gemini capsule.

T%le complete training course will be conducted over a period of several weeks

to permit all astronauts to participate.

Paul T. Chaput is the project engineer and James Lovell is monitoring

the program for the astronauts.
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H0_ST_, TEX_ - F_tth 7, Mercury _eecraft flown by Astromaut L. Gordon

Cc_per in his earth ¢ir_l_ 22 or-_oit fli_t last M_v _ill be c_ display

February 6 thro_h February 9 in Jackson, Miasinaippi.

_1. fcL_ ds_ atc_ IJa Jaek_om is _he sixteenth of 50 state cm_itol

visits $Jsatthe National _utlos amd Space Adminiztrat!_m_baa seheduled

for COOler'sspacecraft.Oloaeto 2,550,000person_have already_eenthe

spacecraft siu_.eit be? its cross eou_try tour in Cooper's home state

of 0klahoma.

The NASA Me,ned Slmcecre_ Center at Houston, Texa_, _, set Faith 7[

on a s_cand_Imlehpermits ea_ viewing of the inside of the __.

A se_tiQglo_ the base of _ h_et shield _nd portion_ of the outer skin

have been cut a_y permittt_ the first public _ at the inner

structure of a _ereury s3acecraft.

The a'ptmce_aft - inside and ol._- is exactly as it _as _l_n it

spa--haddo_n intothe PacificnearMid_ayIslandc_ Mmy 16, 1963.

made of a new metal _' 41 - shots the effects of the 1,000 degree

heat _{eh blanketed the mpaceex_ft during re-entry into earth's

atmosphere. The heat shield - a m_ture of Ela_-3fibers and resin -

at the base of thc ._j_.oe_ wie.h_too_ _-_um teEI_ratures of 3,000

_;r_es faz_,_w_,it_en Cooper directed F Ith 7 on its _ to earth.
l



A1;O _ dl_ _!th _ _l__ are t_m _ COo_er _-ri_

am_ the ast_;_ _iva& ,W_t_i_ _ o_ _ ?'s 546,1E5=_e

__t,_ fli_. :$ of _ food f,oo_ ato duringbl_ _y

amd a _ ia _ rill _l_ be _ dt_p_.
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Extension 3751 January 27, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A new concept in motion simulation_ the first to produce

unlimited angular motion for a large heavy vehicle is being studied for the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center by the Aerospace Division of Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Developed under a contract with MSC, the study also calls for a 34-inch

d_a_eter working model of the full scale device which will be used to prove

the feasibility of the simulation concept.

The simulator has six sets of steerable dual aircraft wheels which are

driven and steered by hydraulic motors. The wheels are affixed to the out-

side of the superstructure within which a spacecraft is mounted. The entire

assembly rotates within a cup-like open hemispherical base to give the space-

craft unlimited angular motion about any axis.

A computer would accept inputs from the spacecraft control systems and,

in turn, control hydraulic motors that drive and steer the simulator's wheels.

A hydraulic pump driven by a 65 horsepower _as turbine supplies power to the

motors.

- more -
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After intensive testing_ the space agency will determine if procurement of

a full scale assembly is necessary. If the final full scale assembly is ordered_

it will be 23 feet in diameter_ large enough to accept spacecraft the siae _of the

Apollo Command Module.

- _ -
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- There'll be no five-o-clock shadow for the man on the

moon.

Engineers at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center here are evaluating a cc_-

bination razor and vacuum cleaner which will not only shave the astronauts_

but capture weightless whiskers and prevent them from floating freely inside

the spacecraft.

The device_ patented by Shav-Air International of Charlotte_ North

Carolina_ is being studied to see if it can be adapted to space use.

It's turbine motor is driven by vacuum.

Where does this vacuum come from?

From Space. It's all vacuum.
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HCUSTS_ ZE?_S =_ Athletes undergo more physical stress during competition

than asvroaau_s ao mur]_ng space flight°

_nat's ac_ it appears c:: scientists at the !_7_SA_._annedSpacecraft Center

here. ExperLc_e_ts sc,nducved wivh spor_s car drivers at nearby tracXs indi_

cate that the drivers wsrk mare strenuously during a race than any of the

Project Yercu_%_ astrona_vs did during orbital flight.

Bu_ the key here is physical activity. An as_ronaut_ in top physical

shape a_a well conditioned to _he rigors of hi;___perfomance flight, is phys-

ically restricted in his spacecraft. L-__ebulk of his activity is in concen-

tration and t_ing. An athleve's heart rate increases with his muscular activ-

ity _- ana with the heat of intense competition.

Studies conducted for the Manned Spacecraft Center by Bio-b-__amics, Inc.)

of C_bridge, Massachusetvs_ seem to bear out tnav sky divers_ hockey players)

skiiers, polo players and track athletes also e×perience more physical stress

than spacemen.

- __ore _
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And a report published recently in "The Journal of Sports Medicine and

Physical Fitness" by two University of Michigan investigators emphasizes tbst

athletic competition is extremely demanding on tZhe cardio-vascular system.

Handball, the report says, is more strenuous than paddleball_ but paddle-

ball is more demanding than badminton; tennis, though less strenuous than

badminton, is more exerting than volleyball; bowling is less demanding than

the other sports studied in the report_ but still seemingly more _ysically

exerting than orbital flight.

Bowlers, according to the University of Miclhigan report, were found to

range between 82 and 132 heartbeats per minute during competition_ with a

mean heart rate of 99.

Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, during his 34-hour orbital flight, ranged

frc_ 55 to 180 beats per minute, but his mean heart rate was only 89 beats

per minute.

And during an hour-long 60-1ap sports car race, one of the drivers mon-

itored by Bio-Dyanmics_ Inc._ experienced a mean heart rate of 200 beats per

minute during segments of the race.

None of the Project Mercury astronauts during orbital flight reflected

a heart rate higher than 184 beats per minute, and then only for a few seconds

during re-entry -- the most rigorous part of his space ride.

Normally_ a well conditioned athlete's heart rate -- and that of an astro-

naut -- is between 50 and 60 beats per minute. And for the sake of perspective,

one NASA scientist explained that a perfectly normal, healthy person -- neither

athlete nor astronaut -- sometimes experiences heart rates of 180 beats a min-

ute and higher while getting his teeth drilled in the dentist's office.

--more--
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To get this comparative information members of the Space Medicine Branch

at the NASA center_ under the direction of Dr. Lawrence F. Dietlein, and sci-

entists at Bio-Dyn_aics in Cambridge_ taped electrodes to the chests of per-

forming athletes. These sensors monitored heart and respiration rates and

radioed them through small transmitters to receivers which converted the infor-

mation into readable physiological data.

During space flight astronauts are similarly monitored to keep NASA

physicians constantly aware of a pilot's physical well being during flight.

Miss Rita Rapp of Dr. Dietlein's Experimental Medicine Section has been

gathering physiological data from sports car drivers with the assistance of

two Baylor College of Medicine doctors_ V. P. Coliins_ head of the Radiology

Department, and his assistant_ Zoltan Petrany. Dr. Collins and Dr. Petrany

are sports car drivers and perform as subjects while collecting information

on physiological stress. Later this month longer duration tests will be con-

ducted at the Daytona Beach International Sports Car Association's big race

in Florida where subjects will perform for as long as 12 hours at a stretch

under severe stress.

Not only are telemetered heart and respiratory information collected_

but athletes provide blood and urine specimens before and after competition

to give NASA a broader picture of their physical conditions.

When completed these studies will help NASA determine the degree of

physical stress individuals can accept_ and its effect upon their performance.

-_-
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Fourteen new members of the Gemini and Apollo space flight

crew pool reported to Manned Spacecraft Center today to begin their training as

astronauts.

The new men, selected from among about 270 volunteers last October_ bring

the total of astronauts in training for the two MSC manned space flight programs

to 29 .

Reporting for duty as astronauts are _ivilians Russell Louis Schv_eickart and

Ronnie Walter Cunningham; Air Force Major Edwin E_gene Aldrin, Jr., Capt. William

Alison Anders, Jr._ Capt. Charles Arthur Bassett_ II, Capt. Michael Collins,

Capt. Dorm Fulton Eisele, Capt. Theodore Cordy Freeman, and Capt. David Randolph

Scott; Navy Lt. Cmdr. Richard Francis Gordon, Lt. Alan LaVern Bean, Lt. Eugene

Andrew Cernan and Lt. Roger Bruce Chaffee; and M_trine Corps Capt. Clifton Curtis

Williams.

Initial training phase for the new astronauvs will be similar to that of the

previous groups, basic science and technology courses related to space flight

deye lopme nt.

These will include geology, flight mechanics, rocket propulsion, aero-

dynamics of space flight_ digital computers, astronomy, communications, physics

of the upper atmosphere and space_ medical aspects of space flight and space-

related meteorology.

-- more --
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There _11 be during this phase also field trips associated with various

aspects of the training_ as well as operational orientation trips to various

government_ institutional and industrial installations involved in space flight

develot_nent in MSC programs.

The first phase of training will continue until about mid-June_ after which

the new astronauts will begin concentrated activity in relation to the specific

missions of Manned Spacecraft Center_ the Apollo lunar landing mission and the

Gemini Earth-orbital long duration and rendezvous flights.

Ail of the new men will undergo the standard survival courses designed

for astronauts_ tropical_ desert and water survival. Ail will go through heli-

copter flight training in preparation for hovering practice which will be

required for the lunar mission and all will train on Gemini and Apollo mission

simulators.

In addition_ like the previous groups_ the 14 will be required to main-

tain space flight readiness in high-performance airplanes.

Over-all direction of the astronaut training will be by Donald K. Slayton_

one of the original Mercury astronauts and now Assistant Director of MSC for

Flight Crew Operations. Astronaut Walter M. Schirra_ chief of operations and

training_ will supervise the new group's training_ assisted by Astronauts

Elliott See_ Neil Armstrong and Thomas P. Stafford.

-_-
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 r'ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

UANNEDSPACECRAFT Uous'l:on

CENTER 1. Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 64-25

Extension 3751 February 6, 1962

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Manned Spacecraft Center has awarded a contract to the

Garrett Corporation's AiResearch Manufacturing Company Division for design and

production of an extra-vehicular Pressurization Ventilation System for Gemini

astronauts.

The contract is a cost-plus-incentive-fee award with a total target price

of $133,358_ with incentive features on both cost and delivery performance.

AiResearch will perfo_a the contract in four _lases over a period of

11 months. The first phase calls for completion of a design mockup_ followed

by production of two prototype articles. If MSC approves the results of the

first two phases_ AiResearch will then constr_ct four prototype articles in

the third phase and two flight-qualified articles in the fourth phase.

The primary objective of the contract is to develop a system to provide

a life-supporting environment within the Gemini pressure suit assembly while

exposed to free space_ with maximu_ functional _esponse, reliability_ material

integrity and minimum weight and volume.

Use of the life support system will come during the Gemini program when the

astronaut crewmen open their spacecraft and one of their moves outside it in

an experimental effort marking man's first entry into free space in only a

pressure suit.

--more--
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Major objectives of the Gemini Spacecraft Program are development of

rendezvous and docking techniques in space and investigation of the effects

of long=duration space flight.
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WAlnut 8-2Sli MSC 64-27

Extension 3751 February 12_ 196_

HOUSTON_ TE)L_S _- _o Ex-A_y sergeants who slogged through the Korean con-

f!ict on their feet have designed a system that will require __erican astronauts

to land on the moon standing up.

?_.e two former Infantr_m_en_ now design engineers at the I_ASA Manned Space-

craft Center here_ have eliminated seats in the Apollo lunar excursion module

(_M) in favor of harnesses_

Pilots aboard the L_[ will fly the spacecraft much the same as trolley ears

are driven here on earth.

_e savings in weight allows more latitude in the design of the LEM_ and

reduction of its overall volume. And this means even more weight reduction.

The T_ is being built in Bethpage_ N. Y._ by Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.

George C. Franklin_ 35_ head of the Crew Station Arrangement Section_ and

flight systems engineer Louie G, Richard_ 35_ suggested the harness concept after

investigating contour couches, "b_cycle seats_" and even 'barstool configurations"

for the first Americans to ride down from lunar orbit to the moon's surface from

an Apollo spacecraft later this decade.

Since T_M pilots will spend most of their time weightless -- and will pro-

bably not exceed forces of one gravity (i-G) during flight -- seats are unnecessary.

--more--
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"This means the p_iots can stand closer to the window_" Franklin remarked_

"and allows us to reduce the window area by 20 square feet."

Astronauts H. Scott Carpenter and Charles Conrad, Jr., responsible for

providing astronaut point-of-view to cockpit engineers_ consider the "trolley

car configuration" a major breakthrough.

"From our viewpoint it's ideal," Conrad said. "We get much closer to

the instruI_ents without our knees getting in the way, and our vision downward

toward the moon's surface is greatly improved. '_

When flying the LEM pilots are connected to the ceiling by straps that

attach to their pressure suits; ovher straps anchor them to the floor.

"Th_is way_" Conrad added_ "we can wear self-contained equipment for use

,utside the spacecraft after the lunar ianding_ and we don't have to worry

about putting iL on and taking it off as we would if we were seated."

Franklin and Richard both worked on cockpit arrangements for jet air-

craft before coming to IASA's Manned Spacecraft Center.

Franklin_ a native of California, has bachelor of science degrees in

Zoology from Tulane University_ and in mechanical engineering from the Univer-

sity of Arizona. Richar% of Sulpkur, Oklahoma_ has a bachelor of science

degree in mechanical engineering from Oklahoma State University. Both served

in Korea during the heighv of the conflict in 1950-51.

"We've corae full circle_" Bichar_ laughe% "from standing up in trolley

cars, to sitting down in jets and back to standing up in spacecraft."

T_

"I guess it's the Infantry in us.
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I_-_ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

k_HNEDSPACE[RAFT,_.;_.__.ous*on_C NTER ' -__1, Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 64-28

E×te_lsion 3751 February !5, 1964

HOUSTON, T_AS -- Cub Scout Zachary Ho_rard, 8, of 7717 Yoe Drive, Houston,

Texas, presents a statuette to Astronaut Wally Schirra in appreciation for

"personal help and inspiration" to Scouting during 1963, wb_le Boy Scout Donald

Klaus_ 12, of 7709 Yoe Drive_ Houston, left anm Explorer Scout Ronald Pogue, 16_

of 7!_0 Orville, Houston, look on. Schirra accepted the statuettes on behalf

of Astronauts Scott Carpenter, Virgil Grissom and Alan Shepard, at the ceremonies

at Ellington. These scouts represent 43,000 Cubs, Boy Scouts and Explorers in

the Se_a Houston Council, Boy Scouts of America.

Harry Bovay, Council President and Minor Huffman, Scout Executive officiated/

at the ceremonies.

The astronauts also received neckerchiefs and[ patches illustrating the

Sixth National Jamboree to be held July 17 through 23, 1964 at Valley Forge,

Pennsylvania. Sc_e 50,000 scouts and leaders will be present from all over

the United States and the free world.

Astronauts Gordon Cooper, John Glenn and Donald Slayton previously were

presented with statuettes.
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ANNEDSPACECRAF Houst
ENTER , Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 MSC 64-29

Extension 3751 February 11, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Nearly 280 employees of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Ce_:e_

will vacate leased offices in Houston on February 20 as the mass move of pera_:e_

furniture and supplies into the Clear Lake site gets underway.

Engineers and administrative persons assigned to the Apollo Spacecraft Pr_-

gram Office, the Procurement and Contracts Division and the Public Affairs Office

will move. They will occupy portions of the Project Management Building and tee

office wing of the Auditorium.

The Apollo group -- numbering sc_e 220 persons -- and Procurement personnel

assigned to the Apollo office will be the first to occupy the nine-story head-

quarters building.

Another major move will take place February 28. This one involves c_ore

than 300 persons. Other moves will follow through March and April until nearly

2,500 employees are relocated_

Fifteen facilities at MSC's Clear Lake site have been certified as opera-

tional to date. The latest buildings to be c_npleted are the Cafeteria, whica

began operation this week_ and the office wing of the auditorium.

With the February 20 move_ some 550 persons will have been relocated.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD%41NISTRATION _

WA_ut 8-2811 MSC 64-30

Extension 3751 February 17, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Apollo spacecraft that will be sent into space to

explore an exit from earth for later manned spacecraft to the moon left North

American's Space Division at Downey, California, today by airlift for Cape

Kennedy_ Florida,

Heavily instrumented, the Apollo command module's mission will be to radio

back vital launch and environmental data which it will encounter on its pass

through the earth's atmosphere and as it is thrust into space more than ll5
! i

miles high this spring. It will be launched by a Saturn I rocket. _ 11_

I
The Apollo spacecraft will be made up of instrumented cormnand and service ii:

I

modules, an adapter, and a launch escape system with a live jettison motor.

Primary objective of the test will be to obtain launch and exit environ- ;i

mental data. That is, scientists want to determine how the spacecraft and

launch vehicle will act under actual launch conditions.

First order test objectives for the launch listed by NASA's Manned

Spacecraft Center are:

1. Demonstrate the physical compatability of the launch vehicle and

spacecraft under preflight and flight conditions. (Determine how well mechan-

ical and electrical instruments work _ith the launch vehicle).

--more--
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2. Measure the performance of the launch and exit environment to verify

design criteria. (Instrumentation will measure the aerodynamic pressures, tem-

7

peratures and vibrations).

Other objectives listed for the flight include: demonstrate the structural

integrity of the launch escape system under flight loading conditions, demon-

strate the jettison of the launch escape tower, and determine how well commu-

nications and instrumentation systems function with the launch vehicle, i_:

The Apollo command module will contain its own electrical power_ commu-
?

nications, instrumentation and environmental control systems.

No recovery is planned for the spacecraftj which will be injected into

ci_cular orbit.

Jg_Ja_
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT House:on
ENTFR . Texas

WAlnut 8-2811 ?,%C 64-32

Extension 3751 February 17, 1964

EOUSTON_ TEY_&S -- %_en __erican astronauts depart for the moon later this

decade_ chances are they will carry no drinking water aboard their Apollo space-

craft.

_aat's because engineers at the NASA I_anned Spacecraft Cen_er here plan to

install a system aboard Apollo to produce all the water the three spacemen will

need.

Called a "fuel celia' the ingenious system is designed to replace conven-

tional batteries in spacecraft which must remain in space beyond the useful life

span of the battery.

f_el cells convert chemical energy into electrical ener_y_ using hydrogen

and oxygen gasses. _nese gasses are fed into separate electrodes in a chamber_

causing an electro_chemical reaction.

And this reaction_ which produces enough power to operate all the space-

craft's electronic equi_ent_ results in quantities of water as a by-product.

Engineers expect fuel cells in the Apollo to provide about 60 gallons of

potable water during a l_-day journey -- to the moon and back_

_,_o firms are developing fuel cells for NASA spacecraft. General Electric

Corporation_ Ly__n_ Masso_ is developing cells for Gemini two-man earth-orbital

spacecraft; Pratt and _$_itney Corporation_ East Hartford_ Conn._ is perfecting

ceils for Apollo.

-more--
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I- fuel cells six times lighter than batteries of equivalent
Not only are

power_ but they eliminate the need for generators_ and do away with the require-

ment for storing large quantities of water aboard the spacecraft.

A miracle of modern science?

Not quite. The first recorded work on fuel cells _ done by England's

Sir William Grove more than 100 years ago.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The three-phase airlift of a National Aeronautics _nd Space

A_ministration boilerplate Apollo spacecraft frc_ the North American Aviation S&ID

p3ant at Downey, California, to the NASA facility at Cape Kennedy, Florida was cGn-/

1_eted today.

Three separate USAF aircraft transported the boilerplate launch escape system,

cc_mand module, service module, related ground service equipment and adapter to
I

Cspe Kennedy where they will be checked out and mated with a Saturn I launch vehicle

ir_preparation for SA-6, the first orbital space flight of the Apollo spacecraft.

The test flight, scheduled for the spring, is one of a series in the Apollo

proA_-am which will place Americans on the moon by 1970.

Coincidentally, the barge "Prnm_se" will arrive at Cape Kennedy today with the

SA,_ booster-_n_-instr4anent units_ The 1.5 mill ion-pound_thrust' first stag_i_d

instrument unit started the 2,000-mile barge trip frem Huntsville, Alabama, Feb. 6.

The main purposes of the SA-6 flight are to test further the first stage

(S-;1), to demonstrate separation of the S-1 stage and the second stage (S-IV), and to

test the functions of the S-IV propulsion system, which uses liquid hydrogen to pro-

vile a performance more than a thii_i greater than conventional fuel used in the S-1

st_.ige·

--more--
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The flight test will demonstrate the primary mode of the launch escape tower
w

jettison_ using the escape tower jettison motor; determine the launch and exit environ-

merit parameters; demonstrate the physical compatability of the Saturn I launch vehicle

and the Apollo spacecraft under pre-flight and flight conditions.

In addition to the more than l_000 Saturn vehicle _eas_rements, Apollo space- _

craft systems used in the test flight will include a_ $nstrumentat$on system which

wi:_. measure launch and exit environmental conditions j an environmental system which

wi:_ control temperatures of the instrumentatio_ systemj aS AM-FM telemetry system
i

wh_ich will transmit launch and exit environmental information to ground receiving

!

st_!tions, and a C-band transponder to be used for vehicle tracking purposes.

Towering 190 feet in height, the Apol_0/Saturn I vehicle will be launched frc_
!

Ca]_ Kennedy with a lift-off weight of about 565 tons and a thrust of approximately
/

1,_100,000 pounds frcm the S-I stage's H-1 liquid propellant rocket engines. The

!
gi_tzt space vehicle will ascend to approximately 230,000 feet in less than two and

I

t[alf minutes. At this point first stage (S-l) engine burnout will occur. The
a

I
S-:!:stage will be jettisoned at an altitude of over 230_000 feet_ and the second

stylize(S-IV) will ignite. It's six RL-iO engines will continue to accelerate the
!

Ap_!.3.1ospacecraft with a combined thrust of 90,000 pounds. At an altitude of about

27'!1,000feet the launch escape tower will be jettisoned and the S-IV stage engines

wi:_l continue to burn until the spacecraft has attained same ll5 statute miles in

altJtude. At this point the space vehicle will be injected into an orbit around

the earth and S-IV engine cutoff will occur.

No recovery of the Saturn launch vehicle or the boilerplate Apollo spacecraft

I

is iplanned for this test flight. It is anticipated that the entire orbiting space

vehicle wl_] disintegrate upon reentry.

P
I
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HOUSTON, T_XAS - Faith 7, M_rcury spacecraft flown by Ast_m_ut

L. Gordom Cooper in his eart_ clrclin6 22 orbit flight last _hy will be

display March 5 t_aro._ Mmrch 8 in Phoenix, Arizona.

The fc_r say stop _ l_oenix la f21e _c_ 50 state eal_ttol

visits that the Naticmal _utl_s a_d Space Administration has scheduled

for Oooper'$ _pacecraft. Close tO 2,700,000 persons have already seen the

sp_cecraf% st-ce it be_=_n Its cross country tour in Oooper's home _t_te

of_.

The NASA Man,._d_epacecraftCenter at Hou_tom, Texas, has s_t Faith 7

ca a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside c_ the spacecraft.

A section Of the base of the heat shield and portions of the o_ter skin

have been cut a_a_ permitting the first public look at the inner structure

of a Mercury spa_.

The s_ceera/_ - lm_ide and out - is exa._tl_as it _s when it splashed

do_m into the Pacifie near Midway Isla_ on May 16, 1963. Noe h_ru_ has

changed. Ttme spa_ shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal

rene' 41 - tuber,is the effects of the 1,000 _ heat _ich bl-n_ted the

Slmace_raft_uring re-entry into e_rth's atw_sphere. The heat shield -

a m_ture of glass fibers and resin - at the ba_e of the spacecraft withstood

mAY_,_ _!'_tt_es Of 3,000 d_grees fa_it _ Cooper directed Fail_h7

on its return to the earth.
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Also on display vith the spaceer_ are the cameras Cooper carried

and the astx_naut Survival Kit _hlch rode on Faith 7's 546,195 mile

earth-circling flight. Semples of the food Cooper ate during his dm_ and

a half in space will almo be on display.

_e X3 _ _, eadimg la t_e aatiea'g Q_pitol aa November 1, 196_,

will c_v_r a_tely 20,QO0 mi_s, a diata_ce _aith 7 covered in space
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

_CENTER l, Texas

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Effective Feb_mary 21_ the News Se:_¢ices Braach of

the Pab!ic Affairs Office vrill move to its ne_s offices at Clear Lake_

'2q.enew telephone number will be: Area Code 7i3_ i_Jnter 3-0123_

71ae News Services Br_nch of the i_blic Affairs Office periodically

updates its news media mailing list.

If you DO wish to continue receiving news of the aczivities of the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center_ please place your n_re and address in the

space below and mail to:

News Services Branch

Public Affairs Office

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

Houston_ Texas

Ben Gillespze

Chief_ News Services Branch
Public Affairs Office
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT: Houston
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3-4241 MSC 64-35

February 24, 1964

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Moving Day -- the magic phrase that hundreds of space

center workers have been waiting for -- will come February 28 for another

300 N%SA Manned Spacecraft Center employees.

l_he move_ the second major relocation in a week, will take spacecraft

center workers from leased facilities in Houston and Ellington Air Force Base

to the g!e_ming new buildings at the permanent home at Clear Lake. With this

move, more than 900 space agency workers will have been relocated.

Workers assigned to the Personnel Division will move from the East End

State Ba_2_ to the nine-story Project Management Building. More procurement

personnel will move_ as well as the Small Business Office_ the Program Analysis

and Resource Management Division_ Facilities Division, the Center Medical

CJperations Office, Legal Office and Office Services Division.

?ne Technical Services Office -- now ready for occupancy -- will house

the Safety and Occupational Health Branch of the medical group_ additional

elements of the Technical Services Division (some have already moved into the

Technical Services Warehouse) and the Engineering Division.

Since the spacecraft center made its move from the Langley Research Center

in Virginia, emplpyees have been occupying some 15 different buildings in South-

east Houston and at Ellington. Some are more than 20 miles from each other. For

most workers, the move to the new home is most welcome.

--more--
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To date 1T facilities at MSC's Clear Lake site have been certified aa r_ady

for occupancy or operational by the United States Corps of Engineers_ _h¢ a?noy

supervising the construction of the Center. The latest structures to oe corn_

pleted are the Life Systems Laboratory and the Technical Services Office°

Some 280 workers moved into the Center on February 20. Included were _hose

who will put %he first Americans on the moon -- the Apollo Spacecraf_ Prog::_ct

Office, elements of the Procurement and Contracts Division and the Po_h!i_ Affairs

Office.

'II/IUI
/,' Il h' Y
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h:nter 3-4241 MSC 64-36
February 26, 1964

HOUSTOh', Tv_0_AS-- Two NASA Marmed Spacecraft Center officials -- Wesley

Hjornevii:_Assistant Director for Administration_ and Charles W. Mathews_

C_miui Program Y_nager -- _lll be featured speakers at the co-sponsored con-

ference of the National M_nagement Association and General Dynamics/Fort Worth

Management Club to be conducted Saturday_ February 29_ 1964_ in the Grand Ball-

room of the Hotel Texas in Fort Worth.

Hjornevik's speech is entitled "The Nation's Manned Space Program and

Its _L_r.agement." _h_thewswill speak on "Management Aspects of The C_m_ni

Program."

Hjornevik, a native of Minneapolis, Minnesota, was appointed to his present

position with M£C in J_e 1961. He graduated from North Dakota State College

in 1949 with a 2S degree in econcmics. At MSC_ he is responsible for working

reiazionships wizh other agencies_ industry_ and state and local governments;

develo_,ent of management relationships between NASA and contractor groups in

aerospace research and development functions; planning and directing the finan-

cial management program; and directing internal administrative support services

including personnel, security_ and administrative services.

Hjornevik and his wife have five sons.

-- more --
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Hathe_s_ born in I_iuth, Minnesota, received his BS degree in aeronautical

_ _' _ frmm Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, in 1942. Heeno_r.ee_lr_o

has been with ._SA since 1943. During his early career, he was engaged in air-

plane flight research -- exploratory research to determine airplane configura-

tions suitable for use at supersonic speeds; through this research the first

verification in this country of the performance capabilities of sweptback wings

was achieved. Later, his concentration was shifted to flight research in the

areas of automatic control of airplanes -- the improvement of airplane flying

qualities through automatic control devices and the develoi_nent of automatic !

systems for use in the interception of enemy bombers.

Mathews became involved _ith spacecraft studies during the time of the

first Sputnik flights; he conducted early studies on reentry of orbital manned

spacecraft. He served as chairman for the group which developed specifications

for the Hercury spacecraft. His work in this program involved directing the

team which established the operating concepts for early space missions, and

directing the early flight tests. Smme of his additional activities involved

the concept and requirements for the worldwide Mercury tracking network and the

Iiercury Cc_trol Center at Cave Kennedy. The planning of facilities and pro-

cedures for flight preparation of the Mercury spacecraft were developed under

his direction.

Prior to his Y_arch 1963 assignment as Gemini Program Manager, Mathews served

as DepuVy Assistant Director of ¥£C for engineering and development and as Chief

of the 1[SC Spacecraft Technology Division. This division contributed to early

phases of the Apollo lunar landing program, the spacecraft s_ud its m_ssion.

-- more --
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Mathews' Gemini Program_ the Nation's current step into spae% employs

a two-man spacecraft for long-duration missions and for orbital rendezvous

and docking experJ_ments. _ne first three Gemini flights_ two of them u_manned7

are scheduled for this year. Gemini will provide flight experience and technic.al

.: ia_owledgethat will be applied to the 2pollo program and to more advanced space'

flight missions.

_v_tha_:;sand his wife have two children, a son and a daughter.
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ENTFR 1, Texas

k_LTnter3-4241 MSC 64-37

February 26, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has asked for proposals

from aerospace companies for a study on how to perform lunar survey experiments

once astronauts have landed on the moon's surface.

Proposals, to be submitted by March 5_ 1964_ call for maximum use of equip-

ment presently planned for the Lunar Excursion Module and the Co_mmand Module.

T_is includes an inertial measurement unit_ a guidance computer_ a space sextant,

scanning telescope_ coupling unit and electronic packages.

Called selenodetic measurements study_ it will examine the use of applied

mathematics to determine by observation and measurement the exact position of

points and areas of large portions of the moon surface.

_ne study seeks answers on how to perform lunar surveys_ the size and shape

of the moon_ and how to locate points on the lunar surface for the purpose of

future navigation.

For the purpose of the study_ it is assumed only one astronaut will explore

the area in the LEM's immediate vicinity. The second space pilot will remain

inside the lunar module and the third astronaut will be on board the Command

_(odule.

A fraction of the 250 pounds of scientific apparatus which the LE$Iwill

carry will be atloted to selenodetic equipment and it must be capable of normal

(_peration in a hard vacuum.

-- more --
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According to the study, the orbital plane of the mother ship may be inclined

as much as ten degrees to the lunar equator with landing sites selected between

a plus or minus ten degrees latitude.

The study does not include fabrication of equipment but it may include plans,

cost estimates and develol_nent-time estimates required for the construction equip-

me nt.

MSC has alloted approximately $99,000 for the performance of the study which

has been requested by the Advanced Spacecraft Technology Division. Work is to be

completed by six months after receipt of a notice to proceed. An additional

month will be allowed for submission of the final report.

To date more than TO aerospace firms, including several small businesses,

have been solicited. MSC's request contains two major sections: cost and tech-

nical. Of,_these, the technical proposal is considered the more important.

MSC will specifically consider the following factors in the technical eval-

uation:

a. complete coverage of all requirements,

b. technical feasibility of the approach to the requirement, and

c. the scientific experience of the personnel to be assigned to the pro-

gram.
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February 27, !9o_

: r'_e'_ TE}2_-S The 7'[_SA _fanned Spacecraft C_n._r has accepted t:_ Life

'-.... :.he_atory _t the Clear Lake _-_t_ and certified it as ready for occupancy_

u_.rr ±_.a__ UU92_2eo price tag, the structure _.:il!house persormel for the

'?_ :'vsv <'_sDivision. NoYzng _ay is Narch i1_ 1964. Leaveli_ Morrison-Knudson

_ l_xa_ the -'_*_"o:: ir:,,]einanCompany of E] Paso_ "_- _ is pz _._ contractor.

_i.... _ _ ?'ob_..l_:o _.COIm,sPj contains more than 29_00g square feet of space,

1,3 ,-_i feet long hv 105 feet ai!e and has a hi-foot high bay area r_nnin 6

te lengti: of the building.

A _pace environmental _'!n__._a_or occupies one end of the =_en ba¥_ area.

_,-._,_s else are several drop toe,ers now beins acquired,

S_rrod_ndins these test facilities are the following laboratories _1eces-

-'ir_ for 5heir eperatioF_s:

2:-_,eSpace S,lit Laboratories ,,.;herework on operational suit projects and

'_,i:e._:cedspace seit projects _;i!l he done. Tt:e operational unit will directly

:2pport 811 _T_anned tests perforr:ed in the laboratory_ v:hile the advanced unit

will -nvestigate devele!m_en% concepts.

_e Envirenm. ental Systems inszrumentation Laboratory will test payload

_,z=_=:bs of the Chemistry Laboratories.

--I_ore--
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The Materials and Survival Equil_ment I_boratory where protot}_pe as.d flight

survival equipment will be fabricated and tested.

The Restraint Ee3ora%ory where new couch concepts will be developed and

h_lan tolerance levels tested.

The man-rated space enviro._ental chamber is 17 feet high and 20 feet in

di_neter. It is being built ur_der a $514_030 contract with the Chicago Bridge

and iren Company of Oak Brook; Illinois. }_r_encompleted it will permit simu-

iating effects on man and equipment of altitudes up to 225_000 feet. A second

cha_ber, eight feev in dis_r_eter_will be able to simulate altitudes up to

125_000 feet.

__ne systems laboratory is the ninth building accepted out of 13 progra_._ned

for construction under the F_ase 3 contracq. The Project _Management _uilding,

Office _;in6 of the Auditorium_ Central Cafeteria; Technical Services 0ffice_

Technical Services _J_r_£o_=e_ Support Office Building_ Support Shops and Ware-

house and Gara6e Building were built and accepted under this contract.

Up to this time the space agency has co_itted $20,693_710 _·o_ construc-

tion under the Phase 3 contract.

PiSC spent $4_752_S58 to prepare the Clear Lake site before the first

foundavior_ vTas laid. T%e work_ under a Fnase 1 construction contract_ con-

sisted of relocation of oil pipe lines and a canal; grading and roads_ instal-

lation of storm se_zers_ water and gas _ains_ a _,,aterpu_mping plant and s_orage

tan._s_ utility tunnels and a field office for the U.S. Corps of Engineers.

--more--
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Phase 2 work in the amount of $4,891,475 included the construction of the

water treatment and sewage plants_ a heating and cooling plant, the fire station

and the Central Data Office building.

Another utility which had to be built before the construction of buildings

could be undertaken was the 138 KV electrical sub-station. This facility was

funded under a separate contract at a cost of $7_6,950.

Out of the $147_452,000 obligated to the space agency for construction by

Congress, MSC has paid contractors $62,877,469 as of February 15, 196h.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has requested an addi-

tional $25,166,000 for construction at MSC during fiscal year 1965.

The funding request and estimated dollar value would cover: a Lunar

ri,Hission and Space Exploration Facility, $2,o 7,000; Flight Crew Operations

Facility, $1,764_000; Electronic Systems Components Facility, $4,110,000_

Technical Se_zices Facility, $2,24%000; Cafeteria, $706,000; and modifications

to Envirorraental Test Laboratory, $9,416,000; Central Data Office extension,

_2 6_8 n_ and extensions to the Heating _lant and warehouse, $1_625,000.

With the occupancy of the Life Systems Laboratory, more than 900 space

agency employees will have moved to Clear Lake.
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¥_rch 2, 1964 ,,°

_._J_w% TE "XAS The Apollo Spacecraft boilerplate command module and related

ecui_menv_ _._ich will be used in the first ffull-scale test flight of the National

=_ ........co and Space A&uinistration's Apollo spacecraft launch escape system_

arrived to_ay at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center facility_ White Sands Missile

Previously delivered were the Little Joe II launch vehicle, the boiler_late

sei_ice module and the lam_ch escape system. The total test configuration will

;:elgh over 28 tons.

The p-_pose of the test flight will be to demonstrate the operation of the

iamnch escape system at high dynamic pressure in the transonic speed range. _axi-

m"_i loads are predicted in this speed range, during the trajectory of the launch

escape vehici% s_ssequent to abort initiation. The conditions at abort initiation

_rill dup!icave condZtions predicted for a Saturn S-ii boost trajectory.

Launched by the ignition of all Little Joe II motors simultaneously, with

....r-_ _ pounds of zhrust, the vehicle will ascend to approximately 22,000

__=_......_.. sli;_atly more than 30 seconds. The abort will be initiated and the co_mand

......=_ _:hich would house the zhree-man crew in a manned Apollo mission, will sep-

alcove from the service module. At this time the escape motor and the Pitch control

_-=-_-_?:il! be ignited_ propelling the 4le ton cc:_mand module to an altitude of over

==_ ._0 feet. The launch escape s_stem will then separate from the command module,

--more--
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the landing system will be actuated, and the command module will descend to the

gro_m:d by means of three 88-foot ringsail parachutes at a rate of 24 feet per

second.
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March 2, 1964

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Appointment of Dr. Charles A. Berry_ M. D._ as Chief of

Center Medical ?rogr_ma for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has been announced

by Dr. Robert R° Gilruth_ MSC Director.

The promotion to the newly established position places Dr. Berry in charge

of all medical matters concerning MSC. He will advise the Director on medical

and physiological questions influencing mission plans or hardware design.

In his new post_ Dr. Berry will be the senior medical officer present and

_e_¢e as the Director of Medical Operations during manned flight; review for

the Director all MSC aeromedical development programs; establish procedures

--more--
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for Center representation at meetings and conferences with medical organizations,

and approve speakers and their medical presentatons for these organizat_i_ns.

Dr. Berry will also establish _C medical standards and policies governing

the selection of flight crews_ develop criteria governing the appointment of

crews to specific manned spaceflight missions; establish standards governing the

assignment of personnel to hazardous testing_ and retain overall responsibility

of the safety programs for all Center workers.

Promoted into the position vacated by Dr. Berry is Ibc Do Owen Coons, Mo D.,

formerly the Deputy Chief.

Dr° Berz7 has been with _ne _ationat Aeronautics and Space Admlinistration

since July 1_ 1962. ._t thaV time he was on loan from the United States Air

Force where he held a commission as lieutenant colonel. _en the post of Chief

of the Medical Operations Office was ests_lished as a civil service position in

Aug_J_st,!963_ Dr. Berry was offered the job and he accepted the appointme_t_

resigning his commission for that purpose°

--more--
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In September of that year, he reported for duty in the Aerospace Medicine

Division, Office of the Surgeon General, USAP. In December -- sa_e year -- he

was selected as an Aeromedical Monitor for the Manned Spacecraft Center's

Project Mercury operations. Since that time, he has served as prime monitor

at the Canary Island and Be:nnuda sites and has trained other medical monitors

at these sites.

Dr. Berry is a member of the American Medical Association_ the American

Academy of General Practice, _he AIAA and the Association of Military Surgeons.

He is on the Aerospace Medicine Committee of the Araeric_n Medical Association.

He is a Fellow of the Aerospace Medical Association, a member of the Space

Medicine Branch of that Associasion_ and a member of the Committee on Aviation

Health and Safety. He is a Fellow of the American College of Preventive

Medicine. He is a member of Delta _ega (Honorary ?ublic Health Society) and

Nu Sigma Nu, and is an Associate Fellow of the American College of Physicians.

He is a member and is on the Board of Governors of the Society of USAF Flight

Surgeons.

Dr_ Berry's co_unity activities have inc_aded chairmanship of a Boy

Scout Sroop Coss_ittee_ TFassee cf the School Board and a member of the Board

of the First Methodist Church_ Se_erook, Texas.

He is rated as a Senior Flight Surgeon and has been awarded the American

C_mpaign Medai_ Worlm War Iii VicSoz_y Medal_ National Defense Service Medai_

Navy Good Conduct Ri bbon_ the Commendation Ribbon and Wings of the Nicaraguan

Air Force.

On April 26, 1961_ he was presented the Arnold D. Tuttle Award for his

articles on original research _mblished in Aerospace Medicine in 1959 and 1960.

--more--
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On February 9_ 1962_ he was awarded the USAF Certificate of Achievement

in recognition of outstanding qualifications in the speciality of Aviation

Medicine. Dr. Berry has been author or co-author of nearly 30 aerospace medical

papers and several chapters of book length works.

A native of Rogers, Arkansas_ Dr. Berry spent most of his life prior to

entering military service in the Coaehella Valley_ Indio, California. He now

resides in Seabrook_ Texas with his wife and their three children.

Dr. Coons is a native of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada_ and received his

medical degree from the University of Toronto in 1928. After an internship

in Hamilton, Ontario_ he became a senior officer in the Royal Canadian Air

Force serving at stations in Camp Borden, Ontario$ St. Jean_ Quebec from

1949-53 and with the No. 1 Fighter Wing in England and France_ 1953_55.

In 1951_ he received his wings as a qualified pararescue physician.

From 1955-56 he was a post-graduate student at Harvard University where

he received a masters degree in _ablic health° He was director of aviation

medicine, RCAF Hq._ Ott_wa from 1956-59, and then until 1962 he served as

staff officer_ Medical Services_ Canadian Joint Staff in Washington_ D. C.

Serving as principal medical officer and flight surgeon on the Royal

Canadian Na_-y aircraft carrier, _ISC Bonaventure_ during 1962-63_ he partic-

ipated in the rescue in September 1962 of the survivors of the ditched Flying

Tiger Constellation in the _:orth Atlantic.

Some of his papers have appeared in the Canadian Medical Journai_ Canadian

Services Medical Journal and the NATO Agardograph. He is a certificated spe-

cialist in aviation medicine_ American Board of Preventive Medicine and the

Canadian Forces Medical Service.
--more--
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Dr. Coons is a Fellow in Aviation Medicine_ Aerospace _dical Association;

American College of Preventive Medicine; and the Royal Society of Mediciae.

He holds membership in the Aerospace Medical AssociatJo_ Canadian Aero-

nautics and Space Institute_ Royal Society of Medicine and Alpha Kappa Kappa

medical fraternity.

Married to the former Betty Jean Bower of Hamilton_ the couple has t_7o

children.

###
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HOUSTON, T_Z%AS - Faith 7) Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut

L. Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on

display '_rahl2 through March 15 in Sacremento_ California.

The four day stop in Sacremento is the twentieth of 50 s_ate capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has scheduled

for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,000,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of

0klahoma.

_na I(ASA 1/_r=aadSpacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft.

A section of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin

have been cut away pe_mittir_ the first public look at the inner structure

of a bleraury spacecraft.

_na spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed

do;m into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16) 1963. Nothing has

changed. The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal

rene' 41 - snows the effects _ the 1_000 degree heat which blanketed the

spacecraft during re-entry into earth's atmosphere. _ne heat shield -

a mi Care of glass fibers and resin - at the base of the spacecraft withstood

maxLm'am temperatures of 3,000 degrees farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7

on its return to the earth.
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Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried
f

and the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile

earth-circling flight. Samples of the food Cooper ate during his day and

a half in s_aa will also be on display.

?ne 13 month tou_, ending in the nation's capitol on November 1_ 1964,

will cover approx _mmately 20_000 miles_ a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in approxi_tely 80 minutes.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut ?

L. Gordon Cooper in his earth circling 22 orbit flight last May will be on

display April 2 through April 5 in Honolulu_ Hawaii.

The four day stop in Honolulu is the twenty third of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space ASm_nistration has scheduled
J

for Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,050,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross coUntry tour on Cooper's home state of

Oklahon_ ·

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on

a stand which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A secti on

of the base of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been mzt

away permitting the first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it _as when it splashed

down into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has changed.

The spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene' 41 - shows

the effects of the 1,O00 degree heat which blarketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of thespacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit _uen Cooper directed Faith 7 on its return to the earth.



Also on display with the spacecraft are the cameras Cooper carried and

the astronaut Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling

flight. Smnples of the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space w_11

also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending in the nation's capitol On November l, 1964,
/

will cover approximately 20,000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space

in al_proYtmately80 minutes. /
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HOUSTON; _"_ - Faith 7, Mercury' spacecraft flown by Astronaut L; Gordon Cooper

_-_ 19 Novembe_
!;': his _._'_'_. circ!2ng 22 orbi_ f%._% _,_y. ,l_6;_ ___' b'_ or_ _w_Y _ ............

t_*,o,_c 22 November %n Juneau¢ Alaska

'Fne fo,_ day _to_ -- Juneau La ':he. 49th Cf 50 ata_ce --_e_i_o_

';n_ _ae Natio_l Aeronaut, Zee and Space -_in ..... _-_ baa 'scneas2ed for

_zo - ..

¢.
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March 9, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director Of the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center, and more than 500 other center workers

moved into new offices at the Clear Lake site March 6.

With the completion of this move -- the third installment of

mass relocation, more than 1,400 space agency employees have moved

from temporary quarters in Houston.

Latest group included workers assigned to the Crew Systems

Division, Gemini Program Office, the Astronaut Office and the top

management staff. They occupied offices in the headquarters build-

ing, Flight Crew Operations Office and the Life Systems Laboratory.

The first mass move consisted of some 280 persons on Febru-

ary 20. More than 300 moved on February 28. Earlier, approxi-

mately 270 workers were at the space agency's new home.

_;llt
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March 5, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Eight contracts in excess of $25,000 were

awarded during January by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center to

firms and agencies in four states. Total value of the contracts

was $5,069,145.

Three of the four contracts awarded in Texas went to the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers District Office in Fort Worth for subse-

quent payment to construction contractors for facilities construc-

tion at Manned Spacecraft Center. Two contracts went to ConnectiCut

firms and one each to Illinois and New York concerns.

Contract amounts, firms or agencies and items or services

contracted for are as follows:

$2,912,752 to U.So Army Corps of Engineers. Fort Worth, for

Center support facilities construction by W. S. B_llows Construc-

tion Co. and Peter Kiewit Sons, Houston.

$1,608,200 to Corps of Engineers for mission simulation and

training facility to be built by W. S° Bellows Construction Co.

and Peter Kiewit Sons, Houston.

--more--
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$120,000 to Corps of Engineers for design of project engineer-

ing facility by Wyatt C. Hedrick and Associates and Bernar_ Johnson,

Inc., Houston.

$38,753 to General Services Administration, Fort Worth, for

office furniture.

$35,340 to United Aircraft Corporation, Windso_ Locks, Conn.,

for design study.

$249,000 to Perkin Elmer Co., Norwalk, Conn., for carbon dioxide

measuring systems.

$66,100 to Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, Ill., for data

recording systems.

$39,000 to U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Staten Island, N. Y., for collection of heat stress data.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration's (NASA) Manned Spacecraft Center announced today the

mechanical mating of the first Gemini spacecraft (Gemini-l) with

the Gemini Launch Vehicle (GLV-1) on Launch Complex No. 19 at Cape

Kennedy. The spacecraft and launch vehicle are being prepared for

the initial unmanned Gemini Earth-orbital mission scheduled for

this spring.

Primary purpose of the first Gemini-Titan (GT-1) flight will

be to test spacecraft-launch vehicle compatibility -- the ability

of the launch vehicle to place the spacecraft into orbit. The

Gemini spacecraft for this mission will not separate from the second

stage of the launch vehicle. Recovery of the vehicle is not planned.

Gemini-l, covered with a protective plastic shroud, was moved

from Hangar AF to the base of the concrete-and-steel launch stand on

March 3. There, a crane lifted it to the first deck of the service

structure.

--more--
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Under supervision of _C Florida Operations engineers,dis-

connected from a smaller crane and connected by cables to a bridge

crane atop the 140-ton, 140-foot erector. The bridge crane hoisted_

the spacecraft to the eighth level of the launch erector 109 feet

above the launch pad. The spacecraft then was eased through the

north door of the erector white room and into position above GLV-i.

Here electrical mating was accomplished.

o

Today Gemini-1 was lowered until the connection ring on the

bottom of the spacecraft settled gently on top of the GLV-1 second

stage, where it will ride into Earth orbit.

At the mating line, twenty 5/16th-inch bolt holes were aligned.

The nuts and bolts were alternately tightened; these will hold the

spacecraf_ and second stage together during the GT-1 flight.

At the conclusion of this mating, the work platforms were

secured around the spacecraft, and the white room door was closed.

The white room, a 50-foot-high 25-ton enclosure, provides con-

trolled temperature and a clean atmosphere for final service and

checkout of the spacecraft.

Prime contractor for the Gemini Launch Vehicle is tke Martin

Company. The GLV, a modified USAF Titan III, is suppliea to NASA

by the Air Force. _ne Gemini Spacecraft was produced by McDonnell

Aircraft Corp.

--more--
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_= Gemln_ o ......._ =_ - =' this _aticn's.,_ ' ' ._o_._.., _ne second major sLe_ _n

. _ ' ' e_.o.t, is under technical direction of themanned s_ace f_ignt _==

Gemini Pro_z_m Office, at the _ianned Spacecraft Center, Houston.

Prime objectives of the Gemini Program are early rendezvous

capabilities and long-duration (up to two weeks) manned-fliwnt

experience, both necessary for the Apollo Program and for advanced

manned space flight programs.
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is reflectec _.... ' - ' ' ' ':..........'...._ _'-= ...... ="=-' - _'_ =

depth of Gran& _,_ '_ ---= _ee= _he .......::.ay be

----_Or_----'
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able to shed more _.cn-. on _..= origi:i cz ..........._ ..... ' ~ ' '

dates back 4_ biilior: ,,aa--s. r'_..... -...._..cv Se_lOVe the ;,_x 's crust contains

many elements found on earth.

The course e_,p,_~_z_ _- _,_ study of <.... zeaLures and volcanic

rock because of '_'....... -_.i_ _ _'_-s....--'_-_ - ;--u_.e _.o_o-_ -_. _..... _ os _nese -oho'lo.lena or- the

structure of the lunar surface.

_o_ years most _c_._-= ..... _-5--_ _.._ mscn was eoc.i-r:,arxec by

volcanoes wnlch sormec _._ craters "- ....- _'......oplnlons, such

as the impact "-' _ _ _ ?'"':-_neo_y, came to __cz.... iiar.v scientists believe thau

' cr_e_s -- _c _ e3ecteo lunarmeteors created the iarccr ...... on ':.... ='_-

m=_erzai falling back to the ........ causes zne sma._er craters

But the truth ms _n_ no sc.=_=_ c.. ____il >:nows for sure.

Nor does science lc.iow vXnether _-?_ :uoo~%'s surface is coated

with dust, large roc_{s or _n _._==-,_=_:= c__s_.

Only a thinXlng man, capable of seiec-alllc 'of_e ._ vaiuaS!e

t,.= oo3ects ciose-u'%,surface samples, _,o_=_p._,,_ mosu

can bring back ui_ answers.

- _- .._-_-..:-__s to - :-_ returning zrom _.~= moon withAnd he musm we _-= ..... _vo,_

samoles, of meteoroid n._e.:___....... available r_6_-''-_= on earth.

This is one reason ,.,._'_.,are __n__, 'do _,.= moon.

e__igor --
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arth-_ounc scient_sts l:ave 7_ to _ a _eature of tke moon

smaller than a tenth of -- _'- -- in c.___, even -through ....

powerful telescopes.
L

One portion of ti_.e course, covering "Princi'oies of Cerrestrial

and :.unar Geolo,sy," is su-cervzse_ _v _-__ mo _ame _ac.{son of _G_

-si .....·_ s-ara-amgrapny, ear-an amd ..._.. ...._ -_ covers geoio c '3rocesses,-- ' ...... _ _ [ C I

tures and land forms, geologic ._p_._................_.._ c'eo'_kvslca! ........._._,_z_' '-s

of __,,e earth and moon.

The other part' , _._,_;_ of _-:_,:e=al_Sy and ._'_-'__o__y,l-c-is

taught by three NASA _', ....-'............ --_- .cc_-:_

Branch at Manned S'oacecraft _._..........._z. __'.... _2_0__ X. moas, ....oe_ e Clanton

and P.Ibert A. _-..g, _ro __ _ .... ,.,,__.:_.,_ s-luCy of '-_'......

rocks expected on the lunar surface, and -:arai._s tl.e as<-ronauts to

recognize the most -: ....-'-:'__- ..... _ ........... o_c._ ..

for analysis°

Astronauts _ar_ici}aain% in the Grand Can'!ox fi__d trip w_re:

'" Scott Carpenter, Alan om _......_ -_ iCeii A. ..rmsmrong, _' _'

il, ._<ichael Collins· _"__.__e......... C. -._e_..;=x·........... Davis Rando?sh Scott· Dorm

Ezsele, P.lan 1'. sea:i/ _.._ ___._,e...___.._.;, Rcs'ar B. Rmchard

P. Gordon, '-_ , Clifton C ....-.-'_-.... R. ?[.· . _._____._.._ cna Russell

L. Schweiekart.

Jr_'_:t
'_,--_i-?F
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HU 34241 MSC 64-49

March 6, 1964

HCUSTON, TEXAS -- Gemini astronauts will not have to resor% to

hand signals for con_unicating with rescue teams parachuted into

the landing area.

Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aeronautics anJ Space

Administration in Houston is asking equipment manufacturers _o come

up with a lightweight, salt waterproof recovery interphone. Rescue

crews will plug into the Gemini spacecraft for direct voice communi-

cations instead of using clumsy hand<signals or round-about radio

relays,

Pararescue teams have the job of securing flotation, gear to

the spacecraft after water landings and for monitoring the safety

of the flight crew.

The Recovery Interphones will be used in water landings prior

to installation of :flotat_°%_ gear, and aboard ship after the space-

craft has been hoisted to the deck in preparation for opening the

spacecraft's hatches. For dry land postlanding operations, the

lnterphones will be used to talk with the astronauts before the

hatches are opened.
--more--
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Not only must the battery-powered Gemini interphones be com-

pact i_uoysnt but they must be capable of operating after extended

submersion in sea water ano have parts that are readily available

from standard stocks. High-visibility colors will be use6 on the

interphone cases.

Another requirement for the interphone is that it use a

speaker-microphone system rather than a headset.

Would-be suppliers of the Gemini interphones have until

March 9 to submit their design and cost proposals for producing

125 interphone sets.
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._;U3-4231 MSC 64-50

March 9, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Don J, Green, information specialist in the

D 4.ubl_ Affairs Office of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, will

address members of the Galveston Kiwanita Club on March 17.

Green's speech, entitled "Why Space," will examine the poten-

tial impact space flight has on this country.

Green joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

in January, 1963. In his present position, he has the information "

responsibility in the fields of flight operations, flight crew train-

in_, medicine and Center construction.

Prior to joining NASA he served as an aerospace writer and

also was night editor with a news service in Chicago.

Green was born in Omaha, Nebraska on November 22, 1919. He

received a Lachelor of Arts degree in History from Hastings College

ant worked on a ;.;aster of Science degree in Journalism at Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois.

As a newsman working in Chicago, Mr. Green specialized in mili-

_=_y and aviation subjects and worked on general assignments. He

--more--
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=7o_]<ed for the City News Bureau of Chicago, a metropolitan news

service. His previous experience included employment with daily

newspapers, as well as weeklies. Green has contributed aerospace
%

articles to national and technical magazines and the smRller dailies

as a free-lance author.

l_e koids an Air Force Reserve commission with assignment as an

....o......ion S_a_ Officer with 12th Air Force, Tactical Air Command,

_faco, Texas. Pie is a veteran of World War II.

During his younh, Mr. Green was a member of the Boy Scouts

and kas remained active in scouting activities. He currently is

Advancement Chairman of Troop 409, League City, Texas. He lives

in Lcague City, Texas with his wife, Laura, and their two children.

iiJ[Jl
_[ i[ ii
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'"'_,.... _. _23_ MSC 64-51

March 10. 1964

H,-LSTSN PEXAS -- Another 225 personnel of mhe NASA Man_:e,_

5a,azecraft Center wi/.l move into their new home at Clear Lake near

H-,u?n--n :.hls week of March 9o

W2_i-. :nme move _- tke fourth major relocation since February 20

mire :nan 1.700 persons will have occupzet the new buildings at

the Fermanent home°

_er3onnel of the Flight Crew Support DrJision comprise the bulk

sf ubo_e moving,, They will occupy quarters mn the Flight Crew Cper-

atl_ Offices building,, More Office Sera;ices Division personnel

will m ,<_; as well as nhc Aud!o-g&suai Branch Df ¥he Public Affairs

Office and the Management Analysis D;',vision_

From the 1,600-acre site, National Aeronautics anS Space Admin-

isZra.__lon scientists and engineers will plan: execute and control

future American space flights by the civilian agency_ including long

duration and rendezvous missions in orbits around the ear5h and flights

t{. _he msor.
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Of the 60 facilities that ultimately will comprise the space

center, 19 are complete and the balance are in various stages of

construction or awaiting budget action by Congress. Through fiscal

year 1964, more than $147 million has been authorized for plant

construction and a $25,166,000 construction request for fiscal year

1965 is pending.

The Flight Crew Operations Office building, a three story build-

lng, is the latest to be accepted from the contractor.

Containing more than 97,700 square feet of laboratory and office

space, the flight building is 245 _eet long by 133 feet wide. As in

nearly all Center construction, solar gray window panels are a fea-

ture of the new structure.

The building was constructed for personnel of the Flight Crew

Support Division, the Crew Systems Division, astronauts and others

associated with planning and operational supervision of flight crews.

Several life support test labs are on each of the floors. In-

cluded are physiological, biochemical, life support, stress test,

hemotology and histology facilities. A digital computer area also

is located in the building°

The flight building is the tenth accepted out of 13 facilities

programmed for construction under the Phase 3 contract. It cost

$2,025,300. Leavell, Morrison-Knudson and Hardeman Company of E1

3aso, Texas is the prime contractor.
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CENTE[ ',. Tex=s

HU 3-423i MSC 64-52

March 11, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A savings of $2 million in the cost of operating

the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center is expected to result from a cost

red,lotion program initiated by the Center's director, Dro Robert R.

Gi!rutho The savings will be made during the Fiscal Year 1964 budget

period in response to President Johnson's plea for increased emphasis

on economy in government.

Dr_ Gi!ruth last month appointed Charles F. Bingman, Chief of

the Center's Management Analysis Division, as Cost Reduction Officer.

General objective of the program is to reduce overa]! costs at

the Center while maintaining maximum quality and reliability.

This includes reducing the cost of support and administrative

operations, specifying only what is needed for any job or program,

obtaining needs at the lowest realistic cost, educating employees in

cost consciousness and cost control techniques, and increasing and

improving applications of cost reduction techniques.

To make the cost reduction program work, Dr. Gilruth stated that

an important part of the job of every line supervisor and staff officer

--more--
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is to perform his responsibility in the most economical manner possi-

ble, consistent with effective performance of his work.

In carrying this through, "each line supervisor should make con-

stant positive efforts to seek and identify ways by which costs can

be kept to a minimum and that no unnecessary expenditures are incurred,"

Dr. Gilruth said.

He also said that, "each staff office head serving the needs of

the Center should analyse the items coming to him for action to deter-

mine the most economical means of accomplishment and to make recom-

mendations to originators on how his needs can be met at the least

cost to the government."

"However," Dr. Giiruth continued, "the ultimate responsibility

for prudent expenditure of government funds rests with the individual

employee° Even though an employee may not be directly responsible for

committing the expenditure of funds he can improve his own work methods,

increase his working efficiency and refrain from generating expenses

which are not really necessary."

Specific program objectives for the MSC plan to save $2 million

includes review of the cost reduction plans, developing employee cost

consciousness, a cost reduction reporting system and cost reduction

training for key supervisors.

Also called for is a study of successful cost reduction programs

elsewhere and strengthening and tightening of the regular MSC internal

cost programs. --more--
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Another specific objective will be to focus internal managements

study and audit on cost reduction potentials not previously covered.

The savings are to be effected inlthe following areas for FY 1964:

Personnel compensation -- The reduction in the personnel area is

due to a freeze on hiring placed on MSC in the second quarter FY 64,

and extension of hire beyond FY 64.

Travel and transportation of persons -- The reduction resulted

from establishment of a travel control center which effected a re-

duction in the number of personnel traveling to the same destination

on like business, and a reduction in the use of vehicle rental while

in a travel status.

Rents, communications, and utilities -- Rental of conference

rooms reduced by use of facilities now available at Ellington Air

Force Base and the Clear Lake site, more ffective use and purchase

of additional business equipment resulting in a reduction for rental

of such equipment, reduction in communications requirements for MSC-

White Sands Missile Range by deletion of requirements, and through

savings on the maintenance of rental equipment.

Printing and reproduction -- Other savings will be realized in

the reduction of printing and reproduction requi_ements.

--more--
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Services -- Savings will result from decreases in contract require-

ments for FY 64 in exhibits, chart and related art, management surveys,

and maintenance and repair of office and shdp equipment, buildings and

grounds.

Supplies and materials -- Additional savings will be realized

due to a more modest increase in the level of inventory buildup.

Equipment -- Other savings will come about as a result of the

deletion of many individual items of equipment not needed during

FY 64.

In addition to the above savings, MSC will implement a contrac-

tors cost reduction plan which will be developed at NASA Headquarters

by Walter L. Lingle, Jr., Deputy Associate Administrator.
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March 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Space explorers may someday be able to drink

reclaimed urine, purer than water now used in many American communi-

ties, according to scientists at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center°

Making urine potable is simply a matter of removing impurities.

And the process of purifying contaminated water for drinking ta_es

place continuously at every major city in the United States to meet

the standards of the U.S. Public Health Service°

Reclaimed water aboard future manned spacecraft can also meet

-- and even surpass -- those standards, using small chemical rec-

!amaticn units_

One such device is being developed by Resin Research Labora-

tories, Inc., of Newark, N° J., for study at Manned Spacecraft

Center. It weighs less than five pounds, and automatically pro-

duces potable water from urine without using mechanical, electrical

or heat energy from the spacecraft.

The system consists of separate resin beads which attract ions

of solubles like salts and urea from waste liquid; a mechanical sep-

arator isolates suspended particles of albumin and other organic

waste.
--more--
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The result: A soft, tasteless potable water.

Other purification systems have been investigated during the

past 15 years for use in spacecraft, and even for potential use in

Civil Defense shelters.

They include such concepts as freezing, boiling, condensing,

vaporizing, compressing, vacuum distilling, and such exotic methods

as electrodialysis, ultrafiltration and osmosis.

All of them work -- some better than others -- to purify con-

taminated water, such as urine and sea water. Some can be adapted

to spacecraft. Others cannot because of their weight, bulk and

power requirements.

Officials at Manned Spacecraft Center are looking into urine

purification for NASA's Office of Advanced Research and Technology,

with an eye to manned flights lasting many months°

Richard Johnston, Chief of the MSC Crew Systems Division, said

a reclamation system will not be needed for Project Apollos the

manned lunar exploration mission, but that an Apollo flight may be

used to test the first flight articles.

Apollo astronauts will depend on chemically produced water from

fuel cells which are expected to provide all the drinking water nec-

essary for the lunar mission.

ritttt
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March 17, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Answers to questions on how space flight equip-

ment performs in the hard-vacuum environment of space between the earth

and the moon will be sought in an ultra-high vacuum chamber to be built

at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

Components of Apollo moon mission spacecraft will be tested for

periods up to 30 days in the proposed chamber in a vacuum as near that

of space between the earth and the moon as can be simulated by present

technology.

Industrial firms specializing in the design and construction of

environmental test equipment have been asked to submit technical pro-

posals for the chamber to the Center by May 1o

NASA environmental simulation people at the Houston center require

that the chamber be capable of testing components ranging up to six

feet in diameter, six feet high, and weighing up to 2,000 pounds. Vac-

uum pumps _ust be able to evacuate the atmosphere in the chamber to

the desired simulated space environment within a 24-hour period.

--more--
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In addition to the hard vacuum of cislunar space, the chamber

will be capable of subjecting test objects to simulated solar irra-

diation up to intensities of 140 watts per square foot, approximately

the same as at earth orbit altitude.

Among other NASA requirements for the chamber are ease of opera-

tion and maintenance, economy and a flexibility for upgrading the

chamber for tougher jobs as new technalogy develops°

The Space Environment Simulation chamber will be housed in a

building to be constructed adjacent to environmental test facilities

now under construction at Manned Spacecraft Center.
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March 23, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- "Opportunities in Space Exploration" will

be the subject of Jack Lister of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

when he speaks at the annual meeting of the Texas State Association

of the National Honor Society in Hearne April 4.

Lister is head of the Training Branch at the Center. His

talk will include a briefing on the overall manned space flight

program.

He received his Bachelors degree in education from Jacksonville

State College, Jacksonville, Alabama, and did graduate work at the

University of Alabama. Lister served with the U.So Eighth Army

in Korea.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston has the responsi-

bility for developing manned spacecraft, training space flight crews

to man these craft and for conducting space flight missions. The

Center is currently involved in Project Gemini, the two-man earth

orbital long-duration space flight program, and Project Apollo in

which it is planned to land American astronauts on the moon before

1970.

il i. t!
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M_rch 13, 1964

HOUSTON_ Texas_ March 13 -- Design recommendations for a zero-gravity Orbital

Research Laboratory that could accommodate 24 crew members in NASA missions lasting

up to five years were announced today by the Douglas Aircraft Company's Missile &

Space Systems Division.

Details of the laboratory were outlined in a report submitted to NASA's M_:nned

Spacecraft Center_ cllmaxing a six-month study carried out by Douglas in conjunction

with the Federal Systems Division of IE4 Corporation.

Cal 1ed LORL for Large Orbital Research Laboratory, the new Douglas spacecraft

is the largest zero-gravity space station now under consideration by the United

States_ and was formerly known as "MOSS_" (Manned Orbital Space Station).

According to the Douglas-TBM study_ LORL could be developed without m_jor tech-

nological breakthrough and could be operational as early as 1968. Its design takes

maY_mum advantage of zero-g (the weightless state), with crew stations and equipment

located without regard to conventional concepts of up or down.

But its operational feasibility depends upon whether astronauts can survive and

function properly without artificial gravity over long periods. If it is determined

that they can_ the zero-g concept offers important advantages in performances and

design over alternative configurations_

The Doug]ks LORL would be launched unmaDned by a two-stage Saturn V booster.

--more--
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Its own propulsion system would inject the cylindrical vehicle, 33 feet in diameter

and 140 feet long_ into an orbit of 260 nautical miles in a nose-toward-earth posi-

tion. Huge paddle-like solar arrays then would _mfold, catching the sun's ray to

operate a solar-ceil battery power plant.

Once aloft, the space laboratory would normally be manned by a crew of 24_ but

could support 36. Personnel would arrive by a six-mau, Apollo-type logistical ferry-

craft or via 12-_u space vehicles either of the ballistic or lifting-body type.

From the structural standpoint, its development would be relatively simple, the

study indicates. As it would not require complicated rotation mechanism to provide

the full station with continuous artificial gravity, its weight could be cut, it

would have greater flexibility in orientation_ and it would require less fuel for

stabilization and control, Douglas space engineers said.

In addition to its efficiently arranged interior and simplified structural

design, its resupply requirements are fewer by virtue of better cabin sealing pre-

venting altitude leakage. LORL would carry its own water and oxygen regenerating

system, further tr_mm_ug its load_

The habitable portion of the space station would be pressurized to a full-time

shirtsleeve environment and would measure 70 feet in length_ divided into living

quarters and laboratory areas. These compartments would be separated by spherical-

segment blllkheads and connected by an access t_el z_muing the length of the big

cylinder at its core.

According to the Douglas-TM reco_endations_ LORL's midsection would be com-

partmentized into (1) the station operations center; (2) laboratories for scientific

experimentation and engineering development, and (3)_living q_a_ters for the crew.

--more--
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The operations center smd the laboratories would provide interfaces_ in the

form of special consoles and control stations, between the crew and an integrated

electronic data m_uagement system worked out by IKM who had responsibility for

_vigation, guidance stabilization aridcontrol, data processingj comm_u_cations

and tracking portions of the LORL study.

As envisioned by IBM, a single electronics system would handle the flow of

data generated by all these functions. The heart of this system would consist of

a central_ onboard data processor fabricated with miniaturized circuits s_m_iar to

those within IBM's Saturn conputer. For communications between space stations and

Earth, It_4proposes an S Band (common carrier) system in which transmissions from

the space station are routed to a single ground station over a single channel each

time the vehicle passes overhead. Ground tracking and control facilities for LORL

would require only minor adaptation of existing or planned facilities, according to

IBM.

The aft section would be used as a hangar_ pressurized for short periods so

that functions such as cargo unloading and ferrycraft maintenance could be accom-

plished. A dome-like door would seal this area from the outside_ opening to aSm_t

or discharge ferrycraft shuttling to and from Earth. Up to four of the Apollo-type

logistic support spacecraft could be docked in the hangar at one time.

A conical nose fairing 40 feet long at the forward section would be unpressur-

ized but would be joined to the traffic shaft of the main laboratory by a smal_

airlock.

Crew quarters contain a dispensary, sick bay, toilets_ and storage area. A_qo

provided are lounge and recreation facilities. Another section is for private

sleeping cubicals, each with a body restraint system for sleep _u_ passive activi-

ties such as reading and writing.

,!

· --more--
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A possible body restraint could be similar in construction to the seat of a

spaghetti chairj which holds the astronaut firmly but softly within its pliable

grip.

In the absence of gravity_ occupants would otherwise have to be strapped to

the mattress of a bed or bunk.

Work station restraints_ probably of a saddle-and-seatbelt-type, would be

positioned at the control instead of chairs. Movement from one area to another

throughout the laboratory probably would be facilitated with baudholds, and rails

or cables, the Douglas-IBM report stated.

Norm_l earth-like walking with the use of adhesive or magnetic shoes was not

generally recommended.

Although the space station is based on the zero-g concept_ it would contain a

15-foot radius onboard centrifuge which could alleviate potential adverse effects

of weightlessness on crew members. It also would precondition members for the

high-g force of reentry, could be used for many experimental purposes, and be of

· assistance in accomplishing some tasks best performed in a gravity environment,

such as eating or drinking.

i
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT IHous41:on
CENTER , Texas

HU 3-4231 MSC 64-57

HOUSTON, TEXAS --The program at hand -- provide a possible land

landing capability for the Gemini Spacecraft_ The mission -- conduct

an ai_-drop test cf a new rocket landing system.

Called a Parasai!, or gliding controllable parachute, it will

be attached to a full scale model of a Gemini Spacecraft and dropped

_om an Air Force C-119C aircraft into the water of Trinity Bays

twenty-two miles from Ga!veston_

This is the first time a full scale test will be made using an

eight foot diameter Parasail and a Gemini boilerplate configured and

weighted to actual spacecraft requirements_

As the name suggests, the Parasail contains a series of vents

which spill the captured air rearward as it descends. In addition,

the Parasail is constructed of a special taffeta fabric of low poros-

ity. Directional control is achieved because the escaping air is

_ed more efficiently.

The gliding parachute landing rocket program, active since 1961,

_t a biig assist from the Parasail design by the French inventor,

--more--
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Pierre La Moigne. Recent tests have been conducted with one-third

scale models. Now the Parasail is ready for the 4,742 pound Gemini

boilerplate and a full scale test.

Test instrumentation includes thirteen motion picture cameras,

telemetry of eighteen channels of data, onboard tape recording of

engineering data during splashdown, and a television system to pro-

vide a spacecraft pilot's view for the ground controller.

After take-off and when drop altitude has been reached, the

Air Force plane will be joined by a photo aircraft so that close

photographic coverage is possible throughout the test.

_ne Gemini boilerplate is carried heat shield aft in the air-

craft. A cradle, similar to the one used to drop Mercury boiler-

plates will support the test vehicle and will allow it to be dropped

without releasing any support equipment.

Depending upon weather conditions and cloud coverage, a drop

is planned for 11,400 feet altitude; however the Gemini boilerplate

may be released as low as 5,000 feet.

The first at-altitude flight over the target will be a 'dry

run' At countdown a red crepe paper draft _treamer is released

to check wind compensation.

Down below, in ths Trinity Bay test area, the motor vehicle

retriever boat, with photographic and data recording equipment, is

in standby readiness.
--more--
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Two minutes before the Gemini boilerplate is dropped, it is

switched to internal power.

At 'zero' drop, a static line deploys the test vehicle's ring-

slot drogue-pilot chute.

Eight seconds after drop, the parachute container for the Para-

sail is disconnected pyrotechnically.

At ten seconds the ringslot reefing line is cut and the para-

chute container floats down separately.

Fifteen seconds after drop the main canopy is disreefed with

the spacecraft in a re-entry attitude.

_At twenty-eight seconds the Gemini Spacecraft is inverted to a

thizteen degree nose down horizontal attitude.

At thirty-five seconds the ground controller on the retriever

boat activates the radio control system. This allows him to make

program_d turns with the Parasail by radio control within the Gemini

Spacecraft. Depending upon the altitude in which the test vehicle

is dropped, the ground controller will have several minutes in which

to make directional maneuvers.

At splashdown and impact, an emergency system in the spacecraft

disconnects the Parasail so that it may be recovered by the retriever

boat without damage.

--more--
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A turbo-craft from the retriever boat moves quickly to the side

of the spacecraft upon impact. Technicians will determine the safety

of the _xternal pyrotechnics and aid in the protection of the Para-

sail.

Engineers of the Manned Spacecraft Center expect to recover all

units cf the Para-sail-Gemini Package, so that the Parasail Landing

Rocket Program may continue on schedule.

This air drop test mission consisted of the Parasail and a deploy-

ment sequence system for programed turns. Subsequent drop tests

will include among others, a directional control system, landing

rockets, and a firing height sensor.
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21arch 24, iSZ4

HOUSTON, m'EA%AS -- A test aimed at determining the best possible

light intensity for acquiring the kgena target vehicle in the Gemini

r_ndezvous prcgram will be ec,_ducted this week by the Flight Crew

Support Division of the NASA i:anned Spacecraft Center.

The }_C engineering team will do the nishttime experiments at

Hondo because of the favorable meteorolcgzcal cl ..... of tl.e south-

west C'exas tov;n. Hondo is remote from horizon glow 5-_duced by

metropolitan areas, the engineers point out, and is sukj=ct to

better year-round visibility.

In the program, a xenon flashini ii_ht will ba mou._ted on a

stand two miles from the test subject. The cbs=rver, wearix_ goggles

with neutral density fiiaers -co simulate even gre_._er distances will

seek the light on cei:-z:,axd,iodiing through ax spar_ute which simulates

the field of view 2rom a Gemini spacecraf-a wit, dow.

A test conductor who stands beside the subjeca will iniuiate

radio ....... = _.,= '_"_-' :-- - :-'-...... - '_._r.-_._ .= 'c;ie s&li,e Lip, e, a stop

watch "_ record lapse --:- fron,-'-: -_-_ -to _......

can no longer '-_ acquired. __=_= ..... test sumsects a_o will se

used.

--more--
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_he.. xenon flash _,,,_J_.........'_,._._. will be used _n_ _'"_._tush' ....nas varzasze

___.._ intensity --' ="-_,,u can se operated az several e._zzereF, c _m_s_. races.

_,_ ....a, _nc,. _ers claAr_, secause

_iqe IDer_oc_Ic __b,._ coF,serves ' -.....

miles a arrcxim_'tal,, cc-ual '3c tka-t of %Ne ll-r_h 'Star. Visual acquisiaion

_c.,_ .....--o w:_.'''he .._-_ only for _ehllr.!...... lDU_ aLSO _or=- Apollo, the ....

Test conductor for _== '.... ex-serLm_.i_s is _---ennlicllee.



NOTE TO EDITORS z

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- NASA's newest fourteen astronauts will be

at Morehead Planetarium, ChaPel Hill, N. C., Thursday and Friday,

March 26-270 for training in star recognition and celestrial navi-

g at ion.

Attending the two-day training course will be Astronauts

Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., William A. Anders, Charles A. Bassett, II,

Alan L. Bean, Eugene Cernan, Roger B. Chaffee, Michael Collins,

R. Walter Cunningham, Donn F. Eisele, Theodore C. Freeman, Richard

F. Gordon, Russell L. Schweickart, David R. Scott, and Clifton C.

Williams _ Jro

The training course will include familiarization with optical

instruments, aspects of the celestial sphere, retrograde and diunnal

motions, moon phasing, constellations, elements of the Solar System,

special effects and devices developed for the Mercury Program and

and atmospheric and celestial phenomena_

Similar training at Morehead was conducted for the two groups

of astronauts selected previously° _urpose is to acquaint astro-

nauts with celestial aspects in preparation for Gemini and Apollo

flight programs.

.¢

Paul Haney
Public Affairs Officer

Manned Spacecraft Cen_er _

' j
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT Hous41:on

CENTER .,"'."ex a

HU 3-4241 MSC 64-59

March 25, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The work force of personnel at the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center's Clear Lake site has risen to approxi-

mately 2,000 with the move of the Advanced Spacecraft Technology

Division.

The ASTD group occupies portions of the Spacecraft Research

_ffice and Laboratory, a complex of two connected buildings con-

taining about 80,000 square feet of space. One structure is a

two story office wing and the other is a high bay laboratory.

This complex is designed for research and development in the

area of space communications, instrumentation, structures and

mechanical systems. Work on guidance and control equipment and

aerodynamic stability testing also will be done here.

The building will house analog and digital computer equip-

ment used by the research groups. A mock-up area is set aside in

the laboratory for scaled models of spacecraft and boosters to be

used in communications and instrument testing° Computer equipment

will be moved in starting March 23 and continuing for three weeks.

--more--
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ks in most buildings at the site, solar gray window panels are

a feature of the exterior construction of the office wing.. It is

271 feet long by 132 feet wide.

The laboratory is 115 feet long, 76 feet wide and 40 feet high.

Inside is an overhead bridge crane capable of traversing the length

of the l_boratory. The crane has a capacity of 20 tons.

One-third of the 60 facilities that ultimately will comprise

the space center have been certified by the United Statms Corps-of _.

Engineers as operational or ready 6or occupancy. The baJ_]nrc are

in various stages of construction or awaiting budget action by Con-

gress.

Spacecraft Research Office and Laboratory cost $1,586,415.

It is the llth accepted out of the 13 facilities progrsm_ for

construction under the Phase 3 contract with Leavell, Morrison-

Knudson and Hardeman Company of E1 Paso, Texas.

The major move into new facilities began on February 20. Dur-

ing that time Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, the Director; the Gemini and

Apollo spacecraft program offices, and numerous o_her space center

groups have been relocated. Moving of personnel will continue

through April when about 2,500 workers will be in their new home.

The balance will be locate_ at Ellington Air Force and three lease_

buildings in Houston.dlntil June.



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAF Hous41:on
CENTER l, 'rexa

HU 3-424! MSC 64-60

March 27, 1964

HCL:S'FON_ T_Y_.S --. Simulators and other training devices for Pro-

3ect Geminz_ the Nation's two-man, long-duration space flight program,

w=il be ma!ntatned and serviced under a $100.000 contract signed

n'ecenuly by the 2_A.SA _4anned Spacecraft Center and the Link Division

of General Precisi©n_ !nc_ of Binghamton_ New York°

Inztial phase of the contract covers ma=ntenance, repair and

updating of Gemini mission simulators located at Cape Kennedy and at

the Manned Spacecraft Center in Housuon. These simulators and other

training devices c?erated by the Center's Flight Crew Support Divi-

slon l_c!ude :he Gemini Mission Simulator complexes at the Cape and

in Houston, the Gemini Translation and Docking Trainer, the Gemini

_aru-.Task Trainer_ and the Gemini Systems Trainers_

Among the components in the group of simulators are such systems

as visual displays_ 5elemetry systems_ analog and digital computers,

ciosed-czrcui= T_tr systems, plotters and recorders, suit pressuriza-

tion sysuems, anf air bearing and pneumatic systems.

--more--
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The contract also calls for Link to develop, design and construct

minor alterations and improvements for the simulators, and to furnish

electro-mechanical design, electrical drafting and clerical services.

Link will also be responsible for installation of modification kits

supplied by the simulator manufacturers.

Astronauts and flight operations technicians will log hundreds

of realistic simulated space flight hours in the Gemini simulators

before the first manned Gemini flight lifts off at Cape Kennedy late

this year. The two-man Gemini spacecraft is a more sophisticated

vehicle than the one-man craft flown in the now-completed Project

Mercury. Later missions in Project Gemini will include flights last-

ing up to 14 days and development of the techniques of rendezvous

with a second spacecraft previously placed in orbit°

As flight simulation equipment for Project Apollo is installed

at the Cape and in Houston, it is anticipated that the contract with

Link will cover the same services as called for on the Gemini simu-

lators. Project Apollo is the lunar landing program now in its de-

velopment stages in which American astronauts will land on the sur-

face of the moon before 1970. The three-man Apollo spacecraft is

actually made up of three components or modules, and will be launched

into lunar trajectory by the seven-and-a-half million pound thrust

Saturn V.



March 31, 1964

NOTE TO EDITORS:

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Sixteen of NASA's 29 astronauts will be

in the Big Bend National Park area near Alpine, Texas, April 2

and 3, for field training in geology.

Participating in the two-day tour will be Astronauts Edwin

E. Aldrin, Jr., William A. Anders, Charles A. Bassett, II, Alan

L. Bean, Eugene Cernan, Roger B. Chaffee, Michael Collins, L. Gordon

Cooper, R. Walter Cunningham, Donn F. Eisele, Theodore C. Freeman,

Richard F. Gordon, Russell L. Schweickart, Alan Shepard, Jr.,

D_vid R. Scott, and Clifton C. Williams, Jr.

The field trip -- second in the astronaut training course

in geology -- is designed to illustrate such geological structures

as faulting and folding and to inspect volcanic rock features.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and the U. S. Geological

Survey haste been holding courses in geology since mid-February.

Purpose is to teach astronauts so they can selectively obtain

samples of the lunar surface to help unlock the secrets of the

origin and history of the moon.

Between now and July 1, the space pilots will undergo about

58 hours of classroom instruction in geology.



HU 3-4231

HOUSTON, TE_.S -- "Girls Friday" are in short supply at the ......._<:_
,.., ,_'_<:_'. , _.

NASA Z,,ianned Spacecraft Center on the south edge of Harris County. _):!;_i_:i_i]:_

> qd_•.,

Part of the shortage apparently stems from the reluctance of secre- ;'J.{Y/
- ,7_.

taries living in Houston to drive the S0-mile round trip to the Cen- :/_:

ter at ClearLake. :]

The commuting distance seems to discourage prospective new

hires, but has not had any apparent effect upon secretaries and

(
saenograpncrs already on the Center's staff Relocation of the

Center from temporary quarters in Houston to Clear Lake has not

increased the n_tu_er of secretarial jobs to _e fl±!eo, but has .

made it more difficult to keep authorized jobs filled that open

up because of normal turnover.

Filling the clerk-stenographer openings, ran_lng in starting

salaries from $3,_80 to $4,215 a year, is the job of the U. S. Board

of Civil Service Examiners. _2he board a_ministers the competitive

written examinations taken by app!ican%s for the secretarial openings.

Typing cuaiifications for these jobs may be met by certificates from

--more-- .

(.
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typing instructors of high schools or from"business schools accredited _ ,

by the National Association of Business Schools ....The Civil Service - .:,c.
_ i._,_.;

. .'i" .: _J.._;
_o=-rd at the Center serves not only NASA but also other federal " _'_""

. .._-,:_;::

agencies in 21 :.=_ Texas counties. '_ !

Initial forms for appiying for an examination may be obtained

from any first class Post Office.

• "" .11I' 'I.



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

_CENTER 1, Texas

H3 3-423'_ MSC 64-61

March 30, 1964

hqqSTON, TEXAS -- A chunk of outer space which slammed into a

?e<e= farm more than two years ago has finally found its way to the

NkSA ManneJ Spacecraft Center here.

_;_ and Mrs_ Bernard W. Neeper said the suspected meteorite

_as found on their farmland north of Sweetwater about two years ago.

Theirs was the first meteorite ever reported from Fisher County,

Texas.

The couple turned the four-pound specimen over to Manned Space-

oral: Cea%er geologists after reading that MSC experts at the Lunar

S.rfaze Technology Branch are seeking natural space objects for

e:<smlnation.

Experts _dentified the Neeper Meteorite as a stoney meteorite,

p:obab!y from the asteroid belt out between the planets, or from a

'meteorite shower" left in the wake of a comet which crossed the

earth's orbital path.

--more--
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The Neeper's specimen has a dark brown fusion crust where it was

partially melted upon entering the earth's atmosphere, and is mostly

dark brown to black stone, with about 15 percent nickel-iron.

The couple has donated the meteorite to MSC to study° Such space

samplings are rare, and only about 1500 are in museums around the world.

They are sometimes only fragments° The stones may be flecked

with bright nickel-iron, or may be llght with almost no metal at allo

Usually they haue no voids -- pores -- as dc many artificial slags

which are sometimes mistaken for meteorites°

Iron meteorites_ on the other hand, are easy to spot because

they are so heavy for their size, and usually weather on the out-

side to a dark rust brown°

Manned Spacecraft Center geologists ha e requested that any sus-

pected meteorites -- or chlps of them be sent _o che Lunar Surface

Technology Branch for exam±natmono The samples will be returned

after careful testing_ if deslred_ and the identity provided°

Similar specimens are expected to be found on the lunar surface

during manned exploration cf the moon_ an_ early s%uJy of meteorites

is helpful in determining their physical properties and mineralogy.

Meteorite investigations at MSC are _ndertaken in cooperation

zth the U_So National Museum_

d d
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Dr. Robert R. Gi!ruth, Director of the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center here, today announced the reorganization of

MSC operations at Cape Kennedy, Florida. The change is part of a

broad NASA organizational realignment aimed at strengthening the

Gemini and Apollo management structures at Washington, Houston and

Florida°

The new organization, renamed MSC-Florida Operations is headed

by Gu Merritt Preston. Preston has been in charge of MSC operations

at the Cape since 1961. He is responsible for all MSC operations at

the John F. Kennedy Space Center, and for the 327 MSC employees there.

Preston has been with NASA and its predecessor, NACA, since 1939.

Dugald O. Black has been named deputy manager. He is former

technical assistant and acting manager of the PACE-S/C project office.

Three assistant managers were named, one each for Gemini and

Apollo, and another in charge of engineering. John J. Williams is

assistant manager for Gemini; Jacob C. Moser for Apollo. William

Durrett is Chief Engineer for the new office. Durrett's deputy

A. M. Busch_ --more--
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Four new divisions, organized with personnel from the former

Pre-Flight Operations Division, have been established. Arthur M.

Busch was named Chief of the Mechanical and Propulsion Systems Divi-

sion, with W. R. Meyer as deputy. Durrett is acting Chief of the

Electrical Electronics Systems Division, with M. A. Wedding as

deputy for telecommunications and W. T. Risler, deputy for elec-

trical guidance and navigation. The position of Chief, Electronic

Ground Support Division is vacant at present. Division deputy is

H. G. Johnson.

J. T. Garofalo has been named to head the Support Systems Divi-

sion. H. E. McCoy was named deputy. All four divisions will support

the Gemini and Apollo program offices.

Other key positions include_ Paul C. Donnelly, head of the

test conductor's office; John Janokaitis, operations engineering;

F. M. Crichton, inspection and quality control; W. E. Williams, sys-

tems test integraticn office; B. Porter Brown, operations support,

plans and programs, and Floyd D. Brandon, business manager.

Responsibilities of the reorganized MSC/Florida Operations

unit are similar to those performed by the predecessor organization

during Project Mercury, but include also acceptance testing at con-

tractor factories and at all launch sites.

#11ti



-NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

;,;_;:;_EDSPACECRAFT-'_...___Houston
.':.: . ",: ._CENTER?_"_:'- :"__'_,. Te x a s

HU 3-4231 MSC 64-63

March 31, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Charles A. Berry0 M.D., Chief of Center

Medical Programs for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center will address

members of the St. Louis Suburban Teachers' Association April 3 in

St. Louis.

Berry's speech will cover training of astronauts and human fac-

tors in space exploration.

As Chief of Center Medical Programs, Dr. Berry is the senior

officer at the space center and he serves as Director of Medical

Operations during manned flight.

He also establishes medical standards and policies governing

the selection of flight crews; develops criteria governing the appoint-

ment of crews to specific manned space flight missions; and retains

overall responsibility of the safety programs for all Center workers.

Dr. Berry has been with the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration since July 1, 1962. At that time he was on loan from the

United States Air Force where he held a commission as lietuenant

colonel. When the post of Chief of Medical Operations Office was

established as a civil service position in August, 1963, Dr. Berry

was offered the job and he accepted the appointment, resigning h_s

commission for that purpose. _

4_444&
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Statement April 2, 1964

For Release at 1:45 p.m. (cst)

Cape Kennedy, Florida -- The flight of the first Gemini-

Titan has been postponed until no earlier than April 8, NASA

Operations Director Dr. Walter C. Williams announced today.

A short circuit in the ground support energy power equip-

ment at launch Complex 19 caused the postponement of the flight,

which had been scheduled for launch as early as April 7.

Over the coming weekend, the spacecraft will be demated

for final check of instrumentation in the adapter section.



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACECRAFT....,.Hous'tonTER Texas

:(_-Jnter3-4241 MSC 64-65

April 8, 1964

H?-STC,N, Ti',/_.$-,- $l?ass:_=age tailors have designed a pressure

s.ait fc.c iu:ta:-'v,m._._:',us-i:,:_;technology which smacks of Buck Rogers

and K:ng Art:aur.. with a touch of Hans Brinker for the shoes.

It's ai::_:n!num appar,_'.'_,styled more for practicality than ap-

pearance, a):_d _ech-_icia:-.:: at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center call

mt a :'hard .,_uit:'for wan'a .0f a nickname.

Officially it's a "sonstan'a volume, rigid, articulated, anthro-

p0mcrphic pr_-':ectlve suit° _

It io_ks like a sui:z of armor, and its appearance almost defies

- _ _©__,_zty and "comfort.the use _._z '_,rordL-: like " _ _ ' ....

But i% is com:fortable and mobile, and is the most advanced space

suit yet introduced into the astronauts' prospective wardrobe.

A pro_ct._pe suit is undergoing a two-month evaluation at Manned

Spacecraft Center to determine whether it will be considered for wear

on the moon -- o:c _,erhap$ %h:2 planets.

5.E%e rigid s.zLt ccncelct was originally introduced by Litton In-

]ustries of B_:ver'Ly Hill.s, california, back in 1956 for use in pres-

sure charabers_ Wi-ch adaptations and improvements, an advanced ver-

sion for space use was proposed to NASA by Litton last year.
--more--
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Until now, pressure suits have been of fabric materials. Fabric

still seems the most practical for wear inside a spacecraft. But for

moon-wear the one-piece hard suit may be more practical.

The hard suit can be pressurized to more closely duplicate atmos-

pheric conditions here on earth. Nitrogen can easily be added to

the oxygen breathing system, again closely copying sea-level atmosphere.

Because it is solid, normal arm and leg movements will not cause

pressure changes inside the suit, so pressure remains constant. In

most conventional suits, bending the torso or limbs causes pressure

changes throughout the suit.

Less oxygen may be needed to keep the hard suit under pressure

because it has no zippers, only one main "clamshell" open!ng through

which the astronaut dons the suit. A single latch closes the suit

and makes it airtight and leakproof.

Joints are fan-like. When an elbow is bent, for instance, the

joint contracts one way and expands another to keep volume constant.

Universal joints allow movement in nearly any position a human body

can assume.

And the shoes actually were designed from a pair of wooden Dutch

shoes provided by the Netherlands government° They represent the

"best state of the art" for the purpose, officials explain_

"We keep just three things in mind when we 9o after a suit," said

Robert Steele, head of the Advanced Technology Section of the Crew

Systems Division at MSC. --more--
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"Safety, comfort and mobility."

Steele was quick to point out that the hard suit is not planned

for any particular program or mission, such as Gemini two-man earth

orbital flights, or Apollo, the three-man lunar exploration mission

scheduled within the decade.

"This is strictly an advanced concept," he said. "But we think

it has good potential for use on the moon's surface.

_Tt won't snag or tear like others might; it's much more comfor-

table than a conventional suit, and is more adaptable for mounting

the portable life support equipment an astronaut must wear outside

of his spacecraft."

Despite its appearance, the hard suit is not meant to provide

armor against meteozo_ds, but experts feel it will offer "at least

as much protection" as fabric suits, possibly more.

Besides these advantages, Steele said the suit has a teles-

coping torso and limb _rrangement, making it fit a wide range of

sizes.

But because of its bulk, the hard suit would most likely be

donned only for use outside a spacecraft -- on the moon or the

planets.





.,ATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

MANNEDSPACERAFT HoustonNTER s, Texas
HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-66

A_rii 9. !964

HOUSTCN, TEXAS -- The widow of a famous Swiss-American bal!eonisL

and scientist of the upper atmosphere has been a ppoint?d as a consul-

tant et _[ASA's Manned Spacecraft Center here.

Dr. Jeannette Piccard of St. Paul, Minnesota, long a participant

wmth her husband, the late Dr. Jean Felix Piccard of the University

of Minnesota, in research in the outer limits of the Earth's atmos-

phere, will advise Dro Robert R. Gilruth, Manned Spacecraft Center

Director. and members of his staff in the development of a program

tha_ will keep the nation's scientific community and the general pub _-

iic informed of events and results of manned space flight deveiopmen_

az MSC.

She will assist in assuring that the program has the proper

content to maintain effective communication with the country's sci-

entists and the public.

An experienced scientific researcher herself, Dr. Piccard has

had long association with the world's scientific circles and cur-

rently maintains this association, which is based on her personal

-=more--
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participation in scientific projects with her husband, including riding

a balloon with her husband to an altitude of 57,579 feet in 1934. Dr.

Piccard was given the Clifford B. Harmon International Trophy for her

exploit.

In addition, Dr. Piccard hss had broad experience in speaking

to and writing for scientific groups, as well as the general pubiic,

and understands the interest and needs of the scientific community

and the public.

Dr. Piccard earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in philosophy _n_

psychology from Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.; a Master of Arts

degree from the Universi%y of Chicago; and a Ph.D. degree from (:he

University of Minnesota. Her chief graduate-level subjects were

organic chemistry and education.

She has done research consultant work for the Department of

the Navy in Washington. In addition, she has worked in the field

of persennel administration and has been active in school adminis-

tration° She is currently President and Chairman of the Board of

St_ Paul's Episcopal School in S%. Paul.

Because of %his background, Dro Gilruth stated, Dr. Piccard

should provide great assistance to him and his staff. "Since 5he

opportunity has arisen to gain the use of Dr. Piccard's outstanding

talents, we wish to take full advantage of it."

--more--
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In her consultant capacity, which began today it is expected Dr.

Piccard will be employed on an intermittent basis in formulation of

an effective program of providing information to the scientific cir-

cles of the nation.

_llll
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April 7, 1964

HOUSTON TEZ_.S --- Like a gLant umbrella, the stainless steel top

to the small chamber in the Space Environmental Simulation Laboratory

was lowered into place at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center's Clear

Lake site.

The chamber is part <_f a _a_oth building that will soon be

able to simulate lunar tri_s with almost as much realism and detail

as an actual flight.

To simulate outer space for such projects, contractors are

building two such chambers _- one of them, the larger, is tubular in

shape, 172 feet long and 65 feet in diameter. It was capped recently

in two sections which together weighed over 100 tons.

The smaller chamber is 42 feet long and has a 35-foot diameter.

It will be ready for tests this fall.

Heat and cold manufacturing units will achieve temperature dif-

ferences within both chambers ranging from 240 degrees above zero

to 400 below zero. A turntable which produces the effect of tumbling

in space_ has a capability of rotating 180 degrees. Pumping equip-

.,ent will have the capability cf creating a vacuum equivalent to

75 miles from earth's surface_
--more--
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The inside of the chamber will be painted black° Along the top

are solar radiation units which will beam rays similar to the sun

into the chamber°

Both chambers are being built so that man can perform tasks while

subjected to conditions as nearly like outer space as possible°

The simulation laboratory consist_ of four bui!dings_ There is

an administration wing, refrigeration wing, a pumping wing and the

high bay area containing the chambers and labso The high bay area

is 261 feet long and 81 feet wide° It is the equivalent of ten

stories high and will be the tallest structure at the Center°

Three contractors have teamed up _o build nhe labo They are:

Chicago Bridge and Iron Company of Oak Bro_K_ Illinois -_ chamber

construction:

EtsuHokin and Galvin_ San Francisco, California -= foundation

and buildings,

And Industrial Contractors, Diversified Fisher Construcuion,

Hcuston-- pumping and cryogenic equipment_

Other companies will install the computers and electronics equip-

ment

Total _alue of construction and equipment for the simulation lab-

cratory is $41 million° Of this $14_756,777 has been paid to contrac-

tors through March 15o
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April 7, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first of two Lunar Landing Research

vehicles (LLRV) built for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center by

Bell Aerosystems Company in Buffalo, New York was completed today.

Resembling an oversized spider, the vehicle will soon be

delivered to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's

Flight Research Center at Edwards, California. A second unit

will follow.

The lunar landing research program is in direct support of

Project Apollo, the space program designed to land two men on the

moon.

LLRV will have the three-fold purpose of exploring problems

associated with lunar landing, providing data to aid in design of

the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM), which actually will land on the

moon; and training astronauts in the correct procedure of approach,

hover and touchdown on the surface of the moon.

The research vehicle is slightly more than 10 feet high. It

has four welded aluminum alloy truss legs with a spread of 13 feet,

four inches. The legs support a glass-covered crew compartment.

The vehicle will weigh about 3,600 pounds when loaded with fuel and

instruments.
-- more --
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A turbofan engine and hydrogen peroxide rockets provide the

thrust which enables the vehicle to take off; hover and then

descend to earth in simulated lunar landings.

Two basic differences between the moon and earth had to be

considered in the design of LLRV. These are the low lunar gravity-

about one-sixth that of the earth's--and the moon's low atmospheric

pressure which produces virtually no aerodynamic forces on the

vehicle.

A variable stability autopilot system will enable pilots to

fly the test vehicle on earth and get virtually the same reactions

and sensations as if they were operating in a lunar environment.

The automatically controlled turbofan engine provides lift

equal to five-sixths of the vehicle's gross weight. Thus, this

engine counteracts five-sixths of the earth's gravity. The

remaining one-sixth is comparable to the gravity on the moon.

Lift for the remaining one-sixth of the vehicle's weight is

provided by two rocket motors with 500 pounds thrust each.

Controlled by the pilot, these rockets are throttleable and

simulate those used for lunar landings. LLRV also is equipped

with six additional 500-pound rockets as a back-up landing system

in case of engine failure.

-- more --
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Attitude control is achieved through use of reaction control

rockets similar to those used on all of the nation's manned

spaceflights.

Various sections of the vehicle such as pilot display panel

and controls, can be removed and replaced by actual LEM

hardware if desired.

LLRV testing will be conducted at Edwards because of the

availability of support equipment and personnel.

MSC's Flight Crew Support Division has responsibility for

the LLRV.

# # #
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- WRen manned Gemini spacecraft begin orbiting

the earth, chances are the occupants will spend some of their time

performing masticatory manipulations.

Chewing gum, that iSo

Scientists at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center here are inves-

tigating the use of chewing gum for astronauts who, because they

must spend long periods in a gravity-free environment, cannot use

tooth paste or mouth wash.

"Chewing gum won't prevent cavities," admitted Dr_ Elliott S.

Harris of the Manned Spacecraft Center's environmental physiology

branch, "but it will help stimulate dental tissues and freshen the

astronaut's mouth during long-duration space flights."

"Besides," he added, "we don't expect serious tooth decay to

develop during flights of two weeks or less_"

The Systems Division of Whirlpool Corporation, St. Joseph,

Michigan, recommended a sugarless gum be chewed periodically during

--more--
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space flight, and that an interdental stimulatDr ~- a rubber prong --

be used to remove food particles.

About the sticky problem of disposing of chewing gum in space-

craft?

Th_ a?tronauts can swallow it.
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Caapa_ in -hi_ earth ciz_l_ 22 orbit '_ ..... " _'_'9/ ._ be on dlsplny

i'ny 14 _?ou_._h 17 in Bol,_, idaho.
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HOUST0i;,_ - F_ith 7, t._rcu_¥_p:_ce_raftflo_u b A_tlon_ut L. Gordon Ooop_r in

bls e_-rthcircli_ _ orbit fli_t last F_y _!1 be on f_ play I.t_¥2! through

i'_y24 in Helena, I_ntmn_.

The four _y _op in Helena is the t_enty eighth of _0 state es_.ltolvisits

thnt the 'J_tional_ronautioa and Space Aimini-_trc_ionha_ scheduled for Cooper's

sp_cecra-et. Close to 3,650_OO_ l_ersoushave a.lrcr.._' seca the spacecraf_ _uce

it beg_u it_ cros_ cc_uutrytour in Coc.per'sho_e _ate oW Oklahoma.

The F_21A_iannedSpacecraft Canter nt Houston, Taxa_ has set Faith 7 on a

_t-_ud_;,hi_hpo_-_itsc_y viewing of the L_IC_e of _he sp:_ecra_t. A smction of

Cy_:e ban._ of the heat shield and Dorti,Ohmof *_e our.er s_i. have been cut a_my

pe_-_it%_ the fir_ public look at th,_i*_uorctr,:cturecd a 2_rcury spacecr_ft.
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into the Pacific near Mi_ny Island on _;_,__ o_.,._y _o_ ,_=_i_g has changed. Tho
JI

slmc¢craft _hlngles - its outer skin _mde of a ne%-__.etaliene'41 - sho%_ the

effects of tho 1_000 _%Srce he-_ u_hichblanketed th_ spacecraft durir_ re-ent_y

into earth's atrna_c_re. The heat ah_eLi - a Eix_ua_eof £1ass fibers and resin -

._tthe ba_e of the spaeecra_t %_ithstood_--_L_ tc._.e=_t*caes of 3,0°0 degrees

faranhei% _heu Cooper directed F_--ith7 on its ret_n to tie earth.

Also on di_lay vith the at_.ceca_t are caz_-_rasCoo__r carried and the astronau_

Z,urvi'_l:Tit_iaichrods o_ Faith 7's 546,185 -,_ile¢_oh-_ ruling flight. Samples of

_e food Coo_r ate durln_ hi_ day anC a half in z%0ace_1 also be on dlsp/ay.

_ae 13 _onth tour_ eud/ng in tba Nstic'a's,ca._itolc_,Nov. l, 19o_, _ cover

Q_/5_.__.a_alj 20,000 miles, a distance F_ith 7 covered in _ace in approxirntely
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April 9, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Robert J. Ward of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center Apollo Program

Office will speak before the Liberty Chamber of Commerce on April 16.

Ward will outline the responsibilities of MSC in the nation's

manned space flight programs and will present a step-by-step explanation

of a typical Apollo lunar landing and exploration mission.

I/I/H
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HOUSTON TEXAS -- Employees of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Cen-

ter's Structures and Mechanics Division have moved into new offices

in the Systems EwAluation LaboraLory at the Clear Lake site -- a two

story building with adjoinQng laboratories that cost $1,624.831_

The complex is designed to conduct experimental investigations

on advanced materials, spacecraft structural parts:and complete

assemblies of spacecraft_ Structural testi_n_ will be conducted

under simulated space environmental conditlons_

SMD offices are located in a building which is 186 feet long

and 130 wide. The high bay building, containing laboratories, is

198 feet long by 92 wide, and 40 feet high. Inside is an overhead

crane capable of transversing the length of the laboratory,

_he systems laboratory is the next to last building _o be

turned over to the Nagional Aeronautics and SDace Administration

of 15 constructed under Phase 3 of the Center conssruction program.

It was buil'a by Leavell, Morrison-Knudson and Hardeman Company of

E1 Paso, Texas.

--mot e- -
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with the relocation of the approximately 160 SMD personnel, the

MSC work force has risen to approximately 2,300 at Clear Lake. Another

200 workers will move during April. The balance will be located at

Ellington Air Force Base and -- until June -- in three leased build-

ings in Houston.

###
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Memo to Editors:

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- For your information, the telephone numbers

of the News Services Branch of the Public Affairs Office are as

follows: Area Code 713, HUnter 3-4231 or HUnter 3-4241. These

are direct in-diaLing numbers. During off-duty hours, call HUnter

3-0123 for the MSC operator.

fi.ifif



April 13, 1964 2:00 pm

RESPONSE TO QUERY FROM NASA HQS. NOT TO BE VOLUNTEERED

GT-1, spacecraft and second stage booster, decayed in orbit

and reentered earth atmosphere about 4:00 pm est Sun. over the South

Atlantic approximately midway between South American and Africa.

NOTE: In event of question did any portion of the spacecraft

or stage survive reentry? The response is "We have no evidence

of this."
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April ii, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Manned Spacecraft Center has moved its first

real-time computer system into the Mission Control Center (MCC) at Clear

Lake, Texas.

Consisting of 27 units, the 7094 computer was relocated from leased

facilities in Houston. It was built for MSC by the Federal Systems Division

of International Business Machines Corporation, Bethesda, Maryland.

MCC will be the focal point for directing Gemini and Apollo flights

after all the electronic equipment is installed. When the new center is

finished, space missions will be controlled just as P_6je6t Mercury flights

were run by Mercury Control at Cape Kennedy, Florida.

Telemetry and co_nunications will emanate from the spacecraft; be

picked up by a world-wide network of tracking stations, and relayed to MCC.

Computer driven data will be shown and plotted on hugh control panel where a

team of flight controllers will make mission decisions.

The information in turn will be transmitted through the tracking network

and into the spacecraft.

\

-more-
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Attitude control is achieved thr_agh use of reaction control ,_"

rockets similar to those used on all of the nation's manned i:::_

spaceflights.

Various sections of the vehicle such as pilot display panel

and controls, can be removed and replaced by actual LEM

....,::::_:_ hardwares, if des ired.

LLRV testing will be conducted at Edwards because of the

availability of support equipment and personnel.

MSC's Flight Crew Support Division has responsibility for

the LLRV.

# # #
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HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-76

April 14, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Forty four engineers and technical authors

assigned to the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center are collaborating with

Fairchild Publications, Inc., of New York in the publication of a new

book that outlines latest technologies involved in the race for the

moon.

Title of the book will be "Engineering Design and Operation of

Manned Spacecraft." The authors are men who have been closely associated

with all of the UoS. efforts in manned space flight to date. They are

engineers whose energies and genius produced the vehicles which carried

the first Americans into space and brought them back safely during the

Mercury Program.

The editors, who are organizing and coordinating the material are:

Paul E. Purser, Special Assistant to the Director of NASA's Manned

Spacecraft Center,

Maxime A. Faget, Assistant Director for Engineering and Development

at MSC, and,

Norman F. Smith, Technical Assistant to Faget°

All three editors have been associated with the government's re-

search and development work ih this area for close to 20 years. They

--more--
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were attached to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NASA

predecessor) when American aviation first moved into the era of super-

sonic flight and rockets.

Purser and Faget have made many notable contribution to space

technology and spacecraft design. They first worked together on a

program of high speed research with rocket tests from Wallops Island,

Virginia.

They jointly conceived the Little Joe solid propellant launch

vehicle used in the Project Mercury development tests°

Faget is "father" of the Mercury spacecraft and has been honored

for his original work on the design and for his contributions to the

various spacecraft systems.

Both Purser and Faget graduated from Louisiana State University

of Baton Rouge and are members of the Tau Beta Pi Association, national

engineering honor society.

Norman Smith graduated from Purdue University of Lafayette, Indiana

with distinction and has specialized in research in high speed and super-

sonic aerodynamics.

The 41 other authors each will contribute a chapter to the book.

--more--
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The text is based largely on a series of lectures given by auti_ors

a_ University of Houston, Rice University of Houston, Texas and

Louisiana State University. _t is being printed under a private

publishing contract with publication dates set for September.

Dr. Robert Gilruth, MSC Director, has written the Foreword.
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HUnter 3-4231 F_C 64-77

April 14, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Joe T. Doke of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center Apollo Space-

craft Program Office will address the Pilot Club of Livingston,

Texas, April 20, 1964.

Doke will describe America's space exploration program with

emphasis on the Apollo manned lunar exploration program.

_1 ii ii
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April 16, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Youngsters in an eight-state region who are

more interested in space sciences than in spending their time under

the hood of a hot-rod or reading movie magazines are given encourage-

ment and guidance by scientists and engineers working in the nation's

manned space flight program. The Manned Spacecraft Center here is

participating in 24 regional and state science fairs being conducted

this spring for youngsters in grammar and high schools.

Students entering exhibits in science fairs affiliated with

National Science Fairs-International are eligible to compete for

science awards made by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion through its field Centers. The NASA Centers not only provide

Certificates of Merit and aerospace mementos in the form of tie

clasps, pins or cuff links, but technical experts from the Center

serve as judges in 24 of the science fairs.

Manned Spacecraft Center provided or will provide awards to

winners in 53 science fairs in the eight-state region which includes

--more--
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Texas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Okla-

homa and New Mexico. Most of the fairs are regional or state fairs,

and include private and parochial as well as public school students.

NASA awards are made to students whose exhibits are ju_ged best

in six different categories: Aerodynamics and Space Flight, Space

Vehicles, Space Propulsion Systems, Space Life Sciences, Space Phys-

ical Sciences and Space Electronics and Communications. Entries are

judged on the basis of creative ability, scientific thought, thorough-

ness, skill and dramatic value.

Each NASA award winner will have the opportunity to take part

in an orientation program at the Manned Spacecraft Center, but travel

to and from Houston will be at the student's own expense.

NASA hopes that through the science fair awards youngsters will

be inspire6 to follow space science disciplines in planning their

college education.

Certificates and awards are also presented to science fair win-

ners by other government agencies, such as the Air Force, Navy, Army

and the Civil Aeronatics Board.

_lllff
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April 20, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Through the centuries since man learned to

create with his hands, apprentice training has been a vital part of

getting new talent into a trade or profession. Such training is still

vital in the space age, with its automation, transistors and black

boxes that do miraculous chores.

Apprentice training leading to journeyman certification in four

rades will be conducted in a Technical Institute at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center beginning in September, 1964. Through on-the-job

and classroom training, qualified apprentices in four years may reach

journeyman skill as electronic instrument makers, wood and plastic

modelmakers, experimental machinists and spacecraft metalsmith.

Applicants for the apprentice training program must have a keen

interest and some experience in the mechanical, electrical, wood-

working or metal working trades.

Written examinations will be held at Beaumont, Hempstead, HoustDn,

Huntsville, Livingston, Lufkin, Orange, Port Arthur and Wharton. The

five-hour examinations will cover high school algebra, physics, geom-

try, English usage and grammar, mechanical principles and use of tools,

--more--
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and pattern matching. Deadline for application to the Civil Service

Board of Examiners at Manned Spacecraft Center is May 6. Applicants

will be notified of the time and place to take the written examination.

Forms for applying for the examination can be obtained from the

Board of U.S. civil Service Examiners at Manned Spacecraft Center,

Houston, or from the Civil Service Regional Office in Dallas° Forms

are also available from any Post Office.
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April 21, 1964 "

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Nearly 100 more Manned Spacecraft Center em- _'_ _

pioyees moved to the Clear Lake site during the past week bringing

the total of relocated persons to just over 2400.

Personnel assigned to MSC's Guidance and Control Division occupied

new offices in the Spacecraft Research building. This complex of two

connected buildings was ocdupied earlier by other Center employees.

_ Research in the areas of space communications spacecraft instru-

mentation, guidance and control will be done in these buildings.

Another space agency structure -- the Auditorium -- received

its occupational baptism this past week when the announcement was made

there that Astronauts Virgil Grissom and John Young would be the

prime crew for the first manned Gemini flight and Astronauts Wally

Schirra and Thomas P. Stafford would serve as back-up crew.

The 800-seat auditorium is a part of a complex which contains

MSC's Public Affairs Office° The Auditorium is 192 feet long and

135 wide. It has 46,000 square feet of space including the stage°

--more--
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Two recording studios are on either side of the stage. A large

section in the front of the building has been set aside for Press use

during manned missions. At other times, this section will contain

exhibits.

The Auditorium was built by Leavell, Morrison-Knudson and Harde-

man Company of E1 Paso, Texas, at a cost of $1,126,930.

ii ii TI
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April 20, 196z,

:_0JS?Oif, _E._S _eazcal Support of the ?._an in Space," wili

....._ _.._ __ ....... oz a televeision presentation on April 25 by a tea._ of

................. - Center doctors at the annual convention of tl_e Texas

2icdicaL ks_ociation.

_ka _ogram is under the direction of Charles A. Eerry, :.. D.,

Ckiaf of >iSC's Center Medical Programs. it will be beamed via closed

circuia television to the convention at _he Shamrock Hilton hotel.

L._zisting Lt. _erry are D. Owen Coons, M. D., Howard A. Minners, M. D.,

ams .... :_ickard - "' '.__. .k"'O.L?.JarQ.

.... ..... :._aater to be presented to the 1500 doctor's includes a

.... fzig_ aeL_on--C__,._S-On Oz mne :okysician's role during manned space ; a

---' _ electro-cardiogram readings received from a _.,-:;-_3,..,.,--, sensor-

-.c..... _ _-, _'"r of a space pilot, and a demonstration of a medical de-

o=r_y z_ the.,_ _,,_ of Center i_i.2dical Programs for MSC, Dr. '_ _

£o:,icr '-' - during n%anned space fligh%s He reviews all aero-

............ programs for Dr Robert R. _,,_u,_,, Center Director,

' - '-' "_ _-_ standards and policies govern-Lng vhe selection

cf fi_iiiL'x' crews.
h H _



_MO TO EDITORS: April 22, 1964

The parasail test still is scheduled for April 23. Newsmen

interested in covering are requested to be at Building No. 1, Clear

Lake at 8:00 am. MSC has a direct line with the Test Command Post

and, at that time, will have the latest word as to when the drop is

set.

If the drop progresses without interruption, it will go at

/1:00 _m. However, delays could set it back to as late as 3:00 pm.

A 40-foot crew boat leaving from the George Light Boat Service,

Seabrook has been scheduled for the press. This boat is faster and

should permit the crews to get copy into their offices with less de-

!ay.

Newsmen are reminded to bring food and drink.

The Public Affairs Office contact for this trip is Don Green

HUnter 3-4231. Home telephone League City 932-3486.
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April 22, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS --Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of Manned Space-

craft Center, and Dr. Joseph F. Shea, Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager,

will deliver papers at the Fourth National Conference on Peaceful

Uses of Space in Boston April 29 to May 2, 1964.

Dr. Gilruth and Dr. Shea will be among a number of National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration Officials taking part in the program.

Sponsored by the New England community and NASA, the conference

will include a session on April 29 devoted to Manned Space Exploration,

chaired by D. Brainerd Holmes, senior vice president, Raytheon Co.

Papers to be presented will include those by Gilruth on "The U.S o

Manned Space Flight Program from Inception to Date," and Dr. Shea,

on "The Development of the Spacecraft and the Mission."

Other papers will be presented by Dr. George E. Mueller, NASA

Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight_ Dr. Werner yon Braun,

Director, Marshall Space Flight Center; and Dr. Kurt H. Debus, Director,

Launch Operations Center.

_L

In addition to the presentations by top NASA officials, lead-

ing scientists, businessmen and educators will report on the Nation's

space program.

--more--
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Other topics covered by the conference include Machines in

Space; the Role of Satellites; What the Space Age Means to the Nation

and New England; NASA's Impact on Industry, Education and Society;

International Cooperation in Space; Medical Aspects of Space; The

Transfer of Space Technplogy to Industry; and Education for the Space

Age.
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HUnter 3-4231 fi_SC64-84
April 24, 1964

HOL_TON, TEXAS -- Three aerospace physicians assigned to the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center Saturday will present an hour-long television

program on Space flight for the Texas Medical Association's annual con-

vention.

The trio includes Charles A. Berry, M.D., Chief of MSC's Center

Medical Programs; D. Owen Coons, M.D., Deputy to Dr. Berry, and Dr.

Richard Pollard of the Center Medical Office.

The program will be beamed via closed circuit television from

Ellington Air Force Base, where NASA still has temporary facilities, to

the convention at the Shamrock Hilton Hotel. Subject matter covers the

physician's role during manned spaceflight.

Acting as "anchor man" during the program is Dr. Berry.

Opening segment of the telecast consists of an explanation by Dr.

Berry of the doctor's role supporting the astronaut during his perilious

venture into space_ The audience next will see a bio-sensoring demon-

stration using a test subject° Dressing the man in a space suit is next.

In the fourth part of the program, a medical team will analyze electro-

cardiogram readings in a simulated space flight. Finally, a medical de-

briefing with a test subject posing as an astronaut will close the tele-

cast.

--more--
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Theater Network Television, Inc. of New York is producing the

program, working with personnel from the Center Medical Programs

staff.
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........... '..... <_ ^ A._ri! 29, 19S4

_..___-c_..__.__._f _'......'-'- _ara_:a!! and aaih/ results :-_"

upon a study of the ........ -.%=o ........ on.

_.e experiment, laaneuverzng sys'&ems on board the boiierplate

were tested for the first time. The systems functions as planned

and the _- _' ._n_.= the ....c=ur_.=ng _ates were z:_, .._ _ _,_e required for parasai!

use.

The = 310 pound caDsu!_ was u_op_,=c from an aircraft at !1 000

_ ChUte opened i_,_r._ediateiy and_ee_ shortly after ii = ..... _. _,iot - _ ~

w_un_,n five seconds separauea '_;._e_e_,=_z_o=s _n= recovery can; thereby

initiating deDiolnv_ent _ _'_=_='_ _'_. a._ ......_n of _..e 81-foot parasai!

Complete _n_±at_on occurred w_sh_n 12 ssconds from bo_±e_p_a_e

release by the aircraft. T_.e capsule.-- s_-eer_d by radio cor_r_anc

_,o_~ _=o-_u- _.=_._.=¥,.= -- ±anaed within 200 yard-_ of

thm bullseye.

=_ _ '",:....... ' -'_u _¢° Fred Coons was the t_s2 diractor.
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!
"i ', HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National AerDnautics and Space Administra-

1

't tion (NASA) announced today a full-scale paraglider deployment test

:' flight at Edwards AFB0 California. This was an evaluation test of

['I paraglider deployment from a test vehicle simulating a Gemini space-

'!"{ craft.

The test consisted of a launch from a USAF C-130 carrier air-

,._ craft, separation of the Gemini test vehicle from its launch sled,

timer-initiated paraglider deployment and then paraglider separation,

and finally parachuterecovery of the test vehicle.

Charles W. Mathews_ Gemini Program Man_ger_ NASA Manned Space-

..craft Center, Houston, Texas, said_ "From initial observation, the

test appears completely successful. _e'll know the final results

i as soon as all data are evaluated."

The paraglider is a recovery system being developed by North

American Aviation"s Space and Information Systems Division, Downey,

California_ under a research and development contract with MSCo

Five similar tests have been conducCed since late January.

These tests resulted in uncovering development problems in the

; --more-- i
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k.j
deployment sequence. Local areas of the paraglider -- sail fabric,

cable connections, etc. -- have been _'beefed-up" by minor modifi-

caTions are part of a "de-buggin s' p_ocess and are considered a

normal part of a new research and development program_

During today's _est, the C-13G aircraft carried the ur_nanned

' led forward the air-Gemini test vehic:le_ _ms__ng.... upon _ s _ just of

craft's tail gate_ As predetermined, a sled-extraction parachute

popped open ,behind the aircr_ft_ pul!irg tke sled-carried Gemini

- test vehicle free to fall from 33_000 fee __ alti_ude_ At T+6 seconds,

the Gemini vehicle separated from the sled and trailed a reefed para-

glider drogue parachute -- at about 32_700 feet_

_~_ 'iA_enty-four seconds later, the Cemini rendezvous _nd recovery

canister separated, and the paraglid_Jr fabric i_ediateiy spilled

from tlne top of %he Gemini. It re:ma£ned suspended __r_an inverted

"U" shape, i_s nose and boom and keel tra£_ing edges held to the Gemini

test vehicle _o preven_ openlng-shock d_nage_

:Boom and keel trailing edges released a_ T+52 seconds -_ about

22_003 feet_ A_ abouu T-,_57 seconds_ t'he parag!ider _as unfurled

into its "bat-wing31 - sh_pe_

Dur_-ng dep!oy_en_ and durinc_ the glide period fol!owi_.g all

systems opera%ions wer,_ uelemeter_;d to grou_nd stations a_ud %-_ere

--mor,a--_
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.'__ recorded for evaluation by scientists and engineers.

The glide period ended at about T+150 seconds, at approximately4

-(

:_ 18,600 feet. At this point, the paraglider was jettisoned by radio

:_ co_and as predetermined. Twin drogue parachutes then deployed to
4

.t. stabilize the test vehicle during descent to 10,000 feet. The main
']

,I parachute, 84 feet in diameter, opened at about T+181 seconds.

-* The Gemini test vehicle touched down at about T+440 seconds,
'4

J

;_ _ a little over seven minutes out of the aircraft. A helicopter re-
D

! trieved the jettisoned paraglider after it settled to earth.

"i Direct objectives of this test were to evaluate the deployment
t'

of the paraglider -- evaluate drogue parachute stabilization of the

_ Gemini vehicle; evaluate separation of the paraglider from its canister,

I
and obtain data on wing stresses during deployment and during transition

to glide.

NASA is continuously evaluating the paraglider program. No
%

decision has been made to date to remove the paraglider from research

! and development status or to put it into production status.

Manned tow test vehicle (TTV) experiments (towed by helic.opter

with pro-inflated wing) will begin later, depending upon additional

"hop tests" now underway at _--dwards J_Bo

'e

,._] ¢ ' .
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May 1, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Apollo boilerplate service module and

adapter which arrived at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center on April 20

is now undergoing vibration tests in the high-bay area of the newly

completed Systems Evaluation Laboratory.

Conducted by MSC Strucutres Facilities Branch personnel, the

tests will determine the resonance frequencies, mode shapes and damp-

ing of the service module. These dynamic characteristics must be

xnown in crder to evaluate data obtained from the BP-22 test flight

to be conducted at the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, in the

first quarter of 1965.

A modal vibration system will be used in the tests. This system

consists of six 150-force-pound electrodynamic shakers with individual

power amplifiers and auxiliary control equipment.

The boilerplate test structure (service module and adapter) is

a cylindrical shell stiffened by six equally spaced longerons. Twelve

ring frames of varying dimensions provide stiffness around the circum-

ference. The entire structure is constructed from steel.

--more--
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Resonance frequencies will be determined by operating each of

the six shakers individually at a slow frequency sweep-rate and

recording the response of the structure at several predetermined

locations.

Mode shapes will be obtained by finely tuning all six shakers

on a chosen frequency and surveying the response of the structure with

hand-held vibration pickups.

Structural damping will be obtained for each frequency surveyed

by disconnecting the armature on all operating shakers and recording

on all oscillograph the response decay of the structure at approximately

ten locations.

The tests are scheduled to be completed by mid-summer.
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May 5, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Joseph F. Shea, manager of _he National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center Apollo

Program Office in Houston, will address the Association of American

Editorial Cartoonists convention _ay 8, at New Orleans_ Louisiana.

In his presentation, Shea will outline the role of MSC in the

area of manned space flight. He will also describe a typical Apollo

manned lunar exploration mission. The Apollo program's aim is to

place Americans on the moon and return them safely to earth before

1970.

As manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office, Shea is

responsible for the management of the overall design and development

of the Apollo spacecraft.
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May 5, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Don J. Green, information specialist in the

Public Affairs Office of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, will

address members of the San Leon Chan*_er of Commerce at their annual

banquet on May 8.

Green's speech, entitled "Why Space," will examine the poten-

tial impact space flight has on this country.

Green joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

in January 1963. In his present position, he has the information

responsibility in the fields of flight operations, flight crew train-

ing, medicine and Center construction.

Prior to joining NASA he served as an aerospace writer and

also was night editor with a news service in Chicago.

Green was born in Omaha, Nebraska on November 22, 1919o He

received a Bachelor of Arts degree in History from Hastings College

and worked on a Master of Science degree in Journalism at Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois°

As a newsman working in Chicago, Mr. Green specialized in mili-

tary and aviation subjects and worked on general assignments. He

--more--
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wo:-ked for the City News -' ......of _, -....._u~___ c..zc._, a r_etropolitan news

service. His previous exparlaz_ca inc.luiad _mployr, ent with daily

.........._- =o well as weeklies Green has contributed aerosaac=

_.r'&ic-es to ,_z _-' ' ' a,_u _c.x_=_ .,_g=...... and the smaller dailies.

as -- fr i_n _-_ auUhor

He holds an Air u _ - .... _=_-ion with =ss_n,,en_ as an

-'-.......-_- _'-af_ Officer with i2th Air Force, m- =' I -'_

?Taco, _=.=_o. =;= is a veLeran of ,,.or=cNar _i.

mur'-ng h_s vozan, .k'. Green %.;as_ mar:_er of =ne Boy Scouts

_-= .......... _ ' ' ' currently is

kdvancaz.,a_ ............................... =_x_. iCe lives_;,_=.......... ,._ -._>, _e=_.= City, _'-'

"- Lcacua '_"-',' '- ?.:'-:'-': and _- two child,,,_.

: '-_Li
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May 6, 1964 _

KOUSTON, TEXAS -- Twenty-nine distinguished foreign visitors will

be guests of the NASA _[anned Spacecraft Center Thursday for a series

of briefings and a tour of Center facilities.

The group is one a nationwide tour of aerospace installation to

become better acquainted with tke latest developments in space sciences.

The tour is sponsored by /.2ajor General Richard L. Bohannon, Surgeon

_%.2 General of the United States Air Force.

During the one-day visit to M_C, the guests will hear from Director

Robert R. ' "_
G_Ir_,,, Charles A. Berry, _4oDo, Dr. Joseph Shea, Charles

l.:athews and Richard S. Johnston.

Dr. Berry is Chief of Center i_edicai Programs; Dr. Shea and M_thews

are managers of the Apollo _nd Gemini programs respectively, while

Johnston heads _C's Crew Systems DivisionQ'

Following the briefing, the visitors will to-_r several of the

Center la_oratories. In the group are representatives of several NATO

Nations, as well as Latin _erican and Far East countries.

Before visiting Houston, the party visited Air Force installations

in Texas and Ohio. They will. leave here for a tour of the Air Force

i.:issi/e Test Center at Cape Kennedy, Florida.

Dr. Berry and the Center Medical staff are their M3C hosts.
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his earth cire_nS 22 orbit flight in _;_ 1963 _ill bo _ _i_splayJuno 11 through

jvu_ 14 in CheQ_nn_ %_Tfr_-n-_.

?we four day stop in Cheyenne is tho thirtieth of 50 $1ate caDitol visits that

tho Y_tio_nal;_ronau_ics _nd Si_ace_nis_rabion has scheduled for CooDer's

_i_acc_-_t. Close %o 31gO0_O00 perman'shav_ aJur_y seex_the _nce_ since it

_gau its cross count_-ytour in Cooper's hcm_ sta_e of Ok2zh_?a.

_nc iL_'_%SA'c-_.,_-_dSlmcecra._ C_.uterat Eous'r_n,Te_'_ kzs set Faith 7 on a.stand

uhich Da._its easy vie%_ingof the iusi_ of _2_ s_ucec_*a_. A section of the base

Othe heat _hield ar_ t_rtions of the out_ _uin !_uvebe_ cut a_my per_-ittl_gthe

_t _abllc look at the inner structuze of a _._.r;._-y spacecraft. . '"

_ spacecr"_-_- inside and ou_ - is exactly a,_it _ _hen it sl_la_hcddevn into

tho i_c_ic near l._d-_y Island On l'_y16, 1963. N_,thLugh_s chsnged. The zpacec_aa_t
ii

d_cs - its outer s}_n r_ of a uev ,metalron_.' -oho_ the effects of the 1,000

_groe heat _:hlchb_lanketedthe zpacecx_ du_'dngre-_ut_y into earth's atmo_cre.

?,_cheat ahieLi - a _ _ture of glass fibar_ a_l r_in - at the base of the cpacecr_t

_ithctood _?,-z_._,._u t_oer_tures _ 3_O00 do_e_s far_-faeit _h_u CooDcr _ectud Faith 7

_n its rctu._-ato thc ear _-h. : '

_d_o on di_plny _th the sDa¢c¢_ea_tar_ camer_ CooDor cai_rledr_ th_ a_tronabf&

Survival Kit _:hichrode on Faith 7's _6, Z55 rd..1,m co-_h-ci_cling fli_. Sa_las of

tZ_e food Cooper ate during his day _ud a half in _aco alex v_!i be au display, i

_e 13 uonth to_u-,cndin_ in th_ I,_on% capitol on Nowmber l, 190-_ _ll cover !
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( HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A rough water egress test using a boilerplate version

of a Genz[ni spacecraft ended successfully recently in the Gulf of Mexico.

The experiment was conducted approximately 12 miles south of Galveston

in waves that were running from six to eight feet.

In this test_ the boilerplate with two subjects inside was lowered

from the NASA Motor Vessel Retriever and allo_2d to float--loosely tetheredq

in the water. A technician dressed in a froo_manls suit knocked on the

hatches of the spacecraft when ready to begin the experiment.
J

The left door only is opened_ and an engineer suited in a Gemini

prototype suit egresses. He is followed by the test subject occupying the

right seat. However, the subject occupying the right side must crawl over

instrument pedestal and center console in order to egress. The left opening

is closed and both men slide into the choppy waters.

-more-
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Object of the egress tests is to develop spacecraft departure

techniques for astronauts after they land from a Gemini space flight.

In this particular series_ Ma_-ued:Spacecraft Center engineers were trying _,-,

to find out how hard is _as to get out of the two-man Gemini in rough water°

The test was conducted by MSC's Landing and Recovery Division. Test

subjects were Gordon Harvey_ of the Flight Crew Support Division_ and

Astronaut James A. Lovell, Jr.

Harvey noted that @_ress procedures were not as difficult as had

been anticipated_ and that the spacecraft too_ little water even though

,._ it was rolling in heavy seas.

Additional experiments are planned including several using an

operational spacecraft and Gemini flotation collar.

XX
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May 14, 1964

FOR RELEASE 9:30 am CST

HOUSTON,TEXAS - The Navy and NASA announced today that Astronaut M· Scott

Carpenter wi 11 participate In Navyls Project Sea Lab S off the coast of Bermuda

this summer.
=

Sea Lab I, a hO-foot undersea laboratory, is scheduled to be lowered to a

depth of 192 feet on July 6 and remain submerged for a three-week period.

Carpenter, a Navy Lieutenant Con,mender _Vho has been with NASA stnce April

1959, will join a four-man Navy team of divers for the last week of the under-

water experiment. The Navy had indicated its desire to have technical assistance

from NASA with the Sea Lab program· A personat interest in exploring man's cape-

bi llty in an underwater environment )ed Carpenter to volunteer his services for

this assignment. -,

Captain George F. Bond, MC USN, who is in charge of all physiological and

psychological aspects of the project, plans to utlllze Carpenter's abilities as

an observor in an hostile environment In'the collection and evaluation of scientific

data in this program.

Dr· Bond pointed out that by participating In Projec: See Lab, Carpenter will '"

become the fi rst human to experience the two most hostile environments known to man.

&L/¢4¢
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May 13, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS --Andre J. Meyer, Jr., Manager, Office of Program Control

in the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center's Gemini Program Office, wi]] be the

principal speaker on May 26 at the Aerospace Materials and Process Engineers

Club and on May 27 at the 5oeing Supervisors Club -- both in Wichita, Kansas.

Meyer's talks will emphasize advances on Gemini concepts and mission

plans.

_,eyer,born in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, moved to the United Scazes as

a sn:allchild with his parents. He received his BS degree in mechanica _,

engineering in 1943 from the University of Kentucky, then jo[ned NASA [.;&CA

prior to October ]958.) fiehas been with the manned space flight program s;nce

the beginning of Project Mercury.

Meyer and his wife, the former Loraine Landrus of Louisville, Kentucky,

have four children.



RESPONSE TO QUERY May 26g 1964

The SA-6 launch was postponed today due to failure of the compressor

in the environmental control system, a part of the launch complex ground

support equipment. Due to the failure the crew was unable to maintain

acceptable temperaturs within the guidance system. The comperssor that

failed is to be replaced. The launch has been rescheduled for no earlier than

May 27, 9:00 EST.
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May 14, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- C. D. Sword of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tionls Manned Spacecraft Center has announced his resignation effective June 1, 1964.

Sword was Chief of the Apollo Procurement Office from December 1961, to March

of this year. In March, he was appointed Chief of Procurement Operations.

Prior to his NASA service, Sword held various procuement positions with the

U.So Air Force for more than ten years. During that time he was closely associated

with the B-70, KC-135, C-133, T-37 and T-38 Programs.

Sword will join the North American Aviation, Inc., Space and Information

Systems Division in Downey, California. He will be Assistant to the Division

Director of Material, with an initial assignment to assist in the direction of

the NAA S&ID Apollo major :subcontractorprogram.

lllIH
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May 25, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- HASA's Manned Spacecraft Center will open its

gates to the public for the first time from 8:00 am until 6:00 pm

June 6-7, inaugurating a continuing program of weekend tours at the

Clear Lake Site.

The "drive-through" tours are designed to acquaint residents of

Harris and Galveston Counties, as well as area visitors, with the

facilities and activities of HASA's newest center.

Because of the complex nature of work being carried on in most

of the buildings and the limited availability of personnel to serve

as guides, only one building will be open to the public. Large Signs

describing the type of work conducted in each building will be posted

for easy reading by visitors.

The open building will be the Center's new Auditorium, where

exhibits will be on display in the lobby and motion pictures will be

shown inside each half-hour throughout the day.

visitors will receive maps of the Center, outlining the tour route,

along with a brochure containing a printed welcome to the Center from

its Director, Dr. Robert R. Gilruth.

Center officials emphasize that parking spaces are limited to

approximately 3,000 cars, adding that in the event all parking spaces

--more--
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are filled, visitors will be directed at a leisurely pace and

out Gate 2.

"We genuinely hope this will not be necessary," Paul Haney,

Center Public Affairs Officer, said, "but if it does, we hope those

visitors will return another weekend for a visit to our Auditorium

and displays."

Because of the large crowd anticipated on the first open weekend,

the Center will open its gates at 8:00 am both Saturday and Sunday.

The schedule for future weekends calls for the gates to be

opened at 1:00 pm each Sunday. Closing time will remain 5:00 pm.

"Since the Center will be open each Sunday from now on," Haney

Fointed out, "we hope the crowd will not be so large on this first

weekend that some visitors will be able only to drive through.

"If prospective visitors to the site will wait a weekend or two,

before coming, we feel sure they will find ample parking space and be

able to enjoy a leisurely visit to the Center," he concluded.

The Manned Spacecraft Center is one of 10 NASA Centers throughout

the United States and currently employs approximately 2500 persons at

Clear Lake.

It is assigned the mission of managing manned spacecraft develop-

ment, selecting and training Astronauts and planning and conducting

manned Sl_Ce flight missions.
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iiCl'S_i_,_,1_3 _ Faith T, _,[ereur_-spacee:cc_ftflo',.aLb_ Astron _ut L. Gordon Cooper in .
hie each circling _ orbit flight in I..',_y1963 _rl._be on gu[_Dlay June 25 through
Ju_-_=_ in _..... r_ I_orthD_kota.

._c four _.y stop in Bismark is the thirty fir_;to:?50 state capitol visits that
tho Y_tional Aeronautics and Space A_lminist_ationhas scheduled for Cooper'_
s_cccr_. Cloze to 3_750_000 persons have already seen th: spacecraft since
it began its cross country tour in Coopor's home s_ate of 0khahoua.

_na IU_A Y_--m_edSpacecraa'tCenter at Hou_ton_ Tezls, has set Faith 7 on a stand
_;hi_hper-_itseasy vie_ng of the inside of %he si_cec_. A section of the base
o2 the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been :ut away permitting the
first Dublie look at the inner structur_ of a i'_r:u'._spacecraft.

Th_ sp_-cccraft- Lusidu and out - is e._mctlyas it vaz when it _2_lasheddovn into
the Pacific nc_r ilid..uyIsland on t_.1_y16_ 19oS- _>_0thinghas changed. T"nespacecraft
dntngles - its outer skin made of a new metal ren? 41 - zhc_a the effects of the
1,oeo degree hemt which b_uketed the spacecraft d_ring re-_atry into ea_h_s

_'_ph_re___. ?he h_ut _hield - a mi_._ua_of g!?.ssfibers =n__ resin - at the base of
....oi_ceera_t withstood m,._xim_ te_eratures of 3,000 de.ess f_=-renheltwhen Cooper
di'-ectedFaith 7 on its return to the ear_Ja.

on display vith the spacecraft are es_ras Co_r c_rr_ed and the astronaut
Sua_zi_l Kit %,_ichrode on Faith ?'s 546_185 nile aarbh-cir¢ling flight. S_.plss of
th._ food Cooper ate duri_F_his day a_d a half in _Lo_c.a_ll also be _n display.

Tha 13 month tour_ ending in the Nat!on'z caDitol on Fovc_:_r l_ 1964_ _-lllcover

approx!r_tely _0_000 miles_ a distance Faith ? covsi_edin _ ace in approximately I
30 =inu_e_. i
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper
s

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 1963 will be on display _r d_, 5_

-h ,_ , , ·through .Sc _ in ._//. /':i _ _ (, )7 O: ,_._
}

The four day stop in _._ c'_:_:-C is the _' 77 "' of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to _ _r-:¢: persons have already seen the
/

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific pear Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneW41 - shows the

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mJxtttre of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith T on its' return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

S-_val Kit which rode on Faith I's 546,185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. 1, 1964_ will cover
%

approximately 20,000 miles, a distance Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

80 minutes. I "
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7_ Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight MaM 1963 will be on display July 9

through July 12 in Lincoln! Nebraska .

The four day stop in Lincoln is the _4th of 50 state capitol

visits that the Natiomn] Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,800_000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center'at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

i

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down'

into the Pacific _ear Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneW41 - shows the "

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mtxture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its"return to the earth°

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on dislalay.

The 13 month tour, ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. 1, 1964, will cover

approximately 20,000 miles_ a dista_ce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

· 80 minutes · _ ._
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May 27, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Construction of the world's most powerful cen-

trifuge at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center is about 50 per cent

finished on a schedule which calls for completion in March, 1965.

Called the Flight Acceleration Facility, the complex consists of

a Centrifuge Chamber, Office and Support Wing, Gondola Service Wing

and Motor Generator Building.

The chamber is a circular structure 170 feet in diameter and

three stories tall. Able to swing a 3,000 pound payload on the end

of a 50-foot arm at 42 revolutions per minute, the centrifuge will

generate a maximum force of DO g's which could be imposed for three

minutes.

On the end of the centrifuge arm will be a 12-foot gondola with

accommodations for three men, their acceleration couches and equip-

ment, including a mockup of the Apollo control panel. The size of

the gondola corresponds roughly to that of a room 8 by 8 by 8 feet.

The interior pressures will simulate that of a spacecraft interior

when necessary and the gondola also will be used for biomedical studies

on the effects of various gravitational forces on supporting systems

--more--
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and human subjects. Under certain conditions, the crew will have the

capability of manipulating the gondola as they would a spacecraft

during launch and re-entry.

Respiration rates, body temperature, electrocardiogram data,

and blood pressure will be monitored by medical personnel during

tests to insure the well-being of human subjects inside.

The facility is being constructed in three phases. The first is

the centrifuge, controls and instrumentation. Phase two is the build-

ing and the third part is the construction of the electric motor and

driving mechanism.

The centrifug, e supporting arm will be of heavy structural steel

and the gondola will turn on two axes at the end of _he arm. This

will allow three gravitational forces -- the normal _ownward pull of

earth, the centrifugal force created as the gondola swings around its

circle, and the backward pull of inertia -- to be combined into a

single force on human subjects from front to back. This is the

direction in which a man can withstand the largest loads.

More than 9,000 square feet Of office space is under construction

for supporting the test facility. The Office and Support Wing is a

two story building with solar gray window walls, a predominant fea-

ture of the structure.

Some idea of the massive size of the 9,000 horsepower direct

current electric motor and driving mechanism can be derived from its

--more--
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650,000-pound-weight. The entire rig is mounted on a concrete base

and weighs in excess of one million pounds. The rotor of the DC

motor weighs 197,000 pounds by itself.

Four contractors have teamed up to build the Flight Acceleration

Facility. They are: W. S. Bellows Construction Corporation of

Houston an_ Peter Kiewit Sons Company of Omaha, Nebraska -- founda-

tion and structural steel,

The Rucker Company of Los Angeles -- Centrifuge, controls and

instrumentation,

Westinghouse Corporation of Pittsburgh -- electric motor and

driving mechanism.

Some $5,579,215 has been obligated for equipment and construction

of the Flight Acceleration Facility.

To date 27 facilities at MSC's Clear Lake site have been certi-

fied as operational or ready for occupancy, and another 14 are under

construction. Total value of the construction and equipment at Clear

Lake stands at $147,452,000 and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration has requested an additional $25,166,000 from Congress

for construction during fiscal year 1965.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The first of the T-38 high-performance jets arrived at

Ellington Air Force Base Wednesday afternoon. Thls is the first of an expected

15 supersonic planes the Astronauts will use to maintain proficiency in high per-

formance aircraft in which they will fly as much as 50 hours a month.

The T-38 has a crusing speed of Mach 1.3, or one and a third times the speed

of sound. The T-38 is faster, flys higher and is more manueverable than the older

T-33's, which it will replace.

The plane was piloted from Paimdale, California by James A. McDivitt, a member

,:NASA's Astronaut team.

The F-IO2's, TF-102's and the T-33's that _,,: being used for training will

s;ow_.y be replaced by the T-38 "Talon". Manned Spacecraft Center will get one

every lwo weeks for a total of five planes, which are being leased from the Air

Eorce. They expect to eventually buy these planes plus 10 more, makii_g a total of 15.

As McDivitt alighted from his plane he commented on the crowd of p_J,_ic and

cameramen, "If I had known this was going to be such a big deal, i would have got

my hair cut and worn a clean flying suit."
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May 28, 1964

HOUSTON,TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

announced today a second successful full-scale paraglider deployment test flight

at Edwards AFB, California. This was the seventh in a series of evaluation tests

of paraglider deployment from a test vehicle simulating a Gemini spacecraft.

The test -- as before -- consisted of a launch from a USAF C-130 carr_r

aircraft, separation of the Gemini test vehicle from its,launch sled, timer-initiated

paraglider deployment and then paragllder separation, and finally parachute

recovery of the test vehicle.

Six slmilar test have been conducted since late January this year. The first

five of these tests resulted in uncovering development problems in the deployment

: sequence, local &reas of the paraglider -- sail fabric, cable connections, etc.

-- were ,,beefed-up" by minor modifications es part of a Hale-bugging '" process. The

i sixth test then was successful on April 30.

z

The paraglider is a recovery system being developed by North American Aviation's

Space and Information Systems Division, Downey, California, under a research and

development contract with the Manned Spacecraft Center.

During today"s test, the test vehicle was again dropped from 33,000 feet altitude.

At T plus six seconds, the Gemini vehicle separated from the launch sled and trailed

a reefed paraglider drogue parachute -- at about 32,700 feet.

Twenty-four seconds later, the Gemini rendezvous and recovery canister separated,

and the paraglider fabric spilled from the top of the test vehicle. It remained

--more--
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suspe_ ' in an inverted "U" shape -- its nose and boom and keel trailing edges

held to the Gemini test vehicle -- to preven_ ,'_ening-shockdamage.

Boom and keel trailing edges released at A p,us 52 seconds -- at about 22,000

feet altitude. Then, at about T plus 57 seconds, the paraglider was unfurled

into its "bat-wing" shape.

During deployment and during the glide period following, all systems operation

were telemetered to ground stations and were recorded for post-flight evaluation.

The glide period ended at about T plus 202 seconds, at approximately 15,000

feet -- after one full minute of flight. At this point, the paragiider was jettisoned

by radio command as predetermined. Twin drogue parachutes then deployed to stabilize

the test vehicle during descent to 10,000 feet. The main parachute, 84 feet in

diameter, _opened,:ttmbotrL'_1_poru_-!8!-s_myrrd_.

The Gemini test vehicle landed at about T plus 440 seconds, a little over seven

minutes out of the aircraft. A helicopter retrieved the jettisoned paraglider after

it settled to the ground.

Direct objectives of this test were to evaluate the depioyment of the paraglider

-- evaluate drogue parachute stabilization of the Gemini vehicle, evaluate separation

of the paraglider from its canister, and obtaindata on wing stresses during deploy-

ment and during transition to glide.

if_c rd
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June !, 1964

HOUSTON,TEXAS -- D. Owen Coons, M.D., Chief of the Medical Office of the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center will address physicians attending the annual conference of

the Interamerican Congress o_ Cardiology June 17 in Montreal, Canada.

Or. Coon's speech will cover medical aspects of space flight during a symposium

devoted to Space Travel and the Cardiovascular System.

As Chief of the Medical Office, Dr. Coons has supervisory responsibility for

medical, health and safety aspects of the Centergs operation including support of

[
space missions. In this capacity Dr. Coons and his colle@gues act as flight surgeons

to the astronauts and monitor them in actual flight, i
i

Dr. Coons is a native of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, and received his medical

degree from the University of Toronto in 19/48. After an internsEip in Hamilton,

Ontario, he became a medical officer;i n the Royal Canadian Air Force serving at

stations at Camp Borden, Ontario; St. Jean Quebec from 1949-53 and with the No.1

Fighter Wing in England and France, 1953-55.

From 1955-56 he was a post-graduate student at Harvard University where he

received a masters degree in public health. He was Director of Aviation Medicine at

RCAF Headquarters, Ottawa from 1956-59, and then until 1962 he served as Staff Officer

Medical Services, Canadian Joint Staff in Washington, 0. C. [

Serving as principal medical officer and flight surgeon on the Roayl Canadian .

Navy aircraft carrler HHCS Bonaventure, during 19&2-&J, he laartlelpaked I_ the i'esuue

in September 1962 of the survivors of the ditched Flying Tiger Con_tellatlon I_ tko

' -th Atlantic.

- -mo re - -
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Dr. Coons resigned his coi,.,ilssion as a wing commander in July 1963 and

joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as deputy chief of the

rnedlcnl operations office, where he served until he was named chief of the office

i, F?h',,_ry, 1964.

He is a Fellow in Aviation Medicine of the Aerolspace Medical Association;

American College of Preventive Medicine; the Royal Society of Medicine; and

holds membership in the Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute and Alpha Kappa

Kappa, medical fraternity.
- L .
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June 8, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Components of the Apollo spacecraft, destined to land American

astronauts on the lunar surface before 1970, will be thoroughly checked out by ten

ground stations of an advanced computer and communications system.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center here

has signed a contract for $13,782,986 with Control Data Corporation of M_nneapolis,

Minnesota, for the ten ACE (Acceptance Checkout Equipment) ground stations. Three

of the ground stations will be located at North American Aviation at Downey, Calif.,

where the Apollo command and service modules are built. Two stations will be installed

at the plant of the firm_:buildingthe Lunar Excursion Module, (LEM), Grumman Aircraft

Engineering Corp., Bethpage, L. I., New York.

NASA installations to receive ACE ground stations are Manned Spacecraft_:Cantec,

one station, and Merritt Island Launch Area, Florida, four statfons.

The new equipment to be furnished by Control Data Corporation will be inte-

grated into present ground ACE stations to provide centralizdd, programmed control

of spacecraft checkout operations. The stations will be capable of checking out

spacecraft systems independe_bly or with all spacecraft systems integrated. Delivery

and installation of the ACE equipment _;mstimated to be completed by October, 1965.

_4Wf
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HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-109

June 9, 1964

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- Just as windjammer mariners had to depend upon landmarks to

avoid shoal waters and to find harbor channels, so must astronauts depend upon moon-

marks to find safe landing spots upon the hostTle and unknown surface of the moon.

Where skippers of sailing ships knew from experience or first-hand reports

where navigation hazards were_ the skipper of Project Apollo's Lunar Excursion

Module will be getting a three-dimensional look at the moon's surface for the first

time. Unmanned probes earlier will have mapped the lunar surface photographically.

Space scientists at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Manned

Spacecraft Center here have signed a $67,261 contract with Geonautics, Inc.,

Washington, D° C._ for a study of how lunar spacecraft might be flown by reference

to landmarks on the moon. The study contract will be completed by February, 1965.

During the lunar landing phase of Project Apollo, the Lunar Excursion Module

(LEM) will separate from the command and service modules and enter an elliptical

lunar orbit that has the same time period as the circular orbit of the rest of the

Apollo spacecraft, the near point or perilune of the LEM in its elliptical orbit

will be about 50,000 feet. And it is at this critical point that techni:ques for

pilotage by reference to lunar landmarks must be placed in use.

Not only will the study contract cover crew technTques and procedures for

picking safe landing spots on the moon, but investigations will be made into pos-

sible new devices and navigational displays for use aboard the LEM.

--more--
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Other information resulting from the study will include such vital navigational

data as the position and trajectory of the spacecraft by reference to the lunar sur-

face at any given time. Also, the study will yield analysis of linear and angular

errors to be expected in using v_ious methods of navigation compared against such

factors as altitude above a landmark, distance to a landmark and the value of moon

maps now available for lunar missions_

###
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P:0USTOL_, TEXAS -- The Boilerplate 15 (BP15) Apollo ·Command

mcdu!e and launch escape tower is expected to arrive at Cape Kennedy,

tomorrow (June !I), completing delivery of BP15 spacecraft components

from North __merican Aviation, Inc., Downey, california. The service

module, adapter, section, and motors for the launch escape systems (LES)

arrived last week in two separate flights. The Apollo BP15 spacecraft

will be launched in flight SA-7 by a Satur n I launch vehicle later

At Cape Kennedy, a team of ¥_nned Spacecraft Center - Florida

Operations - and contractor personnel will complete preparations of the

B215 spacecraft for launch. _ne planned integrated tests are a con-

..... _ of test operations conducted at the BAA plant since March.

The preparations will include arrival inspection, buildup of the

LES, s_acecr_ft-launch vehicle mating, integrated systems testing, and

space vekic!e comp_a_,l-_y testing.

2rimary objectives of the SA-7 mission are to demonstrate the

p>:isical ccr,patability of launch vehicle and spacecraft under preflight

_l.g.._ conditions and to determine the launch and exit environmental
%

oarameters to verify design criteria.

--more--
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_._.efl -'_-_.._test will demonstrate the alternate mode of launch

escape tower jettisoning, using the iaunc]J escape and pitch control

motors, i_ previous Apollo spacecraft flight from Cape Kennedy, the

launch escape and pitch control motors were inert.

The test _iso will demonstrate the structural integrity of the

LES under flight loading conditions and demonstrate the compatability

of _h=_ soacacraft radio frequency, and instrumentation system with the

launch vehicle systems.

Lpoilo BP 15 will be launched from:complex 37B =_t.an az_zmuth of

90 ° with a program of roll to a fl_g,.t azimuth of 105 degrees _ne

_ _ trajectory will be control_eo by the Saturn first stagesD_cecra=

until e,_gine cutoff. ._ will then ce controlled by the Saturn second

s_a_ inertial guidance thru second stage cutoff

_.%_.eescape tower will be jettisoned by means of the launch escape

_..s_ stage separpation. ?hemotor _.p~_x._.._ly 12 seconds after ={- _

soacecra.u with _- _.,e burned out second stage will be placed into about

a !00 nauuical mile, earth orbit with an estimated life of 2 or 3 days,

no recovery of the s_cecraft is planned.

Tr_T1V
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t
HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center's Gemini

Program Manager, Charles W. Mathews, reported today that the Nation's

first manned Gemini spacecraft is essentially complete.

Mathew's statement followed a two-day Development Engineering I
I

Inspection (DEI) of the spacecraft at the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation

plant at St. Louis, June 9 and 10.

According to Mathews, "The spacecraft is essentially complete,

and some overall systems checks have already been accomplished

in satis2actory fashion. The inspection revealed that the systems

configuration of the spacecraft will meet the mission requirements."

The inspection team consisted of personnel from the Manned

Spacecraft Center, NASA Headquarters and other _NASA Centers, Department _

of Defense, contractor, and other government agency officials

involved with the Gemini-Titan 3 (GT-3) mission. I,_

fi

GT-3 is scheduled for flight late this year. Astronauts

Virgil I. Grissom and John W. Young, the prime crew for the mission,

and Walter M. Schirra and Thomas P. Stafford, backup crew, attended

--more-- I
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the meeting. Other astronauts p_',_._ent were Alan Shepard. Chief

of the Astronaut Office, and Donald K. Slayton, Assistant Director

for Flight Crew Operations. I

NASA officials at the DEI included George W. Low_ Manned

[,
Spacecraft Center Deputy Director and Chairman of the DEI Board;

Mathews, who also serves as Vice Chairman of the Board; Duncan i

Collins, MSC Gemini Spacecraft Manager; Christopher C. Kraft, [

MS¢ Flight Operations Dir0ctor; J. J. Williams, Florida Operations;

F. J. Bailey, Jr., MSC Reliability and Flight Safety; and Maxime A.

Faget, MSC Assistant Director for Engineering and Development.

Ail Gemini spacecraft DEI's are under the supervision of the

Development Engineering Inspection Board. Board members are

appointed by the MSC Deputy Director and are responsible for assuring

that the spacecraft is capable of performing its assigned mission.

The purpose of the DEI is to assure flight safety for the

crew and the suitability of the GT-3 spacecraft and its systems

to achieve all planned mission objectives. The GT-3 meeting permitted

thorough inspection and review of the spacecraft and its components --

system-by-system and part-by-part -- prior to factory systems _

checkout and delivery to NASA.

if i_ IL
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June 22, 1964

HOUSTON, _XAS _ The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center this week is

conducting its first Gemini Recovery Operations School in preparation for

space flights scheduled for later this year.

The school is being conducted at Hamilton Air Force Base in Bermuda

by the Landing and Recovery Division of the Flight Operations _:_i_,_.,._._,.,_:,_,_

Dire ctorate.

Dr. Donald E. Stullken, head of the Recovery Operations Branch, is

in charge of the program which runs through june 25. Two additional days

have been reserved in the event weather forces postponements.
• _ ...

__ The training course in Gemini recovery procedures is offered to

selected members of the United States Air Force Air Rescue Service;

the pararescue teams who will have first contact with the returning

• %
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Participating in the school will be USAF Pilots and navigators,

the rescue teams and maintensmce pensonne!.

Briefings of the Gemini flights and recovery patterns will be given

to the group during initial sessions. They will practice attaching the " ""

collar using a boilerplate model having a Gemini spacecraft configuration.

Included,in the training'will be flights in C-54 and HC-97 aircraft

where navigators _Ii "home" in on the Sarah personnel radio beacon and

a Gemini prototype recovery aid. Lectures for pararescue personnel will

include a session on how to assist the astroanuts, including how to

remove the man's pressure suit--if necessary.

• _..J Introduction to the use of the flotation collar and the actual

attaching of the devise will be done in the open seas off Bermuda.

Pilots, navigators and pararescue crews will devote two days to this

phase of the sehoolo

Attending are ARS personnel from Eglin AFB, the Azores_ ';

Labrador and Kindley AFB.

-30-.

• :

: i::i¸
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Astronaut James A. _Dvell, Jr. got the gpel og ·

landing a spacecraft recently, as he demonptrated h_B proficiency a_ _"'_
I '

the controls of the 1/3 scale Gemini, using a radio-controlled AteeF- [,

This test was one in a serids designed to test the maneuverability

of the Parasail or "gliding controllable parachute"! however, this is 4

the first time an astronaut has actuall_ controlled the landin_9. _

L

The Parasail is designed to provide a landing method that retains _,
the reliability of deployment that has been ac_i_ge-d_with parachutes

while at the same time providing the crew with a maneuver capability.

Planned land landings are p_actical only with vehicles which are

equipped with maneuverable landing system.

Thus the Parasail promises to provide a spacecraft with land
£

landing capability yet retain the light weight and reliability of a I '"'*¥
¥

parachute, f;

f

The Parasail drop tests are being conducted to test the remote

maneuvering systems (radio control), and to further test the Paraaail'e ,.

deployment characteristics. Z

'_l! i* H ,*
x

. . j . ' a ·
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June 24, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Over 700 NASA Manned Spacecraft Center employees

and associated contractor personnel will start moving into the Center

June 24 in the final relocation from Houston leased facilities.

Moving to Clear Lake will be 475 employees of the Flight Opera_

tions Directorate, 55 from the Information Systems Division, six De-

partment of Defense liaison representatives and some 200 contractor

personnel.

Most of these people will be located in the Manned Spaceflight

Control Center, Houston (MSCC/H); formerly called the Integrated Mis-

sion Control Center.

Their offices will be in the three story Administration Wing,

the Lobby Wing and the Mission Operations Wing.

Fifty five persons are scheduled to move today, followed by a

Thursday move of 185 persons assigned to the Flight Control Division.

Beginning Friday and continuing over a weekend, 25 people from the

MSCC/H Program Office, 65 from the Landing and Recovery Division and

--more--
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MSC 64-114

200 from the Mission Planning and Analysis Division will be relocated.

On June 30 the final move will be completed when contractor

employees will move.

Some 600 MSC employees occupy office space at Ellington Air Force

Base and will continue to be located there until their facilities are

completed.

MSCC/H is the control center from which Gemini and Apollo space

flight will be directed. Scheduled for operation J_ 1965, it will be

the focal point for the entire ground operational support system.

From it the manned spacecraft and the network of world wide tracking

stations will be directed.
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

_CENTER , Texas
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June 24, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Robert O. Piland, Deputy Manager of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Apollo Spacecraft

Program Office at the Manned Spacecraft Center will be honored by

the American Academy of Achievement on June 27 when he will re-

ceive a Golden Plate award at the annual "Salute to Excellence"

meeting in Oceanside, California.

The award will be presented "in appreciation of his exceptional

accomplishment in aerospace," and upon his nomination by the Academy, s

national panel on aerospace.

At the Banquet of the Golden Plate, fifty national guests of

honor - "Captains of Achievement" in the sciences, the arts, the

professions, business, education, and public service - will each

take the spotlight to receive the Golden Plate award as the "re-

presentative of the many who excel" in his field of endeavor.

Several hundred California "Citizens of Achievement" and honor

students will attend the formal affair.

#1Il1
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_N NED SPACECRAFTF_._:_ ) )__ H o u s t o n

HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-116
June 23, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A $400,000 contract to provide protective

security services at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center was awarded

today to the M & T Company of Philadelphia, Pa.

The contract will run from July 1, 1964, through June 30, 1965.

Present contractor is Midwest Building Services, Inc., which

_mploys approximately 70 guards and 7 visitor control clerks at

MSC. The majority of the present force is expected to be retained

by the M & T Company.

4&d44&
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 1_6_ will be on display . July 16

through July 19 in ToPeka, Kansas .

The four day stop in ToPeka is the 35th of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3.830.000 Persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.
i'

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away Permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down'

into the Pacific Dear Midway Island on May 16, 1963, Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene'41 - shows the -'

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mtxture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood ma_mum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its'return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending ih the NatiOn's capitol on Nov. 1, 1964, will cover "

approximately 20,000 miles_ a distsuaceFaith 7 covered in space in al_prow_mately

·80 minutes. _ ._
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercuryspacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 196_ will be on display July 23

through Jul_ 26 in Des Moines t Iowa ·

The four day stop in Des Moines is the 36th of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,850,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper'S home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down'·

into the Pacific Dear Midway Island on May 16, 1963. NOthing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal rene'41 - shows the "

effects of the 1,O00 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mfxture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its'return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras CoOper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

_.'.efood Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour, ending ih the Nation's capitol On Nov. l, 1964, will cover

approximately 20,000 miles, a dists_ce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately
t

'80 minutes. I "
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight my 1965 will be on display July 30

through August 2 in Madison, Wiscgnsi$ ·

The four day stop in Madison is the 37th of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to .._.850.000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Coolmer'shome state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

j first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific Dear Midway Island on May 16, 1963. NOthing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneX41 - shows the "

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its'return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The lB month tour, ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. l, 1964, will cover

approximately 20,000 miles, a dist_ce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

80 minutes, t "
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by AStronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight MaY 196_ will be on display Augus t 6

through August 9 in Ls/lsin_l Michigan ,,.

The four day stop in Lansing is the thirt.y eighth of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3.850,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft mince it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific Dear Midway Island on May 16, 1963. NOthing has changed. The
e

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneW41 - shows the ·

effects of the 1,O00 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a m_xture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its' return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546,185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. l_ 1964, will cover

approximately 20,000 miles, a dist_uce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

80 minutes, j .,



NASA NEWS RELEASE

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Public Affairs Office, Houston, Texas

The Science and Technology Advisory Committee for Manned Space

Flight, established in Decembe r 1963 by NASA Administrator James E.

Webb, convened today for its second meeting at th e Manned Spacecraft

Center at Clear Lake. The Committee functions in an advisory capa-

city to Dr. George E. MUeller, Associate Administrator for Manned

Space Flight. It advises him on the scientific and technological

content of NASA's manned flight program and on methods of obtaining

optimum utilization of the nation's scientific and engineering talent

_n accomplishing that program.

Dr. Charles Townes, Provost of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Chairman of the Committee, selected the members t_ rep-

resent the major areas of science and technology applicable to manned ! '

space flight. Each is noted in his field and for his general recog- i

nition throughout the scientific committee. Each is widely informed _?

on the scientific resources of the nation as a whole. _

The purpose of meeting this week here in Houston, is to pro-
I

vide the overall eommittee with the opportunity for delving into

the general problems related to Apollo, including launch vehicle

systems, spacecraft systems, launch operations, the science program ,''

_-and medical problems.

* ,]
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MEMBERS
i'

Dr. Charles H. _ownes, (Provost, MIT) Chairman

Dr. H. Stanley Bennett, (Dean of Medical School, University of
Chicago)

Dr. Leo GOldberg, (Higgins Professor of Astronomy, Harvard College
Observatory)

Dr. William Shepherd, (Vice President, Academic Administration,
University of Minnesota)

Dr. William Shockley, (Alexander M. Poniatoff Professor of Engineering
Sciences, Standford University) i

Dr. William H. Sweet, (Chief of Neurosurgical Services, Massachusetts

General Hospital, Boston) _'-
i

Dr. J. R. Whinnery, (Former Dean of School of Engineering, University _i

of California, has been on leave for a·_ear and _1
is now returning to the university as Professor _

of Electrical Engineering) _!

i Dr. Kenneth Pitzer, (President of Rice University) t!i

Dr. Gordon J. F. MacDonald, (Professor of__ysics, Institute of _ _

Geophysics, University of California) ii

Dr. Lee DuBridge, (President California Institute of Technology) !·i' i_
(Not attending) _!H

Dr. Francis Clauser, (Professor of Aeronautical Engineering, John _!
Hopkins University) (Not attending) _

Mr. Willis B. Foster, (Director, Manned Space Science Division, _

NASA Executive Secretary) _i_!

EX OFFICIOMEMBERS _'::

Dr. George Mueller, (Associate Administrator for Manned Space i
Flight, NASA)

Dr. Homer E. Newell, (Associate Administrator _or 8pace Sciences

/- and Applications, NASA)

.j

l



Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, (Associate Administrator for Advanced

r- Research and Technology) ,

Dr. Harry Hess, (Chairman, space Science Board of the National Academy _:

of Sciences) : i.

Dr. W. Randolph Lovelace, (Director of Space Medicine, Office of

Manned Space Flight) :_

I

r !
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HENRY STANLEY BENNETT

(anatomist)

b. Tottori, Japan, Dec. 2_, 1910 (parents U.S. Citizens); s.Henry' James and Anna WoOdruff (Jones) B., came to U.S.,.1924
Diploma, Gemantown Friends Sch., 1928; A:B. Oberlin Coll.,
1932; M.D. Harvard, 19361 m. Alice Helen Roosa, July 28, 1935;
children - Edith Roosa, Anna Woodruff, Henry James, Patience
St. John. Fellow of Nat. Research Council and research fellow,
anatomy, Harvard Med. Sch., 1937-39; instr, in anatomy, 1939-42;
asst. proS. of cytology', Mass. Inst. Tech., 1945-48; prof. of
altabom:.r ;md chron., dept. of anatomy', U. of Wash. School of Medicine,
Soa'l:t'lo, '1.948-6o; doan div. biol. sc'is., U. Chgo., 1961--.
M,,mh_, n;_l,j._,ll_ladviuory council USIIIS,1958. Entered M.C., U.S.

Navy, as lt. (j.g.), 1942; service -in S. Paci.£i¢, 19113-45;
disch, to Hes. as comdr., Jan. 191161 captain MC, U.S.N.R. Vol.
Research Res. Unit 13-1, 1948-52· Awarded Legion of Merit.
Diplomate Nat. Bd. Med..Examiners. Fellow .a.m. Acad. Arts and
Sciences, A.A.A.S.; mem. Soc. for Clin. Investigation, Am. Assn.
of Anatomists (pres. 1959-60), Am. Physiol. Soc., Soc. Cell
Biology, Am. Chem. Soc., Electron Microscope Soc. Am., Am. Chem.
Soc., Electron Microscope Soc. Am., Am. Assn. U. Profs., Histochem.,
Alpha Omega Alpha, Sigma Xi. Home: 5827 Blackstone Ay., Chgo. 37.
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Dr. Francis }rettincerClauser - Aeronautics

Department of Aeronautics, Jolmo Hopkins University. Born Kansas Cityt
Missouri, ]hy 25, 1913. _rried 1937, 2 children. B.8. California
Institute of Technology, 1934, M.S. 1935, PhD. (Aeronautics), 1937.
Engineer in clmrgc aerodynamics research Douglas Aircraft Company,
1937- 191:6;Professor, Aeronautics and Chron.Dept. _ Hopkins, 1946-.
Physics Society; fel. Inst. Aeronautics Sci. Aerodynamics; flight
:esting; mechanics of compressible and viscous fluids; heat transfer_
ballistics; non-linear mechanics ;.magnetohydrodynamics

Ih'. Lee Al_rin DuDridge - Pllys_cc,-- - _ .

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. Born _.
Terro I_ute, Indiana, September 21, 1901. Married, 1925, 2 children.'
A.B. Cornell College (Ica_a)1922, ScD, 1940; A.M. Wisconsin lg24,
PkD. (physics) 1926, hon. ScD._ Polytech. Inst., Brooklyn, 1946,
British Colmubia, 1947, Wesleyan, 1946, Washington (St. Louis) 1948,
Occidental College, 1952, Maryland, 1955, Columbia, 1957, California,
1957, Northwestern, 1958; hon. L.H.D., Judaism, 1958, Redlands, 195'3.
1728_ Assistant Professor, Washington (St. Louis),l_28-1933, Associate

_ Professor, 1933-1934; Professor and Chron.Dept., Rochester, 1931_-1946,
Dean Faculty Arts and Sciences, 1938-1942; Director Radiation Lab.,
;.hssachusetts Institute of Technology, 1940-1945; President, California
Institute of '_chnology, 1946 - · Physical Sciences Division, National
P,_cearchCouncil, 1936 - 191_. Associate Editor "American Physics
Teacher", 1935-1938; "Physics Rev.", 1936-1939, "Bev. Sci . Instruments",

_ 1936-191_. _hnlstee, Rand Corp., Member Board of Trustees, Rockefellar
: Foundation, 1956- ; Mellon Inst., 1956- · Member General Advisory
i Comuittee, Atomic F_uergyCommission, 1946-195.R;Scientific Advisory

Committee, Office Defense Mobilization, 1951-1956, National Scientific
Doard, 1950-1954, 58 - British Royal medal, 1946; Medal for ;._rit,

j 1946; Res. Corp. award, 1947. Nat. Acad; A. A.; fel. Physics Society .
4 (v. pres, 1946, pres. 1947), Philos. Society; fel. American Academy
a Biophysics; nuclear desintegration; photoelectrics and thermionic '

'_ cmission; direct current amplification; energy distribution of photo-. _--,-
electrons; theory of photoelectric effect_ radar.

j
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D:'. D_.O C_.ldberg - Astrophysics
!

:_:_a_'d College Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Born BroolG_n,
I;cw York, January 26, 1913. Married, 1943, 3 children. Observatory,
1934-1935, special res. fel, 1938-1941, research associate, 1941,
assistant astron., University 1935-1936; assistant, 2.1c_iath-Hulbert
Obse_zatory, Michigan, 1941-1945, Assistant P_ofessor, University,
1945-1946, Associate Professor 1946-19_8, Professor Astron.,1948-1960;
!ticginsProfessor, Itarvard,1960 - . Instructor, Wilson College, 1939;
C,_uin?_n,Dept. Astron. and Director, ObservmtolT, Michic_an 1946-1960,
Trustee, C_'anbrook Inst. Sci, 1956 - ; Assoc. Univ., 1957 - · Vice
Cl-_irman,Advisory Committee on Astronautics, Office of Naval Research,
1949-1951, Cl_airman,1951-1952, Member, Advisory Committee Sugar Grove
F._d!oObservatory, 1960- ; D[r. Committee Math, Plkvsicsand Engineering
L: ._,nccs,-:_ationalScience Foundation, 1952-1955, Vice CbairZ_n, Nat.
L.;tron.Observatory Panel, 19_5-1957; _lailw_n, Organ. Con_nittce,Ash. _
University. Res. Astron, 1956-1957, Consultant, 1959- ; Financial
Delegate General Assembly, Int. Astron. Union, Dublin, 1955, Chairm,an,
U. S. Voting Delegation, Moscow, 1958, U. S. National Committee, 1956-
19_1, Pres. Cmn, 12, 1958- , Member Cmn, 1944-1960- ; Space Sciences
Board, iTational Academy Sciences, 1958- , Chairman, Co_mittee Astron.,
1958- , 1._mberBoard Directors, Gould Fund, 1959- , Committee, Draper
Fund, 1959-1964; Member Scientific AdirlsoryBoard and Geophysics and
Basic. Research Panels, U.S_.F. 1959 - With Office Scientific Research
and Development, U.S.N.,.1944, National Academy; A. A., Astron. Soc.
(v. pres. 1959-1961), Physics Society; Philos. Society; American Academy; :
Inst. Astron. Union (v. pres. 1958-1961). Solo_ Physics; infrared
spectroscopy; atmospheric optics.

Dr. Grodon James-Fraser McDonald - Geophysics-__

7n.titute of Ceophy_ics, University of California. Born Nexico, D.F.,
'_--_.· July 30_ 1929; lint; Married, 19.50, i child. A.B. I-_Iw_ard, 1950,
._..M.,1952, fei, 1952-1954, Piti).1954, Asst. Prof. Geology, MIT 195ll- ,=.

1955, A_coc, Prof. 1955-1958; Prof. Geophysics , California, L.A., 1958-
_-"_ Assoc. GeOphysics Lab, Carnegie Inst., 1955 - Consult, NASA, 1960-

Geolo...._ Society; Mineral. Society; Geoehem. Society, GeophTsica Union. ..
Potation o_ the earth - ph_ics of interior of planets; use of computers

· in geophysics.

i
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D::'. i;'_u'-_:_,,hSa.rd)o_ Pitzer - Physical Ci,c_ni._t_rr

? ;-.,.'_,.c-,L of _,_c_'aist_j, University of C_Li'ornieo. Eolu'_ Po:::on?,,
C 'i',...._' J,_nuary6, 1914, I.'_rric(1].93_,3 children ' " C._il'on_l,_.
..... -%_ -%t'"( " Shell Fcl, Califolu_ia,1Qoa-19o[,.:r:j.,t:_.,.,j'lc :hno].o-_;,1935,
2,.). (el.,..i.:_;_¥)1937, Asst. Cllcm.,Californi._,19'35-1936,_nstructor,
]?;7-!93y, Asst- Prof. 1939-1942, Asses, Prof. 1942-1945, Pzx)fe:;.sor,
LLL.;- f zzt. Dean, Col. L3tters and Sciences 1947-19'_8,Dean, College
cC C?.:r,lsb'_Q,,1951,1960. Tec]LuicalDirector, Research Inbo., Office
Sc!eh-elfis Pfsearch and Development,l._z-/la_.d,17_3-1944; Asses· Dir.
?.ar_r_rchProject, ._erican Petrol Inst., 19114_1947-1952, Direeto_-,.
!3_0_ 1952-!958; Director, Div. Res. U.S. Atomic Energy CoL?l.iGsion,

294_-1951; Cu3senl!eL_afel, 1951. 14ember General Adviso_7 Cc;:._ittee!
13.S. Ato:.ici.'oner£-jCormnission,1958-1960, (_'_mu,Ch_. Sect. 1959-);
C;_aL_ic_].,_ociety (a_zard1943, 19_0); Pl%ilos.Society; Nuclear Society;
'k:l.Phys. Sociuty, I.'a_d_y Sooiety, fsi.Inst. _cm; fel..%n. Acad;
'7.'.:;t.Union Pua-¢crudApplied C1_cmistry. Chemical theilnodylk_uics;
q .'_ntt_.%theo_; and statistical mechanics applied to ch_u%ictry;
:r.&Lct'ular spectroscopy.

n ._,-1]__.._ C,_ld Shepherd Electrical En[%neeri g[ )l'. ?TM '_ -

_.:,_u_me::_of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota. _o_
Yt. Uil!ir:_,Ontario, Canada, August 28, 1911; nat., l._yried, 1936,

_. o· ,.iinne_ot_,19o3, fel. 1933-1937, PhD (physics),q children. '_ _ " _ _

i_)3'._. l.la-.:ber Tcclmical Staff, Dell Telephone Inbs, 1937-19"_7;
..o_.-_or_'_.... Electrical Engineering, 1,Linncsota,1947 - , Head, Dept. 1956- ,

; ._soc. Dean, inst Tech. 1951_1956. Consultant Chainnml, U. S. Col.remission,
S,"-¥cn, 1957- Pi_ysics Society; Soc. Eng. Ed.; Inst. Elec. Eng.; _st.
2_dio _xgineering. 14icrox.mve electronics; physical electronics, .....

i ezpecially electron emission. .

i Dr. I·:i3.1i.%:_Chockley - E_¥sies

: ' ShOcl_cy Transistor Clcvite Corporation, Pals Alto, California. _o_mt

i London, _.ngland,February 13, 1910, U. S. citizen; 2.[_rried1933, div., :

Ll_rried1955, 3 children. B. Sc., Caiifornia Lustitute of Tec_uolo_y,
_.932;:.cl. ;gT, 1932-1936, FnD, (pkysic_.)' 1936; hon. ScD., Penn., 1954,

i I,_.o, 1_'_6. ¥_mber Technical Staff, Bell Telephone Labs_ 193_-!942;

® : · ,
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-?.... ]'.c.c'...'.1Cro,'._jD lrcc_or, .3........._....n, /hl'tisuLi.]arincW_,rfare Operations, _ - '""

Div. War i.,;..carch,Collmlbia, 191:2-1944; c:qpci_ con_ul_ ..... 'ic_ o_

Scci'c['ar:fof _.'._ar,i92;4-].945; Ilcscarch t..,.,lcls_, Bell .c_,.p.:or._Isles,

!g!:._-1954, Dir. Ti_nsiztor Physics Rcsearch, 1954-1955; Eoc]i.:an
-'"-'..........'"_' Y41c It755-19_3; President, Shocltley T,..,.......r Colt_._

_-_y_, Dir. Shockley Tr_.._l_o_, Clevite Transistor Div._ C__u.'_o

Coi_..oration, 1jo_0- , Lectr, Princeton, 1946; Vis. Prof., C_,li£oi:_ia
..._...._ute of Tcc?unolo_,.2;,1954; Deputy Dirccl;or and Director, Research,

cns System Eva!tmtion Gi_up, U. S. tt_partment of Defense, 1954-1955.

:-.-Scientific Advisol_; Panel, U. S. An_'j, 1951- ; U. S. Air Force,

, - ; ],"__J:_lfor !4._ri_,Office of Secretary Of War, 1946; Ccrtificat¢

2_.orr_c:i:?::ion, U. D. Dcpal-_,lent of Anlly, 1953; i'_obelPrize, pllysi_:s,.
:]_.'J,ruional Academy (Comstock prize, 1951:.);Lcibmann prize, 1932.

- _C_ ......_ic,u_ins;semiconductors; plastic properties of i.uct_lz;

of -_z"' semi-conductor _nplifiers on transistors

e

Dr. Uil].io_ HeiSer_6 Sweet - !,._cdicina

_.:assachusettz Central ]iospital, '£oston, !.lass. Dom Kerrtston,

%_........_.......2eb_%_y 13, 1910, 1.iurried1937, 3 children. S. B

_.lash'inL_o-_.,,.cau,le) 1930, Rhodes scholar, Oxford, 1932-1934,1959,
1'3,?:'D.Sc. 1957, Cabot Fcl. and M. D., Ha_-zard, 193o.D. SC., .._.,

i instr, ncurc.:urs, _illings Hospital, Chicago, 1939-19[_); Corn;ion-

: _aa!th l?mld Y'e!, t_iwarcl lc'cdicalSchool, 1940-1941, .;_.InbChief,

[[eurosui-[jei_y,]]irminL_lm?_mUnited Ibspital, 1941-1945, instr. Surge_,

,. ]Lor_rd :.;cdicalSchool, t945-1945, Asst. Prof. 1948-1954, Assoc.
: C!in Prof. _ =l,1 8· -9_ _- 95 , Assoc. Prof. 1958 - · Lcctr. Medical School,

·_,__....._ College, 191:.7-1951. Asst., _-i_ss.General ttosoital,.1945-1947, ,
! O. o

A.'.st.i_curosurgcon: 1947-1948, Assoc. Vis. ncurosurfjeon, 19-_8-1>.5w,

?is., 195_ - _lie£, _eurosurgeon serv. 1961 - ; _Teuros_r_.eon in

Ci.lcf, ifc:.; Enc].cmd Center Hospital, 1949-19_1. P_gio:la].Cons_,t_i't,
........ : 'i_'._ior;jency l._edicalServ., 1941-1945 _.kmlSer,Subco:mnittae,

' r,_su_'_ci?,iTational Research Council, 1949-1952,I._eurol.and Ncuro-

?.:Cc_L5 ij,._2- · Ti_stoe, Asses· Univers. InC. Ills _4aJcsty's _edal

i'vr C._rv. in Cause Freedam, 1945. Am. Ackcl. Central nelwous system

._'... £tz problems; research' in brain tumors and fluids by means of

: -zo_coes; neua-osurgery.
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Lt. Char!ca Uard To_mes - Physics

].....ac.,_,._t_ Institute of Technoloty, Cvz_ridGe, I._.... Bonl Grccnville_
,",ou,_'_nC&7o]ir_%, July 28, 1915; Married 1941',4 children. D.A. ,_n_d.B.S.
i.ku_:_:i,1935, hon. D. Litt, 19_0; M.A. Duke 1937; EtD. (physiCs)
Ca!ifoi_Za Tnstitute of Technolofy, 1939, Asst. ':'....' _ CiT, 1937-1939,

l.:_bcr :J,_,-hnicalStaJf, Bell Tc].ephone L.33os,][9]i;].-i'_47,Asses, Prof.
) 1 .i)hysics, C:l_mola, 19!:0-1950,Professor, 19_0-19,J1,]:k:ecl[tiveOffice

;cfar_mcn_, 1952-1955, Eccecutivc Director, F_l. v-_b.,1950-1952;
.......o_, 1ST, 1961 Adams fel, 1950; Guggcnheim fel, 1955-1956,
?-._lbricjltlectr., Paris, 1955-1956; Tolq;o,1956, v. pres. _Id dir.,
ihs. Lust. Defense _nalysis, 1959-1961; Summer lectr., Michigan, 1952.
.. bet Scientific Advisory Board, U. S. Dcpar_r.ent of Air Force,
=> o- A_zard Res. Corp., 1958; Comstock a_:ard,1959; P_%L!antine
........l, Frar_k_lin/alst.,1959; exceptioi_zlservice a_.rard,U. S. Dcpal_mucnt
of Air Force, 1959, National Academy (ComStock award) 1959; A.A.;
i'el.Pl%rcical _,_Ocloty_'' ' Optical Society; Astron. Society; Philos. Society;
Senior ].5_:_cr/hist.F_dio ]Dngincering (Liebmann Memorial prize, 1959);
f.mi.Acad. (Rluul'o_ipre]nit_% 1961), Phys. Society, France; Phys. Society,
Jc?.n. _.Lici-o_vespectroscopy; hYl)erfineeffects; nuclear moments mid
structures; molecular structure; atomic time standzurds,electronic i
devices; masers; radioastroncmy. .

L:_a_.JolmuRoy l_linnery- EleCtrical Engineering

i Col]cfp of _;:lsincering,University of California. Doi_ Read, Colorado
Ju]Jf d',, 1_)._o; _._lrrled1944; 3 cliildren. B. S. California, 1937, . ·

: >._D _clec_r',cal engineering), 191:8. Test Engineer, G.E. Con,any,

j Z_3'i'-1938,Asst. F_]gineer, 1938-1940, Stkoervisor,Ili_hFrequency Section, !,
i !9!:0-1942,D_velop. 'Engineer 1942-1945, Research Engineer, 1945-1946;

Lectr. Electrical Engineering, California, 1946-1948, Assoc. Prof.
!94_8-1952,Professor 1952 -, Dean, College Engineering 1959 -l.c_d,
Dcpart._::ent1956-1959. Head microwaves tube research, Hu_ies Airc_..ft,
1951-1952, Guggenheim fel, 1959, Me_._berAdviso_! Group, Electron 5_ocs,
U. S. Department of Defense 1956 - Civilian vith Office Scientific
P.Lccarch and Development, U.S. Air Force; U. S. Navy, 1944. Phys. Society;
2_1. inst. Radio Engineering. Micrm_ve triodes and other vaccum t_foes;
ai_tc:ma and waveg%tide theories; effect'of input configan-ationon _ntenna
_podince; traveling wave and other microwave tubes; space-ci_rge %_ve
pi_pagation; electron tube noise at high frequencies.
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HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-121
July 8, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The latest thing in experimental spaceware

is undergoing test at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston,Texas.

The suit, a water-cooled undergarment, was tested for the

feasibility of using it over the present method of air-cooling. ;

This experimental undergarment, to be worn under a spacesuit ,

resembles a pair of "long johns,! with plastic tubing sewn into it.

It would be used to keep body _amperature down and prevent dehy-

dration under conditions of extreme heat.

With this type of cooling, only two pounds of water and a small

12 ounce circulation pump need be carried by the Astronaut into

space.
j_

Water enters the undergarment at 4_ degrees, passes through

the maze of 40 tiny plastic tubes that cover the body, and is warme4

to about 55 degrees by the body heat before it leaves the suit and

returns to be recooled.

Derek Burton, Human Engineering Expert of the Royal Aircraft

Esgablishment in England, who made the first basic design said in

a :ethnical report that_ ,,---the suit could find many uses other

than space--such as firelight,rs, steelmill workers, miners, and

underwater divers."

Prior to testing, electrodes are fastened to the surface of

_he skin. These electrodes _ransmit pulse rate, temperature on the

skin surface, and inner body heat. ' ;

- mot e-
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After suiting up, the test subject is then placed on a tread-

mill which is set for two miles an hour. Under normal walking

conditions this is slow, but with the 29 pound space-suit on this

is exhaus=ing. The treadmill rate simulates a high work-rate to

res: the suits capability of removing up to 2,000 B.T.U.'s per f

hour, which is the equivalent of_:500 calories of heat.

The large panel board that records the testing data is nick-

named the ,,Comfor: Board" by the testing engineers, as it controls

water cooling, aircooling, humidifies or dehumidifies air, and

is equipped with a heat exchanE er in order =o bbtain the desire4

temperature.
n
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HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-122

July 1, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Flight crews for Gemini and Apollo space flight

missions will receive realistic training -- vibration, motion, noise,

everything except the smells -- in a Dynamic Crew Procedures Simulator

to be built by Ling-Temco-Vought Astronautics of Dallas. NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center has signed a contract with LTV-Astronautics for

_1,125,040. Under terms of the contract, LTV will deliver the simu-

lator within eleven months.

Mounted on a moving base, the simulator will be designed to

satisfy two training needs by providing a flexible device for study

of man-machine task assignments, and by providing a realistic launch

vehicle simulator. LTV will be responsible for the design, con-

struction, evaluation, check-out and installation of the simulator

in the Center's Mission Training and Simulation Facility.

Although the simulator will be equipped initially with a two-

man Gemini gondola, a three-man Apollo gondola will be fitted at a

--more--
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later date for training astronauts for lunar missions. Also, the

simulator will be capable of c'riving the gondolas through all the

spacecraft motions -- roll, pitch, yaw and vibration. Another

feature of the trainer is a visual display system capable of sim-

ulating through-the-window views of star fields, earth or moon

horizon, ren0ezvous target vehicle or landscape._

Computer equipment will be utilized to drive the moving-base

gondolas and their cockpit displays in re_tlistic "feel-of-flight"

simuln%ions. In addition to the normal motions of yaw, pitch and

roll, the crew procedures simulator will feed vibrations into the

cockpit to simulate lift-off, powered flight and reentry conditions.

Noises attendant to these flighh phases will also be fed into ['be

crew gondolas

NASA is buying 'i'.he simul(a[..cr u_'}_!_:-r_he Two--S_-ep Form'.-_.]Adver-

tising method in which technical proposais from several firms were

first evaluated under Step One. Under Step Two, companies whose

technical proposals were found acceptable were invited to submit

a price bid and the contract was subsequently awarded to the lowest

bidder -- Ling-Tei_!co-Vought's Astronautics Division.
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(NASA Hqs. Release No: 64-160)

July 2, 1964

NASA REPORTS ON SATURN LAUNCH RESULTS

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- While launch preparations on the seventh

Saturn I Rocket (SA-7) are proceeding at Cape Kennedy, the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration this week completed the major

phase of its evaluation of the SA-6 flight records.

SA-6 was launched May 28, placing in orbit a 37,300-pound body

which included an _arly unmanned model of the Apollo Spacecraft.

It was the sixth successful Saturn flight in six attempts.

The SA-7 flight plan is, for the most part, a duplicate of

SA-6. Several minor changes, some of them the result of the SA-6

flight, will be made in the launch vehicle.

Nearly 1200 measurements of vehicle performance were tele-

metered to ground stations during the SA-6 flight.

Marshall Space Flight Center_ Kennedy Space Center and major

vehicle contractors, Douglas Aircraft Co., Rocketdyne Division of

North American Aviation, Inc,, and Pratt and Whitney Aircraft

Division' of United Aircraft Corp., recently met at Marshall for a

--more--
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final review of this data, which is in the form of magnetic tapes,

strip charts, oscillograms, photographs, etc.

Similar data evaluation has been in progress at the Manned

Spacecraft Center, Houston, concerning the SA-6 payload, the Apollo

spacecraft.

Meanwhile at Cape Kennedy's Launch Complex 37B, workmen placed

the Boilerplate Apollo payload atop the SA-7 June 26 in preparation

for a late summer launch.

$A-6 liftoff weight was 1,137,661 pounds. The flight went

l'_almost exactly as planned, despite the loss of a first stage engine

23 seconds before planned first stage cutoff. The Saturn's adaptive

guidance system compensated for the loss of the engine.

The 80-foot body went into orbit 624.5 seconds after liftoff,

one second earlier than predicted. Orbital elements -- apogee 149

statute miles, perigee 114 statute miles, period 88.6 minutes --

were close to the expected values.

The satellite reentered May 31 at 7:30 P.M. EST, 3.3 days after

launch, on its 50th earth orbit. Early calculations indicated the

body would orbit 4.8 days° However, that calculation was modified

to 3.2 days a few days before launch.

r_ --more--
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The most signigicant deviation from the flight plan was the

loss of an inboard engine 117 seconds after liftoff but 23 seconds

before it should have cutoff. This failure has been attributed to

stripping of the main gear in the engine's gearbox. Although the

Mark II_ gear box has served remarkably well in the ground test

and flight program, plans were made some three years ago to replace

it with another model following the SA-6 flight. The $A-7 booster

carries the improved Mark III-H Model.

Failnne of the engine almost duplicated an experiment carried

out on the SA-4 Mission when an inboard engine was deliberately

shut down after 100 seconds of flight.

The telemetry systems of SA-6 performed well. On all previous

Saturn flights, an average of 2.5 per cent of the measurement were

not received in meaningful form at ground stations. SA-6 required

a record number of measurements, 1,186, and only 1.1 per cent were

lost. The 116 measurements on the Apollo are not included.

Three taperecorders were used to store telemetry during vital

portions of the flight for later transmission to the ground. This

was done to assure acquisition of data at times when transmission

of real-time data would be obscured. One of these recorders operated

O for only 12 seconds instead of the intended 27 but all the data, which

required only about three seconds of recording, was obtained. How-

ever, the failure of recorder is being investigated.

--more--
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Generally, the eight motion picture cameras and two television

cameras on $A-6 performed as expected. The quality of photography

was improved over that from $A-5 because of minor modifications to

assure clear lens. One television lens in the booster boattail

area was obscured by fog part of the time. Otherwise, photo cover-

age was excellent and all film cameras were recovered.

Amont other slight deviations, it was noted that the horizon

sensor being carried strictly as a "Passenger Experiment" did not

function properly. Modifications are being made.

Two changes in the S-IV stage will be made to lighten the

C
_hicle as a result of good performances in $A-5 and $A-6. Helium

storage bottles which had been carried as a backup for the vehicle

helium heater will be eliminated, saving about 1000 pounds. About

500 pounds less fuel reserve will be carried in future missions

because the S-IV propelland utilization system has performed well.

In orbit, the "Payload" tumbled at three degrees per second

as expected. The body's spin rate, however, was 28 degrees per

second, higher than desired. It spins because the evaporating gas

from propellant residuals is vented overboard, forming, in effect, a

small rocket motor. In the future, opposing vents will be used in-'

stead of a single vent. This should almost cancel the spin.

C --more -_
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The SA-6 flight provided a severe test of the vehicle's

guidance system which was used for the first time in a "Closed

Loop" or active capacity. Compensation was made for the loss of

an engine without detriment to the mission.

Engineers calculate that had the vehicle carried only an

autopilot control system such as was flown on SA-5 the loss of

the engine would have resulted in the Apollo orbiting only half a

day.

$A-6 also performed well aerodynamically. The four-degree

angle of attack (under zero wind conditions) which had been pro-

grammed into the vehicle, was increased to 5 1/2 degrees by the

presence of a head wind. Th_s provided the most severe structural

test the Saturn I has been subjected to in flight.

The vehicle actively used both the ST-90 and the ST-124

stabilized platforms, the latter being used actively for the first

time and Qnly on the S-IV portion of the flight. Beginning on

SA-7, the ST-90 will not be carried.

The $A-6 flight also demonstrated the compatability of the

Apollo spacecraft configuration with the Saturn I rocket during

launch and injection into orbit.

--more--
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During the countdown there were no holds caused by the space-

craft. All spacecraft subsystems operated as planned during the

countdown and flight. Engineering data were received through

telemetry from 116 instrumented spacecraft measurements for the

full flight test period of the mission.

All mission test objectives were accomplished by the time orbit

was achieved. Additional data were obtained by telemetry through

the manned space flight network until the end of effective battery

life in the fourth orbit.

Radar skin tracking was continued by the network until the

spacecraft re-entered on the 50th orbit over the Pacific Ocean near

Canton Island.

Postflight examination of strain gage, pressure, and accele-

ration data indicated that the spacecraft structure performed ade-

quately during flight.

The wind-tunnel static-pressure measurements used in loads

analyses were in agreement with the flight-measured static pres-

sures. The internal pressures within the service module were

within an allowable range and verified the venting method. Ex-

amination of acceleration data revealed no evidence of severe

dynamic loads.

--more--
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The SA-7 Apollo spacecraft mission will utilize an unmanned

biolerplate spacecraft (BP-15) similar to BP-13, the SA-6 mission

spacecraft. The reaction control system will be more fully instru-

mented and the launch escape subsystem will be jettisoned by using

the pitch control and launch escape motors instead of the jettison

rockets.

During the SA-6 countdown, peculiar wind conditions caused liquid

oxygen vapor to obscure a viewing window through wkich alignment

of the guidance system is checked. The lox vent line from the

mbilical tower on Launch Complex 37 has been rerouted to a lower

level, eliminating the possibility of this during the SA-7 countdown.
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July 8, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS--Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director, NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center is scheduled to be one of the featured speakers at t,
t

the ceremonial opening of the Houston Museum of Natural Science and

Burke Baker Planetarium on Thn_sday, July 9.

In his remarks, Dr. Silruth, who is a member of the Museum's

board of trustees, will point up the importance of this type of
!

cultural and educational facility to the Housto n area. !

Exhibits on the space program will be displayed at the museum

by the Manned Spacecraft Center. They will include an Apollo com-

mand and service module and a Mercury spacecraft and escape tower un

display outside the msueum. On the lower level of the museum will

be a series of displays on Mercury, Gemini and Apollo along with a

Goddard rocket.

Opening ceremonies will begin at 11 00 am with Houston's Mayor

Louie Welch, Museum President E. Clyde McGraw, Astronaut R. Walter

Cunningham, various county and Government school officials and rep-

resentatives of the Houston area press taking part in the program.

--more--
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The facility is located in the northwest corner of Hermann i

Park on Hermann Loop Drive and Caroline Street.

Described as one of the most advanced planetariums in the

nation, the Burke Baker Planetarium is equipped to show the night

sky as it was in the past, as it is in the present, or as it will

be in the future from any point within the earth-moon system.

An open house will be held from 6 to 10 pm on Thursday for

donors, trustees and members of the Museum's Ladies Guild. Special

showings will be held in the planetarium, i

The museum and planetarium will be open for public showings beginning i

Sunday, July 12.
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July 9, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- New astronaut assignments in various areas of

f'light specialization were announced recently by the Manned Spacecraft

Center, National Aeronaut:cs and Space Administration.

Specialty areas for the third class of space pilots were defined

and, duties of the first: and second groups further outlined.

Donald K. Slayton remains as the Assistant Director of MSC for

Flight Crew Operations, but his e>_tra responsibility as Chief of the

Astronaut Office has been given to Alan B. Shepard, Jr. The office

has been divided into three branches.

There will be a Gemini, an Apollo and an Operations and Training

Branch.

Astronaut Virgil I. Grissom heads the Gemini Branch; L. Gordon

Cooper, Jr. is the head of the Apollo Branch, and Astronaut Nell A.

Armstrong is in charge of th_ Operations and Training Branch.

The third class of astronauts all are assigned to the Operations

and Training Branch. Specialty areas'are as follows:

--more--
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Edwin A. Aldrin, Jr., mission planning and flight trajectories.

William A. Anders, environmental control systems, thermal and

radiation protection.

Charles A. Bassett, training and simulation.

Alan L. Bean, recovery systems.

Eugene A. Cernan, spacecraft propulsion and the Agena target

vehicle.

Roger B. Chaffee, communications and deep space network.

Michael Collins, pre_sure suits_ _nd extra vehicular activity.

R. Walter Cunningham, electrical systems, sequential systems

and monitoring unmanned flight experiments related to MSC programs.

Donn F. Eisele, a_titu_e and translation Control systems.

Theodore C. Freeman, boosters.

Richard F. Gordon, integration of cockpit displays.

Russell L. Schweickart, future manned programs and inflight ex-

periments.

David R. Scott, guidance and navigation.

Clifton C. Williams, Jr., range operations and crew safety.

Also assigned to the Operations and Training Branch are:

James A. Lovell, Jr. who specializes in recovery and environ-

mental control systems and Elliott M. See, Jr. who specializes in

mission planning, guidance and navigation.
--more--
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Assigned to the Gemini Branch are Astronauts John W. Young,

Walter M. Schirra, Jr. and Thomas P. Stafford. These three and

Astronaut Grissom compose the prime and backup crews for the first

Gemini manned flight.

In the Apollo Branch with their specialty areas are:

Charles Conrad, Jr., lunar excursion modules of the spacecraft.

Frank Borman, boosters and launch vehicles.

James A. McDivitt, command and service modules of the spacecraft.

Edward H. White, II, control systems, communications and instru-

nentationo

Mo Scott Carpenter is on leave from the Astronaut Office to take

part in the UoSo Navy Project Sea Lab I. In this project, a 40-foot

underwater laboratory will be submerged in more than 190 feet of

water off the coast of Bermuda.
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·r

CAPE KENNEDY, FLORIDA -- NASA's Gemini launch vehicle · (GLV-2)

is offloaded from an Air Force C-133 at the Cape Kennedy skid strip.

GLV-2 will be erected at launch complex 19 earIY-next week preparatory

to boosting a Gemini spacecraft on an unmanned ballisti c flight (GT-2)

down the Eastern Test Range later this year.

The primary test objectives of the GT-2 flight are to demonstrate

adequacy of the reentry module heat protection during a maximum heating

rate reentry, structural integrity and compatibility of the spacecraft

from liftoff to landing, and satisfactory performanc e of spacecraft

systems operation.

The flight will be followed by the first manned Gemini mission (GT-3).

Astronauts Gus Grissom and John Young have been selected to fly the

GT-3 mission.
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July 14, 1964

CAPE KENNEDY, FLORIDA -- July 13-14 -- The NASA Gemini Launch

Vehicle (GLV-2) is erected at Cape Kennedy Launch Complex 19. The

GLV-2 will boost the first production Gemini spacecraft (GT-2) on a

unmanned ballistics flight down the Eastern Test Range Iater this

year. This flight will be followed by the first manned Gemini mis-

sion (GT-3). The Gemini launch vehicle, manufactured by the Martin

Company, BaltimOre Division, under contract with the U.S. Air Force

Systems Command, Space Systems Division, will be launched for the

NASA by the 655th Aerospace Test Wing.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7, Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 1963 will be on display August 13

through August 16 in Harrisburg_ Pa.

The four day stop in Harrisburg is the thirty ninth of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,875,000 . persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

q

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston_ Texas_ has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft° A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16, 1963. Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneW41 - shows the

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3_000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its' return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. l, 1964, will cover

approximately 20_000 miles, a dist_ce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

80 minutes, t .'
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7_ Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 1963 will be on display August 20

through Aug ust 23 in Albany, New York .

The four day stop in Albany is the fO_ti_t_ of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3,900,000 persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

0

The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houstonj Texas_ has set Faith 7 on a stand

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down

into the Pacific near Midway Island on May 16_ 1963. Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneZ41 - shows the

effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3_000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith 7 on its' return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Surwival Kit which rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling flight° Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space Will also be 'on display°

The 13 month tour_ ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. l_ 1964_ will cover

%

approximately 20_000 miles_ a dist_uce Faith 7 covered in space in approximately

80 minutes. _ ..
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HOUSTONj TEXAS - Faith 7_ Mercury spacecraft flown by Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight May 196_ will be on display. August 27i,,,1 iii

through .August 90 in Mont_el±er_ Vermont ·
)

The four day stop in Mo]_pelier is the 41st of 50 state capitol

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 3_910_000 persons have already seen the t

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

_'neNASA Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston_ Texas) has set Faith _ on a'sta_d .

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base $

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the
s

first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactly as it was when it splashed down'

into the Pacific pear Midway Island on May 16_ 1963. Nothing has changed. The

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal reneW41 shows the "" I

1effects of the l_O00 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft during re-entry

· iinto earth's atmosphere. The he_t shield - a mixture of glass fibers and resin -

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3_000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper directed Faith ? on its'return to the earth.

Also on display with the spacecraft are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut

Survival Kit which'rode on Faith 7's 546_185 mile earth-circling flight. Samples of

the food Cooper ate during his day and a half in space will also be on display.

The 13 month tour_ ending ih the Nation's capitol on Nov. l, 1964, will cover
%

approximately 20_000 miles_ a dist_uce Faith ? covered in space in approximately

'80 minutes. _ .'
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Fourteen of the 29 NASA astronauts at the Man-

ned Spacecraft Center here will undergo a week of desert survival

training at Stead Air Force Base, near Reno, Nevada, beginning August 10.

The nation's newest astronauts will be taking similar instruction

to that given at two previous training sessions last August and in 1961.

The men will report early Monday, August 10, and spend all day

getting classroom instruction from Air Force experts of the 3637th

Combat Crew Training Squadron (Survival and Special Training). On

Tuesday, another three hours of classroom work is scheduled.

Astronauts and instructors move to the main desert site by

helicopters at noon Tuesday (August 11), then spend Tuesday afternoon

and Wednesday morning participating in demonstrations in the building

of shelters, and improvisation of clothing and signal equipment.

The men will move to two-man sites Wednesday afternoon and spend

the next day and a half practicing survival techniques under realistic

conditions, such as might be encountered if a two-man Gemini spacecraft

were to parachute into 'the desert.

Compass work will be practiced on the final day, August 14, to

prepare the astronauts to find their spacecraft-- containing food,

--more--
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water, signaling equipment -- in the event they eject from it and

land separately with personal parachutes.

Scheduled to attend the course are: Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.,

William A. Anders, Charles A. Bassett II, Alan L. Bean, Eugene A.

Cernan, Robert D. Chaffee, Donn F. Eisele, Michael Collins, R. Walter

Cunningham, Theodore C. Freeman, Richard F. Gordon, Jr., Russell L.

Schweickart, David R. Scott, and Clifton C. Williams, Jr.

p
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July 22, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Project Apollo space travelers will bear little

resemblance to the men who took the first orbital steps into space

during Project Mercury.

Space Suits, for instance, may be white instead of silver.

And no matter what color the space suits are, they'll be hidden

by coveralls when the first American astronauts set footon the moon.

Even enroute to the moon -- a three-day journey -- the space

suit may be shed in favor of a "Constant Wear Garment_" a form-fitting

cross between ski suits and long underwear.

These are just a few of the concepts under consideration at

NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center here where members of the Crew Systems

Division are working to improve the safety, comfort and mobility of

men who must venture into environments hostile to earth residents.

And many of their ideas will find application here on earth.

Take water-cooled underwear, for example. That's what astronauts

may wear beneath their pressure suits on the moon. Water -- or a

glycerine liquid --will be pumped through tubing sewn into long

,nderwear to cool the wearers and to prevent perspiration.
--more--
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Furnace workers, sports car drivers, even fire fighters may

someway wear versions of this garment. Polar explorers and mountain

climbers may wear it for warmth. British pilots are experimenting

with the idea, too.

But NASA°s engineers are mostly concerned about a wardrobe

for moon travelers_ Here are just a few of the concepts they?re

working on_

The Constant Wear Garment_ long, cotton underwear to absorb

£weat and act as a wick, allowing evaporation which cools astronauts

in the Apollo command module while enroute to the moon.

Liquid-Cooled Undergarment_ long underwear entwined with

tubes of liquid to prevent perspiration and offer constant, comfortable

temperatures_ even during heavy workloads.

Pressure Suit_ a reasonably conventional (for pilots) garment

to provide oxygen for breathing and pressurization while outside

the spacecraft or in the event of a failure of cabin pressure.

Thermal Garment_ a monk-like coverall which covers the entire

body with shirt, trousers_ boot covers_ mittens and hood to protect

astronauts from the direct rays of the sun while on the lunar surface.

Meteoroid Garment_ a covering cape-like garment which may be

a separate metallic material over the thermal garment, or may be

designed as part of the thermal coverall.

_-more-_
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Add to this a helmet, complete with microphones and earphones,

a "King Arthur" visor to filter radiation and feeding port to allow

space explorers to eat and drink while in a pressurized suit.

Then strap on a portable unit to supply pumps (for the liquid

undergarment), oxygen (for pressure and breathing), radios (for

telemetry and communications) and an evaporator (to dissipate heat).

Exotic ?

Ye s.

Chic ?

No.
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ENTER 1. Texas

HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-133

July 23, 1964

For Release 2:00 p.m. MST

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Dr. Robert R. Gilruth, Director of NASA's

Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, today announced the appointment

of Wesley E. Messing as Technical Assistant to G. Merritt Preston,

Manager of MSC-Florida Operations at Cape Kennedy.

Messing has been Manager of MSC's White Sands Missile Range

Operations in New Mexico. Paul E. Purser, special assistant to

Dr. Gilruth, will serve as acting manager of MSC-WSMR until a new

manager is named.

In his new role with the 450-man Florida Operations group,

Messing will serve as advisor to Preston on a wide range of tech-

nical matters. The Florida group, charged with final preparation

of Gemini and Apollo spacecraft for flight, is moving into new

$60 million facilities ithis summer in the Merritt Island area of

Cape Kennedy.

--more--
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Messing has managed the 120-man White Sands MSC unit since

its beginning in July 1962. In that period, he has overseen the

construction and activitation of approximately $25,000,000 worth

of Apollo propulsion systems test facilities there. In addition,

three successful Apollo flight tests have been carried out at

White Sands.

Prior to going to White Sands as manager, Messing headed a

group charged with design and development of MSC's new thermo-

chemical test facility in Houston. Earlier, at NASA's Edwards

Flight Research Center, Edwards, California, he was Associate

r
Research Project Engineer in the X-15 program.

Messing was born March 15, 1918, in West Hoboken, New Jersey.

He received a Bachelor of Science D_gree in mechanical engineering

from the University of Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1943. He then joined

the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (now NASA) at

Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Christopher C, Kraft, Jr. today was appointed

Flight Operations Director for the second Gemini Titan flight GT-2_

an unmanned suborbital missionr, schedUled thiS; fall by the N_tiona%

Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1
¢.

Dr. George E. Mueller_ Associate Administrator for Manned Space

Flightj at NASA said Kraft would have overall responsibility for ;:

direction of the flight. Kraft, AssiStant Director for Flight
j- , ?

?

Operations at NASA's Manned Spacecraft :Center iHouston , is an original
_. _ ..!

member of the manned space flight team formed:when the agency was
, ; . ',,;
ii! _ ::

created in 1958. ! _- ii!

For the GT-2 Mission Kraft replaces Dr 'Walter C. William_ . ''_:· ?,

[ :._

who resigned, from NASA last March to_eCome_.i!:'":'',: fi:VicePresidentand,?: [ J, :j
General Manager, Manned Systems D_viS_o_,_::at Aerospace Corp.,-E1 t ,

· . -,'_i _'i_ i:_ _ -:
Segundo, California. ;i:11_._ !:" ,_1'_" " J

· Kraft was responsible for flzgh_:.d_ct_on: from lift-off to · q

recovery in Project Mercury, the Nati'on. _ fi_dt manned flight pro- .!

gram and the first Gemini flight._ ,': ,",:-'i[_:i}?',_(_.:_-_:i,t,,.. ,., _ .. _ ..:, . .

· i-_tq__. - _,-I
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When not directing a flight, Kra_t's regular responsibilities

include coordinating details associated with-_reparing for t_le

tracking , >.'recovery and control of a mission, l.i'

Kraft was born February 28, 192 n' Phoebus, Virginia. I-Ie
1

received his BS degree in Aeronautica 1_-., Engineering at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute, Blacksbur_, _Vfrginia II_ 1944.

Kraft joined the NACA _cience s_aff of L_ngley Research CenteN's

Flight Research Division in 1945 alld 'transfelrl_ed to the Manned Space-

craft Center (then the Space Task Group) when_it was formed in OctOber
% - . , .

1958. : " _,_[

Kraft is married to the former E!izabeth_Turnbull of Hampton,

Virginia. They have two children_ Gord.o. Tur!nb%',lland Kristi Anne.

_''i !=_ ' ·%<3 '-%'];L. '!:, ,,. :

., s .'i . x ' Y' ,: .
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Two successfu_ test flSghts of ?araglider

vehicles were made today at Edwards AFB, California, _h%S%Manned

Spacecraft Center officials said.

In a morning flight, a mockup Q_ the Gemini spacecraft was

successfully towed beneath an inflated p4Faglider vehicle. A

similar configuration was dropped in the afternoon from an _$r-

_plane to evaluate paraglider deployment characteristics · ?e
'J drop was made at an altitude of 32,000 feet from a C-130"a_r_plane.

In the drop test sequence the Gemini test vehicle was separated

from its launch sled; the paraglider was automatically deployed

from its contained and controlled remotely in flight from 22,000

feet down to 12,500 feet altitude. At this a_titude the paraglider

was separated, and the Gemini test vehicle . was brought down by
i i :

parachute and recover. There was no:_damage t0 either the paraglider

or the Gemini test vehicle. .! :'

The paraglider recovery system is being developed by North

American Aviation's Space and Information Systems Division, Downey,

California, under contract to the NASA Manned',Spacecraft/cent_r._..-

'J_ --more--. _::!!:,'';!i; .'_ : OUt1 (. 'Z: :.' ;'
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_-_ J Eleven full scale deployment tests hay; been conducted with

the _araglider system since JanuarY_'!°f 'th year. These tests

are to insure that developmental' p_ r_untered ear%let4

in wing structures and in seq_en_ L''8olved successfullY.
>
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July 30, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A study to determine how to get literally

more mileage from the Apollo spacecraft will be conducted by the

Space & Information Systems Division of North American Aviation.

The National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration Manned Spacecraft

Center recently signed the study contract with North American on a

fixed-price basis for $700,000.

The major portion of the study will be directed toward find-

ing ways to modify the Apollo lunar spacecraft to extend its use-

ful lifetime in space beyond the 14-day lunar flight version without

major redesign, and to explore fully the potential for using the

Apollo for a logistics vehicle as well as a mission support vehicle.

Mission durations up to 600 days, made possible through modi-

fications to the Apollo spacecraft and its systems, will be analyzed

in the course of the study. Testing and operational techniques for

spacecraft subsystems operating for such long periods in space will

also be developed by the engineers conducting the study.

Among the questions for which answers will be sought are such

unknowns as how long can the present subsystems support the extended

time in orbit, and can the time be extended with minimum modifications

--more'-
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and inclusion of on-board spare components. A close look will

be taken at the critical subsystems or components that limit the

time that can be spent in orbit.

Another phase of the study will look at the feasibility of

combining the best features of two earlier extended mission Apollo

concepts, the so-called Apollo X vehicle for logistics support and

the Extended Apollo Concept II mission support vehicle.

Cost and scheduling estimates resulting from modifications

and changes in the Apollo and its systems will be included in

the study.

Space flight missions that will be considered in the study

include earth orbits in conventional west-to-east planes as well

as polar orbits, and lunar orbits. Lunar missions require a higher

degree of reliability and ease of aborting a mission, and thereby

more system redundancy, than do missions in near earth orbit.

Extensive research and testing will be carried out in such

areas as space food for long-duration missions, increasing the

operational lifetime of reaction control rockets and the effects

of long exposure to vacuum and radiation on materials for space use.

North American will complete the study early in 1965.

I! H II
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- An impact ' in the maneuvering

parachute test series ended last :ek with the simultaneous

firing of two landing rockets.;: l

Using a full-scale, Late, the landing rockets i

slowed the drop speed of the :' from feet-per-second (fps)

to approximately seven fps. _: I i

I . ''1
This was the first full scale using, landing rockets.

=: dq !, · i
The rockets, mounted in the lowe=;i:equlpmertt bay on the under side

of the boilerplate, where ignited whe_: de sensing device

touched the ground. The sensing dev_c_,;!which is approximately 11 feet

The device consists of two metal: __C_es_i a_t_ached,i to an electrical

lead. At contact with earth's surfacel,!%he c_es telescope and activate
, . ?

a circuit which ignites the two land'._ngrockets. The rockets generate

thrust in excess of 10,000 pounds'. R_cket thrust is smfficient to

achieve a 2½ g deceleration durin 9 th_ seconds of firing time.

In the con_rollable parachute teS_S_,_the Oilerplate is configured i
'_'I' !_ _':,_:l_i:ii'i iit _

and weighted to Gemini .pacec i_ii): i:The parachute is 80 feet ,
_-_ ' -.._._:i_i_J _';i-_l_.dl.:i._:':_:_:, '

,. in diameter...-, .... _'_ .I _:!!_

:..... _ ...,._,:_;_I:iB til;_,:_::-'- ---.- '_
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,_ The chute contains a series of vents which spill air rearward as

/ the test vehicle descends. The chut e is controlled by adjustment of /

cords which suspend the spacecraft. _ {
[

-3

In past tests, the boilerplate was dumped from a C-119 cargo _

aircraft from approximately 11,000 feet. As the spacecraft falls, a

-, static line on the Plane pulls a small _parachute from the nose of the
$

test vehicle. A drogue'chute then pulls out the maneuvering parachute.

A small motor !tla'l the spacecraft adjusts the c_rds of the controllable

_arachute as they would be adjusted in actual _ flight by the pilot.

Past experiments took place in Galveston Bay..

The maneuvering and landing rocket systems have been developed by

th_ Structures and Mechanics Division of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

_ Ro0ket motors were developed by MSC's Propulsion and Energy Division.

The controllable parachute has a lift over drag ratio of one --

meaning .it will glide one foot for every one foot o_ descent in a

windless condition. By adjusting the cords, the pilot can turn the

spacecraft and dhange the direction of descent. !

i

Spacecraft direction can be changed as much a s 360 degz'ees in

increments up to 20 degrees per second. In ar l0,000 foot drop on a

windless day the parachute can maneuver as much as two miles in any

direction. Wind conditions increase ithe glid_ distance proportionately '_

to the velocity of the wind. _ _ _ ! _

, SMD's Jerry E. McCullough was the lmpactiattenuatlon test engineer.

t'. i _._. :_'. _: . _._ "

._ _' _"-'_.,_i=:_'l,_. , _ :i. - -.
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August 5, 1964 '__

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The computer complex of the Gemini Mission

Simulator (GMS) has arrived at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

completing the delivery of the simulator component parts.

Earlier the _nstructor's console, crew station and auxiliary

equipment were shipped from McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St.

Louis, Missouri.

The GMS is being assembled in the Flight Crew Operations build-

ing at MSC and will be ready by mid-September.

When operational the simulator will accept commands and respond

with appropriate signals, as would an actual spacecraft; thus pro-

viding an integrated training program for ground operations personnel,

as well as astronauts.

All crew requirements an6 duties can be simulated: Manual

flight control, navigation, spacecraft systems management and the

performance of scientific experiments. By simulating these tasks,

the teams can _evelop and perfect procedures for specific manned

space flight missions.

The digital computers in the computer complex consist of two

DDP-24s, general purpose machines, and a single Mark 1. The Mark 1

--more--
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is a special purpose computer insofar as it was designed for the

simulation of flight veh_dtes. It has a core memory of approximately

2,000 words and a drum memory of 64,000 words. The speed of the

machine is the equivalent of 150,000 operations per second.

The general purpose computers have a capacity of 16,000 words

memory each and a speed of about 100,000 operations per second.

The crew station is mounted on a platform that can be rotated

32 degrees from the vertical position. This increases crew comfort

by putting the astronaut's head higher than any other part of his

body.

An image generation and display equipment system is being pur-

chased directly by MSC from the Farrand Optical Company of New York

City. The system consists of star images, the Agena vehicle and an

image of the earth. A rendezvous image also will be available.

The Agena, _tar and earth backgrounds each are reflected off

mirrors and through a series of lenses, and the combined images --

in proper sequence -- are diMplayed to the pilot.

Other displays include a moving map of the world (called an

orbital position indicator) located on the instructor's console,

and three television screens. One screen shows the instrument panel

in the crew station and two screens show the face of each of the

pilots.

--more--

/
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The GMS is the second of two built for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration by McDonnell's Electronic Equipment Division.

The other simulator has been installed at Cape Kennedy and will be

used by the GT-3 crew.

Hal Parker of the Flight Crew Support Division is in charge of

assembling and operation of the simulator.
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August 14, 1964

Two Apollo spacecraft test vehicles arrive_t at_,th_

.j_'John F. Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy, FlorSda, yesterday, I .'

· They Will be launched into orbit with the megeor6id_:invest_gst_Qp

; satellite Pegasus late this year and. Barly an 1965. !

ipoilerplateB v :The Apollo vehicles, called t "are engineering _..:
[.[

test models resembling the spacea_af_ command _ule which will [

·7 ;,

carry American astronauts to t_e moon. ;:·,i'

The service modules, which will be mated with the cq_m_nd ¢_

module test vehicles, were sh$_ped to the NASA Marshall SDac !

Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, earlier this year _o 1:_ i _-_

equipped with aluminum coated Myltr wing-like panels 96 fqet

long and 14 feet wide. The Pegasus panels will unfold after _:_' :}_ Ii'_the spacecraft is launched into orbit by a Saturn I_ve_i_e

and meteoroid penetrations will be transmitted to earth. The iiApollo boilerplates were shipped to Cape Kennedy from North _!?

American Aviation, Inc., Space and Information Systems Division

at Downey, California, aboard a modified 4-engine Stratocruiser ii_

called "Pregnant Guppy." Test launch escape systems for the two

vehicles were shipped by truck.

Officials at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center saidmanu- I__

facturing operations were excellerated at North American to [_

enable both spacecraft to be shipped at the same time. . · '_
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August 20, 1964

For Release 1:00 p.m. MST

STL TO COMPUTE GEMINI APOLLO MISSIONS SIMULATIONS

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center has awarded a $4.6

million contract to Space Technology Laboratories, Redondo Beach,

California, for mission analyses and trajectory simulation work

in the Apollo and Gemini Programs.

The new contract is a continuation of a Gemini Spacecraft

Analysis Project begun in September 1963, and an extension of

similar activities in the Apollo Program.

Mission simulation in the two programs will cover a variety

of phases, starting with booster launch and progressing to

re-entry and recovery of the spacecraft and astronauts. STL

will be responsible for developing computer programs which yield

faithful representation of actual flights when a broad variety

of descriptive data are placed in the computer.

--more--
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Typical of the information which would be included in the

simulation are location of the launch pad and desired landing

sites (on the moon and on earth for Apollo); characteristics

of the launch vehicle and the spacecraft including weights,

thrust, fuel utilization, and structural limits; atmospheric

conditions including winds to be encountered in ascent and

descent; the laws to be observed by the guidance system and

limitations imposed for astronaut safety.

Data, together with the date of the expected launch, are

then used to derive mission strategies, payload weight limitations,

communication requirements and the many other features which

must be explored before the first manned vehicle is launched.

Among the many aspects of the Gemini mission which must

be analyzed are the maneuvers to be made by the Agena Target

Vehicle and the Gemini Spacecraft during rendezvous experiments.

From each analysis will be derived the actual mission strategy

which can be further tested by the simulation of flight events.

The Apollo studies will cover preparation for the moon

landing mission and also concentrate in detail on the manned

--more--
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exploratory missions, preparing computer programs to be used

during the actual flights, and analyzing features of the mission.

The options which will be available to the astronauts in case of

abort anywhere during the flight will be investigated to determine

the safest strategy.

In all, the simulation must consider all possibilities of

success and failure and determine alternative actions to be

taken. Further, some of these actions must be programmed for

inclusion in the ground and spacecraft computers. Finally, the

contract includes computer analysis of data collected during

the test and manned flights.
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visits that the

c,o. :i :i:l
: spacecraft since it began its crou country tour in Oooper's home state of Ol_l_h_...i-' "?F_!

' The NASA!_aed Spaeeere_t' C_n_er at Houston, Texas, has set Faith ? on a stand. "---'-_
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"f_-of the ·heat shield and portions of the outer akin have been Cut away I_r_tting the..?:bi. Ti:;
· '- _-,_'_-', ' _'. _ .:B
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"/:';'i.' ' The spacecraft - inside and' out.- is exactly as was splashed ..:.:--... 'A "..-_.'
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· into the Pacific D.ear M.t._y Zsland on MaY ].6, 1_3. Nothing has eh_l. -?.':.'...b,t
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spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal renewal - shows the ..... . ,.,_,.,_- - ..:. .- ,_.::._
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Also on aisplay with the spacecraft 'are cameras Cooper carried and the astronaut . _"-::'-'[?.;l
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. . . . .. . · . . - · . . .
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HOUSTON, TEXAS - Faith 7t Mercury spacecraft flown b7 Astronaut _. Gordon Cooper ,

in his earth circling 22 orbit flight _..i_S will'be on _isplay _ September 1_

through Sept. 20. in B_st_n, Massachus_$$s ·

· The four day stop in Boston is the_ forty fourth, of 50 state capitol ,

visits that the National Aeronautics and Space Admin stration has scheduled for
- .j

Cooper's spacecraft. Close to 4,000,000 . persons have already seen the

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in Cooper's home state of Oklahoma.

The NASA Manne_ Spacecraft CAnter at Houston, Texas, has set Faith 7 on a stAnd .

which permits easy viewing of the inside of the spacecraft. A section of the base

of the heat shield and portions of the outer skin have been cut away permitting the i
_,._ ._. _ -.

_'first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft. "' :
' i'

· "' The spacecraft - inside and out - is exactl_ as it was when it splashe_ down'

into the Pacific _ear Midway Island on May 16_ 1_63. Nothing has Change_. The -, _'.;.

spacecraft shingles - its outer skin made of a new metal renewal - shows the "

·effects of the 1,000 degree heat which blanketed the spacecraft _uring re-entry b.

into earth's atmosphere. The he_t shiel_ - a m_xture of glass fibers and resin - : '

at the base of the spacecraft withstood maximum temperatures of 3,000 degrees

farenheit when Cooper .d_irecte_ Faith 7 on its' return to the earth.'

_ Also on dAsplay with the spacecraft 'are cameras Cooper carrie_ an_ the astronaut ,_.

''_'_Survival-Kit Which rode on Faith 7's _6,18_ mile earth-circling flight. Samples of ::: ._

,_.,the foo_ Cooper ate. during his day and a half in space will also be on display. :: ,'

.j_, The 1_ month tc_r, ending _h. the Nation's c&pitol on Nov.. 1, 1_ will cover' _ t ' ' . ,' ' " ' ..

approY_Atel7 20,000 miles, a dista_ee. Faith ? eovere_ in.space in _te3._ "
..' . .: _.:.. ,. ..:- ' .'U.' ::.,:.: ..'. ( '.'.. '-. ' .

· 80 minutes, 11 .. "i,.'-. i.;': ' :./-:"::"".' ": ' :. '"' ::'" .' .._" '_.''_ ' :" ",' ' '
- .. . .,:....- '..-/..._". .'. . .,, : . !: ...'.. . .,_.. . · .. .

· . .. : :'':. ' , '- . _ . :. 'y ·., . '...:,: . .:. ,

· :' :,:ii'::!-..,.:":,.::',, ' :' ':: · ' . ,
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-'"'--visits that the Nations&. _eron&utics' and Space A_min atration has sched_ed for i¥' _'- [;

,.. Cooperts spacecraft, Close to 1170_0_,000 persons have a&rea_y seen the

· '"-- spac.e_ atnce it be_an'tte cross country tour in Cooper's home state off Ohlah_, ': '
- , .' .

· ' 4

The NASA_ued Spaee_ C_nter at Houston, Tex&s, has set Faith 1' cra.& stim_ . .'... [.j;/.

.vh_eh l_r_tl easy vXe_n_ of the inside, off the sp&cecraft, A section of the base -.' - :_.. '.::, : .- , .:_
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L._
Coope='e s_aceereA"t, Close to 4,0_;0.000 persons have a].re_ seen _ae

spacecraft since it began its cross country tour in' C°°Per's home state o£ 0_._i_o.._. "-.- . ,.__;;':_''

The _A Manned Spacecraft Cinter bt Houston; Te_s, has set Faith 7 on a stan_ ' - ' ' :

which per.Lt, ea._ _$e_ of the in.i_e of the B_cecraft. A _ecti_n of the hue . . :;'z:".::,
· -' . _-'_?.

' _-' of the heat ahiela and portions of the outer skin have been cut a_ per_ttin_ the . t.-.-:

-_ first public look at the inner structure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - inside an_ out - is exact]_ as it was when it sp_ashe_ down' ..!_:' '_-)---_:.::...

into the Pacific pear Y_vay Island on May 16_ 1_3. NOthing has chan_e_. The : -' f"'-'""_

spacecraft, shirt,es its outer skin made of a new metal rene_'_l - shows the

--. _

effects of the 1,000 _e_ree heat which blankete_ the spacecraft _urin_ re-entry . ::'_--'!
: :-.;.'

'--- _nto earth's a_nosphere. The he_t shiel_ - a m'l"_-ture O_ _SS fiber8 AI_ resin - ,--,.-_-;_

at the _ase of the spacecraft withstood msximum t_perature, df 3,000 degrees -_;:-,.-_

farenheit when Cooper ._recte_ Faith 7 on its' ret urn to the earth.' ;:}ii--:_

ClLI_L'_e_ anc_ the astronaut _.-_.
Also on aisp:],_ with. the _aeee_t 'are cameras Cooper

Survival Kit which rode on Faith 7's _,_8_ mile earth-eircling flight, '_!_t_s Of ..:-'" ;:"_>?.'-_!i_,_..,.'-'-,

?". ,.:".,' -. :'_-'.';:i; the foocl Cooper ate 4uring his 4ay and a half 'in space. Will also .be on, 41sPls_. :' ""' 'd-':'"'_
,i
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NASA SPACEMOBILE TO BE SCHEDULED IN SOUTH DAKOTA

HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- The Spacemobile, a travelling educational unit of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, will again be scheduled in

the school systems of South Dakota. Eugene E. Horton, Chief of Educational

Programs for the Manned Spacecraft Center, announced the availability of the

unit from September 14 to October 30,

The scheduling of the Spacemobile in South Dakota is accomplished through

_the State Department of Public Instruction. Mrs_ Olive S. Berg, Supervisor

of Elementary Education_ has planned the itinerary for the past two years.

During this time, 87,495 S.D. students in grades 4-12 have seen the space-

science demonstration.

Mrs. Berg indicated that the demonstration unit will be utilized this

fall in all of the Elementary Teacher Institutes to be held throughout the

state. In addition to learning of the latest advances in space research, the

teachers will also be made aware of the resource materials available from the

NASA for use in the classroom.

She announced that appearances will also be scheduled at service clubs_

parent_eacher groups, colleges, and schools that have not had the opportunity

to view the educational program.

A Spacemobile is not used for exhibit purposes, but is presented as a _4_

_ecture_demonstration. These demonstrations are given by experienced science

educators who are authoritatively informed on the activities of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The first Spacemobile began me_ting commitments in the spring of 1961.

Late_ additional units were placed into operation to meet the ever-increasing

demand. At the present time, the NASA operates over 20 Spacemobiles in the

United States. On the average, the Spacemobile lecturers will talk to about

400,000 people per month. It has also been estimated that between 800,000

and 1,O00,O00 persons will view a Spacemobile lecturer each month on

television both educational and commercial.

While the majority of Spacemobile appearances are in the elementary and

secondary schools, they make frequent visits to the campuses of our colleges

and universities. They participate in teacher education through symposia_

institutes, and workshops which may be of one-day to three-weeks duration.

This past summer, the demonstration was scheduled at workshops conducted

at the South Dakota State College, Brookings; Augustana College_ Sioux Falls;

Black Hills Teacher College, Spearfish; State University c_ South Dakota_

Vermillion; and the Southern State Teachers College, Springfield.

-- NASA --

tf--_
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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration announced today

that the first Apollo spacecraft preflight acceptance testing station

has been de_21_ed operational by l_nned Sl:_cecraft Center engineers at

the North American Aviation plant in Downey, California.

The station, called ACE-S/C, which stands for Acceptance Checkout

Equipment for Spacecraft, will provide a high-speed, accurate and

reliable system to test sophisticated space-flight vehicles such as the '

._three-man Apol lo spacecr aft. _':_.:.,. t

-ACE-S/C 'Lnterrogates the spacecraft systems and gathers, processes

and displays large quantities of test data in real time for immediate i. _.

evaluation and diagnosis. The data is also recorded and stored for future [_'._i

analys is. [.X¢-
L_._ TM

The system allows a relatively small staff of engineers to monitor i'-'-}

and control continually more than 25,600 samples _r second of spacecraft _ i. "'

!
test data containing appro_imately 1,500 separate spacecraft parameters.

Coaxia_ cables connect, the:ACB-S/,C station ,lul,d the spacecraft being ' '

checked. ..,......

--more--
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f"_.. Used for subsystem and integrated system testing of the Apollo

spacecraft command and service modules, the first ACE-S/C station has '_
:

been undergoing verification operations by engineers from HASA_ General . _:
i'

_lectric Company, Apollo Support Department, Daytona Beach, Florida, the

pr/me contractor _ Control Data Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota and x

Radiation Inc., Melbourne, Florida, associate contractors. The station !-

is located in three rooms overlooking the high-bay spacecraft assembly
+.

and test area. of North American Aviation's Space and Information SyStems

Division. -

The ACE-S/C Control Room houses the station's primary controls and /

displays. Here, spacecraft _test engineers remotely monitor and begin _ -

_ P _ !

_r'"'"_rati_n of each spacecraft system. Primary functional systems such as-_._ _.
!

spacecraft conm_ications, environmental eon:l:rol, and guidance and navi. i_, .-
t

gation are tested simultaneously. Test engineers maintain system status _'j'

via updated data on television-like displays, including event lights, _}_.-_

meters strip chart recorders, and other readout devices, i-,-i'_

High-speed digital computers and decommutators are contained in the

ACE-S/C Computer Room. This equipment unscrambles commands from the '._i

Control Room and sends them to appropriate locations in the spacecraft. ,_

These electronic brains also decode test results from the spacecraft and .

route them to the Con'_ol Room.

--more--

:l
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A third room, the ACE-S/C Terminal Facility Room, provides a ' I'

f
flexible interface between the remote spacecraft Rest areas and the [

! -

ACE-S/C station. Information. is routed through the Terminal Facility ;-'_

Room to and from the spacecraft, the Control and Computer rooms.

, ACE-S/C atations will also be installed at Orumman Aircraft :

i' EngineeriJ'tg Corp. at Bethpage, New York, for Apollo spacecraft Lunar

I Excursion Module testing and checkout; at the Manned Spacecraft Center h:J

-i in Houston, Texas, for testing spacecraft in simulated space and lunar }-_
. . _ .

environments; and at MSC-FO facilities on Merritt Island, Florida, to _'

conduct a complete range of ApoIlo spacecraft subsystem, integrated
1 r

i 1:
- _ ..1

system, and compatibility testing up to and including Launch. _:

I1_ ; -'

q

!-

I

· t

/ ¢ _;,
_ , . . ;;.q
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August 27, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Just as medieval craftsmen used a system

of apprentice training to bring young men into a trade or profession,

today's space technology has caused a similar need in the highly-

specialized trades evolving in the nation's _anned spaceflight

program.

._ Twenty young apprentices begin a four-year work-and-learn

training program September 1 at the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center° During the four

years training toward journeyman rating, the apprentices will

receive some 6800 hours of shop experience and 1100 hours of

classroom instruction. The four trades in which the apprentices

will train are Electronic Instrument Maker, Experimental Machinist,

Modelmaker (wood and plastic) and Spacecraft Metalsmitho

Following a day-long briefing September 1 at the Center,

the 20 apprentices will work in theirchosen fieldsandattend

related classes at the University of Houston and San Jacinto

Junior College. Instruction courses vary with the trade and in-

clude courses in higher mathematics, chemistry, physics, electronic

--more--
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circuitry and _ivil engineering as well as in academic subjects

such as English and report writing.

On-the-job practical training for Apprentice Electronic

Instrument Makers include 6800 hours in such fields as layout

and finishing instrumentipanels and cabinets, constructing,

testing and calibrating of electronic test equipment, assisting

in conducting tests a_d experiments, preparing circuit diagrams,

making laboratory set-ups and servicing and repairing instruments.

Experimental Machinist apprentices will get some 6800 hours

instruction in the operation of drill press, engine lathe, boring

machine, milling machine, shaper, planer, grinders of various

types as well as related instruction in maintenance of machinery

and equipment._

The 6800 hours of shop training for apprentice modelmakers

include general bench work, use of measuring tools and gauges,

hand-cutting tools, template construction, and operation of

wood and plastic working machines.

Spacecraft Metalsmith apprentices will receive their 6800

hours of shop training in various phases of forming, cutting

and welding sheet metal. In addition, their training will
f_

cover die forming and jig and fixture work.

--more--
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Selection of the 20 apprentices starting training in

September was made through competitive examinations conducted

by the U.S. Board of Civil Service Examiners. The Apprentice

Training Program is under the direction of the Training Brazlch

of the Manned Spacecraft Center. Robert Senter, former Indus-

trial Arts teacher from Friendswood High School is supervising

the P?ogram.

Apprentice Electronic Instrument Makers starting their

first year are Max Barnett, William H. Sigafoose and Donald M.

Jordan of Houston, and Allan Manning, Hooks, Texas, and Marvin

F. Williams, Jr., Freeport, Texas. Experimental Machinists

apprentices are Fred T. Simon, Deerpar k, Texas; Joseph M.

Schmitt, HoustDn; Clarence J. Fisher, Jr., Round Lake, Illinois;

Robert G. Lauhon, Friendswood, Texas, and Jerry D. Allen, Atmore,

Alabama.

Spacecraft:Metalsmith apprentices are Jesse T. Adkins, ·Jr.,

Missouri City, Texas; Melvin L. Patrick, Abilene, Texas; Charles

A. Moore and Garlan B. Moreland, both of Houston.

Modelmaker apprentices are Craig Pemberton, Friendswood,

Texas; Don Andrews, Seabrook, Texas; Campbell p.·CanUp, Tomball,

Texas; Percy H. Alison, San Antonio, and James M. Peterson and

Lawrence A. Hagman, both of Houston.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NNED spACERAFT HoustonNTER t. 'r°x..
HUnter 3-4231 : MSC 64-148

· August 17, 1964

The first NASA Organization to occupy facilities on Kennedy

Space Center's new Merritt Island complex will be Manned Spacecraft

Center-Florida Operations, as 1,100 NASA and contractual employees

start moving from Cape Kennedy to the Industrial Area next month.

Although the majority of MSt-Florida Operations and contractor

personnel will occupy facilities in the Operatiuns and CheckOu t Building

eventually it is expected that some 3,000 personnel will occupy 18

Manned Spacecraft Cacilfties on Merritt Island.

The most impressive and the largest building in the Merritt

Island Industrial Area is the Manned Spacecraft Operations and Checkout

Building (O & C). This 575,000 square-foot building is a multi-storied,

reinforced-concrete structure that stands 106-feet above the flat Florida

countryside.

The 0 & C Building will include administrative and engineering

areas; spacecraft assembly, test, and servicing areas; and laboratory and

control areas. The laboratory area provides for manned spacecraft check-

out and validation facilities as we11 as astronaut quarters and training

equipment. The assembly and test area includes high and low bay areas

for non-hazardoud acceptance testing of spacecraft modules.

--more--
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A high-bay area provides for Apollo spacecraft integrated

systems and altitude chamber tests. It is approximately 100-feet

in height and provides two bridge cranes with a hook height of 85-feet.

The low-bay araa will provide a similar capability for Gemini space-

craft.

The first MSC-Florida Operations organizations to move will '

be the Mechanical and Propulsion Systems Division and the Electrical

and Electmonics Systems Division. In addition, McDonnell Aircraft
" u%! '

Corporation and North American Aviation' s Preliminary Activation

Group will also move. There will be approximately 250 people in the

first increment.

The new facilities being occupied on Merritt Island area for

testing spacecraft cryogenic, hypergolic, and pyrotechnic units. The

test operations will be sequenced· to attain the spacecraft configurations

that occur during various phases of a mission.

·According to R. C. Johnson, Chief of Facilities Planning Branch

and the MSC'Florida Operations MILA move coordinator, the move will take

place at night and on weekends to facilitate an orderly flow of personnel

and office equipment from existing facilities to the new buildings. ·

Johnson indicated that all furniture, desks, and other office

equipment will be pre-positioned according to a master plan drawn in .

advance. "For all practical'purposes," he said, "this means that per-

_sonnel will leave the'_ Cape' °ffiOes 'at the clOze of the working 'day and
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/_ take up positions at Nerritt Island the next morning with no work'

stoppage. The key to the move, according to Johnson is advance '?

planning, thereby keeping inconvenience to a minimum.

The largest piece of equipment moved from Cape Kennedy to the

new facilities is the altitude chamber ased in the Mercury program. ...

It is presently ufidergoing modification to enable the larger Gemini .

spacecraft to be inserted inside the chamber for environmental ' '

control tests. ::':_ _'.....

The majority of NSC-Florida Operations .personnel*:are.expected
. ,. .._. _ h._ ,._/?, - .._..' .j, _ ·

to complete-the move by the end of October. ,'i.'_. i:' i :.i '

,_ :.

·' . _ ,,,.._.':-.:, : - .... >< : -.... .,,-;,:,_'...,.'"" __..-: .-.
. _ .._ >- _ j"?_,'_ -%. - -. . -- .,, ." f ,- /'...?.- ...-., "..'
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_J 3-423i F_C 64-149

September 4, 1964

The National AaronLu'aics and Space Administration has signed

a nine-month extension of _'c_ Project Apollo Spacecraft contract

with North _nerican A vi_-cion's Space and. Information Systems Division,

Downe_, Cal :-'---_:

The $496-_iiiion _x',_xsion calls for _ive additional Apollo
!

co_ud _nd s_:vice mod.uL_s, one additional _: '__,,_ boilerplate

spacecraft, and one ;,;_Je -- scale mockup to be built at the Downey :

'_- Pi_ut. The ex'tension also covers the building of nine adapters at

NAA's ,_s_, Oklahoma z_anu -co house Apollo Lunar Excursion Modules

aboard C_turA V x_unc,_'-' v_kicles

,.,_ ov_r._ii con_rac-c now ex_.._s through February 15, 1966.

it will provide EASA'_ i.ianned Spacecraft Center, Houston, with 14

spacecraft, 16 boilerplate spacecraft, 10 full-scale mockups, five

engineering s_,,u_a_o_s and evaiuators and two mission simulators·

it _lso provides for test fixtures, test operations, monitoring

and analyzing flight and test information and other engineering and

management tasks necessary for manufacturing, testing and check-out

operations at Downey, Tulsa, _nite Sands, N. M., and Cape Kennedy·

.-'- - -more--

x,

t
........................... - - --7 ........ ]
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J NAA was selected _y -,_._._as the contractor for the Apollo

Co_mand and Service Dlodules in December i95i. Value of the contract

with the extension is $1.436 billion.

5-,
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IV(_,iNED SPACECRAFT Houston

_CENTER I. Texas

HU 3-,,..4231 MSC 64-150
September 4, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Three additional flight directors have been

named by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Manned

Spacecraft Center to serve during Gemini and Apollo spaceflight

missions. The new flight directors are John D. Hodge, Eu_n_ F.

Kranz and Glynn S. Lunney.

f-' Assignment of the three men brings to four the number of

flight directors with the task of managing flight control operations

in the Manned Spaceflight Control Center, Houston, and throughout

the world-wide Ground Operational Support System. Long,duration

missions will require manning the Control Center in three shifts.

Kraft, Assistant Director for Flight Operations, was flight

director for all missions of the now completed Project Mercury.

Hodge shared flight director responsibilities with Kraft during

the 22-orbit flight of Astronaut L. Gordon Cooper in May, 1963,

a mission of 34-hour duration.

--more--
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The three flight directors named are all managers in Kraft's

organization. Hodge is chief of the Flight Control Division; Kranz

is chief of the Flight Control Operations Branch, and Lunney is

chief of the Flight Dynamics Branch.

During missions, flight directors are responsible not only for

making operational decisions involving spacecraft performance, but

also for seeing that flight plans are followed and that crew safety

is assured.



For release 4:00 CST, SepD. 10, 1964

_' Launch of the 7th Saturn (SA-7) originally scheduled

for no earlier than September 17 is now scheduled for no earlier

than September 18. The change in schedule was made because of

time lost in preparation and checkout of the rocket during the i

alert for Hurricane Dora, _

·Editors please note.that the SA-7 press kit now in the

mail for Sunday, September 17 carries the earlier launch date.

?
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT '-', ,,, : )Hous4:on

Ird 3-4231 MaC 64-151 . ,

SePtember 11, 1964 I

HO_TONe TEXAS --- The NASA Manned SPacecraft center has

_warded Grun_an Aircraft Engineering Corp., Bethpage, N. Y., a

' ._.2 million contract to cover the design mad installation of
!

_ata acquisition equipment at the Apollo Propulsion Systems [

Development Facility at White Sands, N.M. i
I*

Orumman is responsible for the design and installation of :.

digital and analog recozding equipment at three engine test stands _.'

/_-_ i

at White Sands where ground tests will be conducted on the engines

of the Lunar Excursion Module -- the spacecraft destined to land

;

two American astronauts on the moon's surface and return them to
I

·heir con. and module for the return trip to earth. ' _

The recording equipment will provide engineering information

from a sea level test stand to be used for testing both the ascent

and descent engines of the LEM, and _rom two vacuum chamber test _'
° il

stands where the engines will be fired under simulated space

conditions.

It is expected that the work will be completed by the end of

this _ ar.

The award is actually an amendment to Grumman's original

contract calling for the manufacture and testing of Lunar Excursion

Modules. Total value of the contract with this change .is $394.4mLllion,
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NEDSPACECRAFT :,;
ENTER.t' Toxao '

Rl_ter 3-4231 ]IeOC641-152
Septmuber 11, 1964 :: ',.

NOTB TO EDXTOI_Ss '-

_i; CORRECTION ON P_EASE NO. 64-149 :
XSSUI_ FIRII_Y,: SEI_Iq_ER 4, 1964

spacecraft contract,, between SaSA's Manned Spacecraft 'center and ... _.'

t:he space and xnZoX_ation systems Division of .orth American _iL'

AViation, Xnc., DOwney,,.Calif., announced September 4 Will provide ,_:.;

lOdJA witht . ·

Five additional Apollo spacecraft modules; three more boiler-
?

i plate apacec_aft_ and another full.scale modkup. Nine adapter'- sections, the part of the spacecraft which houses the Lunar Excursi_

· ,. Module aboard the Saturn launch vehicle,-have also been acqu_ red .' ,i;

through th&s contract extansion.
q

HABA Manned Spacecraft Center Hews Release No. 64-149

issued September 4 erred in total numbers of spacecraft, boJ/er- "

plates and mockup8.

.. :_: ... Under the contract, now extended through February 15, 1966, f

_--:'?.....H_SA will get a total of 16 Apollo spacecraft, 18 b OAlerplate

/_ spacecraft, 1l full-scale mockups, two engineering simulators,

three ovaluators and two mission simulators, plus: _egting and

ground support equilment. ' . :: .;:' _!!_!:%:':_':/?:":':,
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The Apollo spacecraft contract with North American total

$940 million before the contract was extended to 1966.

9%%
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NNED SPACECRAFTr'q_:;?_ .... , __°u'st°_
i

h-Onter 3-4231 ' _c 64-153

September 15, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Randolph Hester, a Temple, Texas native,

and now an engineer with the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in

Houston, recently participated as a test subject in mobility

studies in Bend, Oregon.

In the tests, Hester wore an early version of the Project

Apoll © space suit, the suit American astronauts will wear when

t y land on the moon.

The young engineer is a 1954 graduate of Temple High School

and is the brother of Mrs. Illie Hilliard, 1705 South 41st Street

in Temple.

He is married: to the former Miss Betty Winkler of Temple,

whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben T. Winkler, reside at 1016 South

23rd Street.

During the Oregon tests, Hester donned a full pressure suit,

portable life support system, and thermal over garment. Time and

motion data were obtained while he traversed rugged basaltic, pumice

and obsidian lava fields.

--more--
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The tests were aimed at providing information on the degree

of mobility astronaut_ will have on the lunar surface and the time

required to perform specific tasks. Hester traversed the rugged

lava flows, climbed and descended slopes, and simulated instru-

ment implacement and rock sampling techniques.

Two other test subjects, including Astronaut Walter Cunningham,

participated in the mobility studies.

i

t



FOR RELEASE 1:00 CST _--£7--b_ ._'

- NASA TO NEGOTIATE WITH BRO WN & ROOT/NORTHROP FOR
MSC SERVICES CONTRACT :i.

Th_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration today

selected the joint venture of Br °wn and Root of Houston, Texas

and Northrop Corp., headquartered in Beverly Hills, Calif., for

? negotiation of a contract for operational and support services of

laboratories, test facilities and technical service shop at the

Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. The joint venture proposal was _/

(iI

one of eleven received at the Manned Spacecraft Center. l

A one-year cost-plus-award-fee contract will be negot_iated.

It is contemplated that options will be provided bo extend the

contract for two additional years. Costs for the first year period

is approximately $2.5 million. Total costs for requirements for the

three year period will be approximately $10 million.

The contractor will be responsible for furnishing necessary

services, equipment and material to provide technical support to

the space environment simulation laboratory, vibration and acoustic

test facility, flight acceleration test facility, thermochemical

test area and crew system laboratory at the Houston center. The

complex instrumentation and equipment at these facilities are em-

ployed for checkout of Project Gemini and Apollo spacecraft and
t

! ,

onboard spaceflight equipment, and for astronaut training, i_

Technical support services will include preparation of test

setups, assisting test operatbns, preventive maintenance and emer-

gency repair of electronic and mechanical equipment. Most of this

_ work will be performed by engineers and skilled technicians.

· _74!



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE September 17, 1964, 10:25 am CST

Astronaut Scott Carpenter will report to work Monday as executive

assistant to Manned Spacecraft Center Director Robert R. Gilruth,

a position he will hold for an indefinite time while convalescing.

from injuries suffered in a motor scooter accident.

The job Carpenter will fill temporarily is one being vacated

by Raymond Zavasky who has accepted a new position in the Research

Contracts and Information Office at NASA's Langely Research Center,

Hampton, Virginia.

Carpenter is recovering from a compound fracture of the left

forearm and a fracture and dislocation of the left great toe. The

accident occurred July 16 near Hamilton, Bermuda where Carpenter

was preparing to take part in the Navy SeaLab Project.

Carpenter's arm is now in the fourth cast and appears to be

mending nicely. It may be some months however before he regains

full use of the arm due to the seriousness of the break. While

hospitalized this summer doctors broke _nd reset a bone in Carpenter's

right foot which had mended improperly after an auto accident in

his youth.

I! II II



FOR RELEASE 9-16-64 4:30 CST

ASTRONAUT Donn Eisele suffered a simple dislocation of the

left shoulder during weightless flight training Tuesday afternoon

(September 15, 1964) at Wright-Patterson AFB, ohio, the Manned

Spacecraft Center announced today.

The injury was sustained as the KC-135 jet training plane

pulled out of a controlled dive which creates weightless conditions

within the airplane.

Eisele was taken to the Wright-Patterson AFB hoepital where

the dislocation was reduced. He remained in the hosptial overnight,

and flew back to Houston today, where he will be attended by flight

surgeons attached to the MSC medical office.

The Center Medical Office said the dislocation did n_

require a cast, and that astronaut Eisele will be on a limited

udty status for approximately three weeks.

4_4&4&
ii ii Ji



FOR _E 1:00 PM CST SEPTEMBER L7, 1964

_- Gemini Spacecraft No. 2, which will be launched on an unmanned

suborbital flight later this year, is scheduled to be delivered _
#t

to Cape Kennedy early next week, the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

announced today.

NASA accepted the spacecraft after a more than two-week review

of manufcaturing, checkouts, testing and simulated flight data at

the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, manufacturer

of the spacecraft is now being prepared for shipment.

The spacecraft will be flown from St. Louis to Cape Kennedy

no later than Tuesday. Charles W. Mathews, Gemini Program Manager,

said it will undergo several more weeks of checkout and testing

6 at the Cape before being mated to its launch vehicle, a modified

Titan II rocket. The launuh vehicle is erected on Pad 19 at Cape

Kennedy, where equipment damaged by an electrical storm last month

is being replaced.

The mission, designated GT-2, will pave the way for the nation's

first two-man space flight, scheduled in the first quarter of 1965.

GT-2 will flight qualify systems which will be aboard the manned

spacecraft as well as provide the first operational test of Gemini

reentry heat protection.

ii ii i!
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MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

_CENTER 1, Texas
HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-153_

September 21, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Astronaut William A. Anders has developed

a common cold and has been grounded by MSC doctors. He will not

be taking part in any field tests and will not be flying for a few

days. Anders was scheduled to participate Wednesday and Thursday

in a sea tending test off Galveston with Spacecraft Static Article

5, but has been dropped from the test roster. His place will be

taken by a test engineer of the landing and recovery division,

which is conducting the test. Astronauts James Lovell and Alan

Bean are still scheduled to take part in the test.

II II II
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I_.,TIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

_C TF 1, lexas
HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-154

September 24, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Sunday afternoon open house at the NASA

Manned Spacecraft Center, a regular event since the first weekend

open house last June 6, will be suspended for one Sunday afternoon

only, September 27.

The Center's open house each Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

will be resumed on Sunday, October 4, and continued indefinitely.

Work on the Center's electrical power system that can only

be done on weekends when the Center is not in operation causes

suspension of the September 27 open house. No electrical power

will be available in the Auditorium building where space movies

and static exhibits are shown to visitors.

%%9
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HUnter 3-_3_3 MSC-_ 157'
,%,

ffOUsToK,TEXAS- Faith T, INe:rc_u7m_Qlcmtt flown by Aetroem_ L, GordonCooper

_hr_h October 25 _ _11 a_o_is_ d ·

The four da_ I_ _ A_nna_'O_i_s '_I _he : 4_th of _O I_l_ _$
t

v_Iit$ that the NaSzLor_l Aerom_ut_cI and 8pe_ee A_m_n Itratic_ ImI mahedul_ for "

Cooperts spacecraft. Close to _ . . person_ have alread_ mn

_acecraft since _t begin its croci country tour in Coopertl home _tate of Oklaho_.

The _ _une_ Spacecraft C_nter at I_urton, Texal, has est Faith 7 _ a _ .

vh_ch permits ea_J _e_ of the inside of the al_cecraffc. A _-t_o_ of the ba_

of the heat shield and portions of the oute'," skin h_ve been cut a_ per_tti_
W,, I

first public look It the inner _tructure of a Mercury spacecraft.

The spacecraft - _nslde and out - i8 e_Lctl_ a_ it was when it _]plashe_ down'

into the Pacific _r _d_my Island on Mo_ IL6,1963. Nothin6 has changed. The

slmcecraft sh.'Lns,lee- its ou.ter skin Bade cd: I new metal reset41 - ahowi the

effects of the 1;000 degree heat which blezg_ted the Slmcecraft &zrt_ re-entry

into earth's atmosphere. The heat shield - a _ure of _I fibel[_ i 1_ -

at the base of the ilmcecr_t vithItOOd utYl_rdm te_eratures of 3,000 delrees

farenhelt when Cooper d/ret'ted l_i't_ ? on i_' return to the earth.

Also on d/splay with the spacecrm_tt ire cameras Cooper carrie_ and the a_-on_ut

Survival Kit vhich rode on F_/th T's 5_6,18'.5_zLleearthoeircl/n_ fll_ht. 8empbl of

the food Cooper ate _urln6 his day and a h&lf _n rlmce will also be on d/sp.]J_.

The 13 month tour; endirq_th the ']_l."t'.,.'l.mlI clpitol on mow. lp 196_j _ cover
%

S .: '. ,.-.
·80 minutes. ! . ,_: _, _,
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

- ,,__mmli!_l C NT E R ' '*__r__________ _f_,_;:_, __:_;1, T e x a s
HU3-4231 NSC 64-159

September 25, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration has approved a contract with the Space and Information

Systems Division of North American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif.,

for spare parts for spacecraft and ground support equipment in

Project Apollo.

The $14,185,848 contract is aimed at having a variety of

spare parts at Cape Kennedy and White Sands Missile Range to allow

field repairs of Apollo Command and Service Modules.

Spares include such items as complete electronic packages,

hydraulic and mechanical components, spare reaction control engines

and the equipment necessary to permit field repairs. This allows

rapid replacement of parts in the field and prevents costly delays

at launch and test sites.



MSC 64-160

September 28, 1964

GEMINI WATER SUITABILITY TEST

FACT SHEET

OBJECTIVES

1. To demonstrate suitability and stability of the spacecraft

in long duration sea environment.

2. To verify qualification of spacecraft systems for post-t

landing water environment, which includes the possibility of a

maximum recovery time of 36 hours in a remote landing area. Sig-

nificant systems to be verified are electrical, communications,

and environmental control. Seaworthiness of the spacecraft struc-

ture will be demonstrated, also.

3. To obtain information on human physiological reaction to

a long duration sea environment.

TEST VEHICLE

The test vehicle is designated Gemini Static Article No. 5.

It is a production spacecraft with the following operable systems:

a. Electrical

b. Communications

c. Environmental control system providing astronauts

with suit ventilation and breathing air.

Static Article No. 5 is representative of Spacecraft No. 3,

the first manned Gemini spacecraft in which Astronauts Virgil I.

(Gus) Grissom and John W. Young will orbit the earth during the ·

--more--
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first quarter of 1965. It has the same center of gravity, weight,

volume_, and configuration.

TEST SUBJECTS

1. James A. Lovell - Astronaut

2. Alan L. Bean - Astronaut

3. Dr. John Billingham, M.D. - Crew Systems Division

4. Edward A. Armstrong - Engineer, Gemini Program Office

5. Gordon W. Harvey - Engineer, Flight Cre_ Support Division

6. Robert D. Mercer - Engineer, Flight Crew Support Division

8. J. B. Thomas - Engineer, Flight Crew Support Division

TEST LOCATION

The test will be conducted in the Gulf of Mexico, approximately

40 miles southwest of Galveston, Texas. The NASA motor vessel

"Retriever" will tend the test vehicle.

GENERAL

The test vehicle will be tethered to the "Retriever" with a

400-foot line which will also support electrical cable. Doctors

and technicians will monitor the performance of the spacecraft

systems and test subjects through instrumentation aboard the

"Retrieveri,! Ground stations and aircraft will be utilized to

monitor spacecraft communications equipment, also.



N,_rIONALAERONAUTICSAND.SPACEADMINISTRATION
MANNEDSPACECRAF Ho_sto.
_CENTER 1.,"'r_xa _

HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-161
3} October 1, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Astronauts, engineers and officials of the

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center today inspected a full-scale mock-up

of the Apollo command and service modules, two-thirds of the vehicle

destined to carry three Americans to the moon and back.

The third module, called LEM for Lunar Excursion Module, will

be inspected next week at Bethpage, New York.

The Apollo spacecraft lunar configuration comprises three

separable major parts called "modules" which are fastened together

in tandem. The Apollo command and service modules are being pro-

duced by North American's Space and Information Systems Division,

Downey, Calif., for NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

Atop the spacecraft command module is the launch escape system, an

emergency safety unit designed to whisk the command module and its

occupants to safety in the event of a catastrophic booster failure

before or during launch. The lunar excursion module, into which

two of NASA's three astronauts will transfer to land on the moon,

is being built by Grumman Aircraft Engineering, C_r_, Bethpage, N. Y.

--more--
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The Command Module is the Apollo spacecraft's control center

for the moon flight. It provides combination living, working and

leisure time quarters for the three-man crew. The command module

consists of two shells -- an inner crew compartmentS, and an outer

heat shield. Ablative materials are applied to the outer structure

after it has been assembled and fit-checked to the crew compartment.

Shape Conical

Height 12 feet

Diameter (at the base) 13 feet

Launch Weight 10,000 pounds (approx.)

Outer Structure Stainless steel honeycomb

bonded between aluminum

alloy sheets

Inner Compartment Primarily aluminum honeycomb

_On_'e_' bet_!een aluminum alloy
sheets

Insulation A two-layer micro-quartz

fiber insulation separates
the walls of the inner and

outer structures

Environment Shirt-sleeve temperature of

about 75 degrees, and 100 per

cent oxygen

Couches Aluminum and titanium padded

with plastic encased nylon

webbing
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MSC 6_-161

The Service Module houses the main propulsion motor, and its

propellants for _eturn from the moon and for midcourse corrections.

It contains the electrical system, reaction control engines and

part of the environmental control system. Propellants and various

systems are housed in pie-shaped sections surrounding the main

engine. Attached to the command module during the flight to the

moon, the service module is jettisoned prior to earth re-entry.

Shape Cylindrical

Height 22 feet (including engine)

Diameter 13 feet

Construction Mostly aluminum alloy. The

outside skin is honeycomb

bonded between aluminum

sheets.

Launch Weight 50,000 pounds (approx.)

The Launch Escape System is located atop the Apollo command

module, Its purpose is safe recovery of the command module and

· J-O'
_u_ oc_up_n_s in the event of a catastrophic booster failure before

or during launch. In addition to the tower, the system has three

primary components: The launch escape and pitch control motors

(Lockheed Propulsion Co.) and the tower jettison motor (Thiokol

Chemical Corp.).

--more--
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Shape Torpedo atop 10-foot latticed
tower

Length 33 feet

Diameter 2.2 feet

Total Weight G,50_ _ounds (approx.)

Launch Escape Motor Thrust 155,000 pounds

Pitch Control Motor " 2,800 pounds

Tower Jettison Motor" 33,000 pounds

The following modifications have been made to the lunar mission

version of the Apollo command and service modules to psr_it_ opera-

tions with the lunar excursion module:

The Apollo docking system allows the lunar excursion module

to mate with the command module so that astronauts can transfer into

the LEM for descent to the moon. The docking system also will be

used to hook up the two modules when the LEM returns from the moon

to rendezvous with the mother ship so that the astronauts may trans-

fer back to the command module for return to earth.

The Apollo docking system consists Of a probe mounted on top

of the command module. The probe enters the funnel-shaped drogue

mounted on the lunar excursion module when the modules are flown

together and joined.

--more--
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The launch escape system is attached to a boost protective

cover, which is a shell contoured to fit the sloping section of

the command module. The boost protective cover protects the LEM

docking mechanism from aerodynamic heating during first stage

boost (while leaving the earth's atmosphere). It protects the

command module's windows, keeping them free of soot and erosion

brought on by launch escape motor exhaust. It also protects th_

command module's thermal control paint on the ablative material.

The aft portion of the boost cover consists of seven separate

panels which are fastened together by zippers° The panels are

fastened to the forward cover with fasteners. The boost protective

cover is jettisoned with the launch escape tower°

The launch escape system also will utilize canards -- a sta-

bilizin,3 s_t of "wings" located near the tower jettison motor_

The canards deploy to turn the command module heat shield forward

in the event of an emergency and abort. The wings act as a drag

on the front part of the command module turning it around so that

the blunt end travels forward. The canards will be _flight tested

late this year with the launch of Engineering Test Vehicle 23

atop a Little Joe II at White Sands, N. M.

--more--
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The command module's forward (upper) heat shield has a flat-

top. The forward hatch cover (viewed from inside) is dished. A

flat-topped command module permits installation of an external

docking system which is protected during boost by the protective

cover. The docking system can be installed and removed during

docking operations. It may be left behind with the lunar excursion

module or jettisoned before entering the earth's atmosphere. The

ablative material thickness will be changed throughout the command

module.

Electronic gear is being consolidated and rearranged. The

main instrument console will comprise three large subassemblies

with instruments preassembled and prewired. The guidance and

navigation system and the stabilization and control system are

integrated into a single system. The caution-warning system dis-

play unit is bein 9 rel_a ec anti the system s capacity increased.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- A retired Army colonel whose engineering

and administrative backgrcund includes work with Project Mercury

is the new manager of NASA Manned Spacecraft Center's White Sands

Operat ions o

The appointment of Martin Lo Ralnes to manage White Sands

Operations activities supporting Apollo and Gemini Program testing

in New Mexico was ,_r}.no':?,n'f,_d today in Houston by Dr. Robert R.

Gilruth, director of the Manned Spacecraft Cento_.

Raines very recently retired from the Army in Washington

and is expected to arrive for duty in Las Cruces on October 5.

He replaces Wesley Eo Messing_ who transferred to MSC Florida

Operations in Juiy_ Interim management of _hite Sands Operations

has been conducted by Paul E° Purser_ special assistant to Dr.

Gilruth o

White Sands Operations includes the Apollo flight test launch

complex at White Sands Missile Range and the Propulsion Systems

Development Facility 20 miles northeast of Las Cruces.

--more-_
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Raines has been assigned since April to Project Cloud Gap as

test director of Field Test CG-9. Project Cloud Gap is a joint

project sponsored by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and

the Department of Defense for the purpose of developing and field

testing arms control concepts in support of national policy.

Raines is 47 years old and has completed 22 years of active

duty in the Army.

His assignment to NASA's Project Mercury Was from January

1959 until September 1960 as dhief of the Army Ordnance Missile

Command Office with the nation's first manned spaceflight program.
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HOI_STON, TEXAS -- A major test of the NASA Worldwide Tracking

Network will begin OcTober 9 in preparation for manned earth-orbital

flights in the Gemini program.

Simulated flight missions will be carried out over a nine-day period

involving Cape Kennedy, Goddard Space Flight Center and eight remote

sites in the worldwide network to test tracking and communications

equipment and flight control procedures and equipment.

The Worldwide Network for Gemini control and communications will

be essentially the same as that used in the Mercury Earth orbital

flights. The network, however, has been updated to meet the more com-

plicated needs of the Gemini Program.

Manned Spacecraft Cent_rwill deploy approximately 50 flight con-

trollers, medical monitors, astronauts and other ground support systems

operators, astronauts and other ground support systems operators for

the test. About half of this number will man positions in the Mission

Control Center at Caoe Kennedy.

The test will be carried out under the supervision of Christopher

C. Kraft, Jr., Assistant Director for Flight Operations at MSC and

Operations Director for the Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA Head-

quarters, for the upcoming GT-2 (Gemini-Titan 2) suborbital flight.

--more--
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Kraft also will serve as operations director for GT-3.

Ail four recently announced flight directors, Kraft and John

Hodge, Gene Kranz and Glenn Lunney will handle flight director duties

for the network simulations. L. Gordon Cooper, one of the original

Mercury Program pilots, will serve as Capsule Communicator (Capcom)

at Cape Kennedy. Astronauts Charles Conrad and Neil Armstrong will

observe the simulations at remote sites, Conrad at Carnarvon, Australia,

and Armstrong at the Kuai Station in Hawaii. Ted Freeman will serve

as Booster Tank monitor at MCC.

Other remote sites involved in the simulations will be in the

Canary Islands, Bermuda, Guaymas, Mexico, Corpus Christi, and on two

ships, the Rose Knot Victor at San Juan, Puerto Rico and the Coastal

Sentry Quebec enroute between Baltimore and San Juan.

Goddard Space Flight Center which is responsible for the design

and implementation and maintenance and operation of the network will

also provide computation of orbital tracks and voice and teletype

communications in the worldwide net.

Schedule of simulations will be as follows:

Oct. 9 -- Mission Control Center countdown and individual site

drills (equipment tests).

-- more--
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Oct. 10 -- Network countdowns and MCC-remote site interface

drills .

Oct. 11 -- Simulation preparations.

Oct. 12 -- Network simulation.

Oct. 13 -- Network simulation.

Oct. 14 -- Network simu!at3 on.

Oct. 15 -- Network simulation.

Oct. 16 -- Network simulation.

Oct. 17 -- MCC launch simulation.
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BETHPAGE, NEW YORK -- A full scale metal mock-up of the Luna_

Excursion Module was reviewed here today by officials from the Manned

Spacecraft Center, NASA_ in order to achieve a design representative

of the actual LEM flight mo_e!.

An Apollo Spacecraft Program management and engineering team_

headed by Dr. Robert R. Giiruth, Director, Manned Spacecraft Center,

Dr. joseph Shea, Apollo Program Manager, Oo E. Maynard, Chief, Systems

Engineering, and William Rector, III, LEM Project Officer, capped a

week-long analysis of the mock-up design with a critique aimed at

definitizing the LEM design, which is representative of the configu-

ration proposed by Grumman to satisfy the LEM mission, in order t_

continue development and qualification t_sting of the Lunar Excuraion

Module, and establish the design, as embodied by the mock-up_ as a

basis for tooling and fabrication of portions of LEM.

Center of attraction for the week-long meeting was the all metal

mock-u_ constructed mostly of aluminum, in which the various equipment

--more--
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and systems for the Lunar Excursion Module were expressed. In many

cases, actual equipment was utilized in the interior of the mock-up°

Designated M-5, the mock-up is also used to check the location of

equipment and displays in the vehicle and the compatibility of these

units with astronaut requirements.

NASA and Grumman representatives carefully analyzed and crit,iqued

the LEM equipment and systems. Alterations of modifications that abe

required will be incorporated in subsequent LEM ground and flight

test vehicles.

Eleven basic areas were crit,iqued:

Crew provisions

Controls, displays and lighting

Stabilization and control system, guidance and navigation and

radars

Electrical power

Propulsion, ascent, descent and reaction control

Power generation

Environmental control

Communications and instrumentation

Structures and landing gear

--more--
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Scientific equipment

Reliability and quality

APOLLO MISSION

Grumman is developing the Lunar Excursion Module under contract

with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The contract

covers the design, fabrication and delivery of 9 LEM ground test ve-

hicles and 11 LEM flight vehicles. Grumman will also support NASA

during the operational phase of the program.

As prime contractor for LE_ Grumman with its subcontractors, is

:oducing all major subsystems of the LEM except the primary naviga-

tion and guidance system, which is being developed by the Instrumenta-

tion Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The Lunar Excursion Module is the portion of the Apollo spacecraft

which will separate from the Command Module in Lunar orbit, transporting

two astronauts to the surface of the Moon. The LEM will serve as a

"Moon Base" while the astronauts perform their exploratory duties and

then will take off to join the orbiting Command Module.

When the LEM is detached from the Apollo Command and Service

Modules in order to descent to the surface of the Moon, it will weigh

less than 15 tons. The twO-man cab is approximately ten feet in diam-

er.
\

--more--
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Mounted on four legs, LEM stands 20 feet tall. The legs and

descent stage will serve as a launch platform and will remain on the

lunar surface when the LEM ascent stage takes off to rejoin the mother

spacecraft. LEM will weigh about 4 Earth tons when it leaves the

Moon's surface.

Technical management of the Apollo Spacecraft Program is the

responsibility of the Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration, Houston, Texas, under the over-all direction

of the NASA Office of Manned Space Flight in Washington, D. C.

###
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Control and guidance for the Little Joe II

booster which will launch next boilerplate Apollo spacecraft from

White Sands is being checked out at the Manned Spacecraft Center

this week.

Test engineers of General Dynamics/Convair and MSC have set

up a Little Joe II booster fin in the laboratory in a closed loop

checkout of the ability of the booster to put the Apollo spacecraft

through a high altitude maximum dynamic pressure abort.

The trajectory to be flown has been programmed on an analog

computer which drives a three axis flight table. The rate and

attitude gyros react to the computer input and feed commands to

the moveable surface of the fin.

Engineers will introduce wind turbulence, thrust misalignments

and structural bending into the flight to determine the ability of

the guidance system to correct for these factors.

The tests will investigate the compatibility of subsystem com-

ponents and determine the effects of component degradation on booster

performance.

--more--
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Two previous flights of Little Joe II at White Sands have

not used the controllable fin. The Little Joe program is designed

to qualify the Apollo Spacecraft launch escape system for astronaut

safety.

_1 ii ii
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A complete systems test performed successfully

yesterday on NASA's Gemini-Titan 2 Launch Vehicle was a significant

step in preparation for the second unmanned Gemini flight. The flight

scheduled during the fourth quarter of %his year_ will send the

spacecraft on a ballistic trajectory down the AF Eastern Test Range

where recovery is planned.

Under the direction of Lt. Col. John G. Albert, Chief of the

- Titan-Gemini Booster Division of the 6555th Aerospace Test Wing and

Martin Co. Test Conductor James Kelly, the combined Air Force-Martin

crew accomplished the systems check on the booster and CompleK 19

at Cape Kennedy. The test simulated the last 30 minutes of the launch

countdown, the launch, and the first six (6) minutes of flight.
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"NASA SPACEMOBILE,

Itinerant educators are an interesting development of the Space Age.

Requests for speakers knowledgeable in all facets of the space program stream

constantly into the offices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The

NASA Spacemobile Lecture-Demonstration has proved to be one of the most interesting and
effective educational programs established to fill this need.

A NASA Spacemobile and lecturer will arrive in

to present

The public's desire to become better informed about space activities and achieve-

ments of the United States in space exploration soon became evident after the enact-

ment of the Space Act of 1958. Seldom has the public shown such interest in a national

program not directly related to defense.

The educational community, in particular, has shown great interest in keeping

st_ uts and teachers informed of the latest developments in space research and ex-
pl___tion.

Spacemobiles carry cargos of scale models of rockets and satellites, mechanical
and electrical equipment, and other space science exhibits which assist lecturers in
conveying the vital importance of a broad-based national program of space exploration.
Lecturers discuss in depth those areas of science and tectmology which are brought
together in the development of this new national capability. They also acq_alnt au-
diences with the various types of rockets, satellites, fuels and new materials developed
and used in the space program.

Scale models displayed and discussed by Spacemobile lecturers include Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo n_nned spacecraft and ur,manned weather, communications, and scientific
satellites such as Tiros, Nimbus, Syncom, Alouette, Ranger, Surveyor, the OSO and OGO.

Lecturers traveling with the Spacemobiles are classroom-experienced science

educators who speak to a wide variety of audiences, ranging from elementary and secon-

dary school children to university students and teachers partmcipating in symposia,

institutes and workshops, usually from one day to three weeks in duration.

Spacemobile lecturers also appear before civic and service organizations and
other interested groups, _lm are frequently guests on both educational and commercial

television. Between 800,000 to 1_000_000 persons will view a Spacemobile lecturer
each month on television.
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NATIONS'S SPACE EFFORT TO BE

EXPLAINED AT DEMONSTRATION

Students and faculty of will learn more

about the Space Age in a demonstration presented by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The school will be visited by the Spacemobile on

Accompanying the Spacemobile and presenting the demonstration will be
and

Traveling throughout the United States and in foreign countries, the demonstratien

units provide an introduction to space science and to our nation's space activities.

The demonstration is presented by professional science educators who are authori-

tatively informed on the space sciences and the programs of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

Models of launch vehicles and spacecraft, mechanical and electronic devices, and

other audio-visual materials and experiments are a part of the Spacemobile demonstra-

tJ equipment. These aids are used in demonstrating basic scientific principles and

ho_ _hese apply to the programs of NASA.

For instance, the lecturer traces the history of rocketry---from the early efforts
of the Chinese in the 13th century, liquid fuel rocket research of America's Dr. Robert

Goddard, and to the more recent success of the Germans and their _-2 missile.

The scientific principles of orbits and propulsion are discussed along with the
men whose discoveries and vision paved the way to our present day exploration of outer

space.

The students will learn about the various projects of the NASA as the lecturer

explains them by utilizing authentic scale models of scientific payloads I.ow exploring
outer space.

They will explore together the benefits of communications and weather satellites,
the scientific information derived from current scientific satellites, the hopes for

those launched in the future, and the aims of international cooperation through space
research.

The imagination of the students will respond to the lecturer's discussion of
m_n's flight to the moon. He will explain not only the mechanics of the flights of

Projects Gemini and Apollo but will provide an insight into the biological problems

of man in a space environment.

-NASA-

MSt' 7866-64
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THE STUDENTS AND TEACH_RS OF

;'giLLRECEIVE A CLOSER AND MORE PERSONAL LOOK INTO THE AGE OF SPACE ON

· THE OCCASION WILL BE THE ARRIVAL OF THE SPACEMOBILE---

AN EDUCATIONAL UNIT OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIJ_ISTRATION. THIS

TRAVELING i_,_ITIS OPERATED BY EXP_RIENCEIP SCIt2_CE EDUCATORS WHO HAVE TRAVELED

THROUGHOUT THE U_ITED STATES SPEAKING TO SCHOOL AND GENERAL PUBLIC AUDIENCES.

THE LECTURERS NILL DEMONS rP_ITE BASIC SCI,_4TIFIC PRINCIPLES BY USING VISUAL

AIDS AND EXP_RIM_J,_TS. THEY _fiLL EXPLAIN THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS, BOTH CURRti_r

AND FUTi_RE, OF THE N.A.S.A. BY USING AUTHENTIC SCALE MODELS OF ROCKETS AND

SPACECRAFT. THE LECTURER WILL TRACE THE EARLY DEVELOPmeNT OF ROCKETRY, AND BY

UTILIZING ELECTRICAL AND MEHANICAL EQUIPMENT, HE WILL DISUCSS T}_ AREAS OF

L

PROP_SiON AND LAUNCH VEHICLES, ELECTRICAL REQUI_TS ON SPACECRAFT, AND M_ANY

OF THE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN SPACE FLIGHT---BOTH _INNED AND UI_MAN{ED. THIS

ILiTERESTIi4G AND TJ2_LY PROGRAM IS BEING PRESENTED AS AN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE OF

THE ?fATIOi_f_LAERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADI,[INISTRATION TO SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT THE

_ITED STATES.

-NASA-
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A TRAVELING EDUCATIONAL IINIT OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE

ADMINISTRATION (NASA) WILL PRESENT TO THE STLrDENTS AND TEACHERS OF

A SPACE SCIENCE DEMONSTRATION.

THIS UNIT---CALLED THE SPACEMOBILE---WILL VISIT THE SCHOOL ON

· THE SPACEMOBILE CONSISTS OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

AND AUTHENTIC SCALE MODELS OF ROCKETS AND SPACECRAFT. PRESENTING THE DEMON-

STRATION WILL BE AN EXPERIENCED SCIENCE EDUCATOR WHO IS AUTHORITATIVELY IN-

FORF[KD ON THE SPACE SCIENCES AND THE ACTIVITIES OF THE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS

AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION. THE LECTURER WILL TRACE THE HISTORY OF ROCKETRY_

DISCUSS PR0trgLSION AND LAUNCH VEHICLES_ AND GIVE AN INSIGHT INTO THE "WHYS"

AND "HOWS" OF AMERICAtS VENTURE INTO OUTER SPACE.
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October 13, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Developmental spacecroft landing rockets are

scheduled this week for their first over-water test firin_ an Trinity

Bay by Manned Spacecraft Center engineers.

The experimental program will begin with a drop of the boiler-

plate Gemini spacecraft from a C-119 aircrafu at 11,200 feet altitude.

A parasail or controllable parachute will be used to lower the space-

craft toward the water, steered by commands from an MSC engineer.

When the spacecraft is ten feet above the water, the two 12,000

lb thrust rockets will fire simultaneously when actuated by sensors

suspended below the spacecraft. The landing speed of the spacecraft

will be cut from 27 feet per aecond to nine or ten feet per second

after the rockets fire. Burn time of the rockets is one and one-half

seconds.

Each of the two landing rockets is 23 inches in lengt/% and five

inches in diameter and is manufactured by the Thiokol Chemical Co.,

of Elkton, Maryland. The solid-propellant rockets use a rubber base

propellant with an oxidizer of polybutadine acryllic acid.

--more--
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The landing rockets are designed to give the flight crew member

added cushion from impact shock. Although a<bOilerplate Gemini space-

craft is being used for this test, the landing rockets are not a

definite part of the Gemini or Apollo program.

The NASA motor vessel Retriever will carry MSC engineers to

Trinity Bay for ground control of the test and pick-up of the

spacecraft.

4&4_4_
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NASA SPACEMOBILE TO BE SCHEDULED IN NORTH DAKOTA

HOUSTON, TEXAS - The Spacemobile, a traveling educational unit of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, will again be scheduled in the school

systems of North Dakota. Eugene E. Horton, Chief of Educational Progr_s for

the i_nned Spacecraft Center, announced the availability of the unit from January

iI through February 26.

The scheduling of the Spacemobile in North Dakota is accomplished through

the State Department of Public Instruction. Mr. K. L. Dooley, Director of State

Federal Relations, is now in the process of planning the itinerary. Last year,

approximately 1_000 students and teachers attended the space-science demonstration

in North Dakota.

_. Doo!ey has requested that all administrators or teachers interested in

scheduling the Spacemobile in their schools this year contact him at his office

in Bismarck.

A Spacemobile is not used for exhibit purposes, but is presented as a lecture-

demonstration. These demonstrations are given by experienced science educators who

are authoritatively informed on the activities of the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration.

The first Spacemobile began meeting commitments in the Spring of 1961.

Later, additional units were placed into operation to meet the ever-increasing
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demand. At the present time, the NASA operates over 20 Spacemobiles in the

United States.

On the average, the Spacemobile lecturers will talk to about 400,000 people

per month. It has also been estimated that between 800,000 and 1,O00,O00 persons

will view a Spacemobile lecturer each month on television both educational and

conmlercial.

While the majority of Spacemobile appearances are in the elementary and

secondary schools, they make frequent visits to the campuses of our colleges

and universities. They participate in teacher education through symposia, in-

sititutes, and workshops which may be of one-day to three-weeks duration.
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Released 8:45 am CST

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- NASA will recruit 10 to 20 scientist-

astronauts for the Nations future manned spaceflight missions.

The recruiting process will begin at once, with a December 31

application deadline. Selection of this first group of scientist-

astronauts is to be completed by next spring.

A vast scientific frontier is being opened to direct scientific

exploration by man. Observation made by scientist-astronauts will

provide new information on the solar system and on man's ability to

perform effectively in prolonged spaceflight.

The office of Space Science and Application and the National

Academy of Sciences have cooperated in developing the scientific

criteria of the selection process and the Academy will conduct the

screening for scientific qualifications of the applicants. The

Office of Manned Space Flight and the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,

Texas, will be responsible for all other aspects of selection criteria

and screening.

on April 16, 1964, the National Academy of Sciences was requested

to participate in establishing scientific criteria for scientist-

astronauts by Dr. Homer E. Newell, Associate Administrator for Space

Sciences and Applications, in a letter to Dr. Harry H. Hess, Chairman

of the Academy Research Council Space Science Boar_.

--mot e--
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Scientific criteria were developed by the Space Science Board

r- Adhoc Committee on Scientific Qualifications of Scientist-Astronauts

which began a series of meetings in May.

The scientist-astronaut program is opened to scientists in

scientific, medical or engineering specialty or any combination of

those specialties. To be eligible for the scientist-astronaut program,

an applicant must:

1. Have been born on or after August 1, 1930; be a citizen of

the United States; and be no taller than six feet.

2. Have (a) a bachelor's degree (b) a doctorate in the natural

sciences, medicine or engineering of the equivalent in experience.

3. Have transcripts of academic records sent directly to Scientist-

f Astronaut, P. O. Box 2201 Houston, Texas 77058, from all institutions of

higher education which he has attended.

4. Have scores in the graduate record examination sent by

Educational Texting Service, Princeton, N. J., directly to Scientist-

Astronaut at the Houston address above. NOTE: (Examinations will be

given January 16, 1965). Completed applications and examination fee

must reach Educational Testing Service by December 31, 1964. In the

event that an applicant has not taken graduate record examinations and

plans to take the January 16 examination will be forwarded to Scientist-

Astronaut, Houston, by the Education Testing Service.

--more--
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5. Submit a Standard Form 57, Federal Employment Applicant

Form, available at any U.S. Post Office.

6. Submit a Standard Form 89, Report of Medical History,

obtainable at U.S. Post Office. Forms should be signed by both

the applicant and his physician.

7. Submit Standard Form 78, Certificate of Medical Examination,

Part A to be completed by applicant and Part B, questions 1 through

21, to be completed by his physician. This form is also available

at local post offices or offices of the Civil Service Commission.

Ail applicants should address their application postmarked no

later than midnight December 31, 1964 to Scientist-Astronaut, P. O.

Box 2201, Houston, Texas 77058.

After preliminary screening, certain applicants will be asked

to submit additional material including published or unpublished

scientific and engineering reports; essays on field experience, re-

search activities, or hobbies related to space mission; and individual

thoughts on scientific objectives of manned space missions.

Before final selection of astronauts, applicants will receive a

thorough physical examination and will be required to take part in a

limited space simulation program. The simulation program will serve

to familiarize them with the space environment and determine to a

degree their ability to withstand the stresses of launch, spaceflight

and reentry.

--more--
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Selected applicants who are not already qualified pilots will

be given individual flight raining necessary to qualify them as

pilots of high-performance aircraft and helicopter.

For further information, prespective applicants should write

Scientist-Astronauts, P. O. Box 2201, Houston, Texas 77058.

#_
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A description of proposed lunar-base locations

and functions, together with complete status reports on the Gemini

and Apollo programs, will highlight the Third Manned Space Flight

Meeting, November 4-6, at the Rice Hotel, Houston, Texas.

The meeting, co-sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics and NASA, will review in depth progress thus far and

future plans for all manned spaceflight projects including lunar bases,

_ space stations, and lunar surface vehicles. The program has been planned

to provide systems-oriented sessions on Gemini, Apollo, man-rated launch

vehicles, guidance and control, biotechnology, spacecraft design, and

simulation and training. The final day of the meeting will cover advanced

manned missions and future challenges.

The advanced manned missions session will contain papers on

planning and development of lunar bases together with factors influencing

the type of base required and possible locations; a survey of problems

associated with the design of a 2-man lunar surface vehicle with a

175-mile range; and cost analyses of advanced rocket and airbreathing

launch systems for space station support that show savings of 8_ to

9_ over current launch systems.

--mot e--
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A briefing and tour of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has

been scheduled for three times during the meeting.

The banquet speaker will be Edward C. Welsh, acting Chairman

and Executive Secretary, National Aeronautics and Space Council

During the banquet four AIAA awards will be presented. They are

the Astronautics Award for outstanding contribution to the advance-

ment of spaceflight, the Octave Chanute Award for notable contribution

made by a pilot to the aerospace sciences, the John Jeffries Award

for outstanding contribution to the advancement of astronautics

through medical research, and the Robert M. Losey Award recognizing

an outstanding contribution to the science of meteorology as applied

to aerospace. Award winners have not been announced.

Luncheon speakers are Dr. George Mueller, Associate Administrator

for Manned Space Flight, NASA; Maj. Gen. Marvin C. Demler, Director,

Research and Technology Division, AFSC; and Harrison Storms, President,

Space and Information Systems Division, NAA.

The program has been organized by General Chairman Paul E. Purser,

Special Assistant to the Director, NASA MSC; and Scott Royce, co-chairman,

of Northrop Corp., in cooperation with AIAA technical committees. The

Houston Section of AIAA will be host. Charles B. Appleman, of General

Electric Co., is chairman of the Houston Section and Arrangements

Chairman for the meeting.

--more--
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_ NOTE TO EDITORS:

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF PRESS CONFERENCES

WEDNESDAY

George E. Mueller, Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight,

NASA, Luncheon Speaker.

Joseph F. Shea, Manager, Apollo Spacecraft office, NASA MSC, Apollo

Proqram Status.

Charles W. Mathews, Manager, Gemini Program Office, NASA MSC, The

Gemini Proqram--Proqress and Plans.

THURS DAY

Maj. Gen. Marvin C. Demler, Director, Research & Technology Div.

Air Force Systems Command, Luncheon Speaker.

George R. Arthur, ITT Federal Laboratories, Spacecraft Design.

Donald K. Slayton, NASA MSC, Simulation and Training.

R. R. Hessberg, NASA MSC, Bio-Technoloqies.

Capt. Robert F. Freitag, Office of Manned Space Flight, NASA, Launch

Veh ic le s.

Edward C. Welsh, Executive Secretary, National Aeronautics and Space

Council, Banquet Speaker.

FRIDAY

Harrison A. Storms, Jr., President, Space & Information Systems Div.

North American Aviation, Inc., Luncheon Speaker.

E. Z. Gray, NASA Headquarters, Advanced Manned Missions.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Apollo astronauts will begin training next

summer on the world's largest manned centrifuge, now nearing com-

pletion at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center_

The one million-pound device, capable of imposing a load equal

to 30 times the force of gravity (30g)_ will help prepare moon-

bound space pilots for the rigors of launch acceleration and earth

re-entry.

At 42 revolutions per minutes the 50-foot arm of the centri-

fuge exerts a 30g load while swinging around its hub at 150 miles

an hour_ The arm can be lengthened to 60 feets allowing high g

loads at fewer rpm.

Until completion of this facility NASA astronauts will con-

tlnue training at the Navy's Aviation Medical Acceleration Labora-

5ory at Johnsvil!e; Pao

A -three-man gondola at the 'tip of the 50-foot arm will rep-

resent the interior of an actual Apollo spacecraft, complete with

ccntrc!s_ diais_ switches and an environmental control system to

=_more--
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simulate actual space conditions. A vacuum equal to altitudes up to

125,000 feet can be produced by environmental equipment inside the

12-foot gondola.

Computers will gimbal the gondola spacecraft in pitch and roll,

adding two axis to the forward motion of the device. A third movement,

yaw, could be added if necessary, but simulations on the centrifuge

are already programmed to be somewhat more demanding than any antici-

pated space flight. The astronauts will be able to control their

motions through the computers.

The most acceleration American astronauts experienced during

Project Mercury was slightly above llg during the suborbital flights

of Astronauts Alan Shepard and Virgil Grissom. Re-entry from orbital

flight produces lower g levels.

Re-entry from an Apollo lunar return flight is expected to impose

fewer than 10g normally, or as many as 15g under emergency conditions.

The centrifuge can produce 30g for three minutes or 20g for half

an hours far beyond that predicted for space flight or training. But

the device will also be used to test equipment and to conduct physi-

ological stress studies.

Astronaut Walter M. Schirra has experienced 18g on a centrifuge,

more than any other astronaut. Test subjects have endured up to 25g

for peak period of five seconds. Astronauts are trained to perform

under !Cmads up to !5g.
--more--
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The effects of positive gravity forces are cumulative, varying

with time, position of the body and rate of acceleration° To!eranc_

vary also with arbitrary limits, such as ability to perform effectively,

remain conscious or simply survive°

Designed primarily for Apollo training, the facility will have

medical laboratories for pre-flight and post flight simulations.

During centrifuge runs more than 400 measurements can be obtained,

including biomedical information similar to that monitored during

actual space flight.

The 6,700 horsepower Westinghouse electric motor which drives

the MSC centrifuge is the largest vertical electric motor in the

free world. Its rotor alone weighs i97_000 pounds.

The Rucker Company of Oakland_ Calif._ is building the centrifuge

and controls° W. S. Bellows Construction Corporation of Houston, and

Peter Kiewit Sons Company of Omahas Neb._ are the construction contrac-

tors.

The Flight Acceleration Facility will be operational next June

at a total cost of about $10.5 million°



FACT SHEET

FLIGHT ACCELERATION FACILITY

Bldg. 29, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

ARM LENGTHS 1. Basically 50 feet

2. 40 feet with removal of 10-foot section

3. 60 feet with additional 10-foot section

(Future)

PAYLOAD 1. 3_000 pounds, including crew

RADIAL ACCELERATION 1. 30 G_s for 3 minutes

2. 20 G_s Sustained for 30 minutes

RATE 1. 5.1 G per second acceleration rate from

2 G base at 60 percent overload with

50-foot arm

POWER 1. 6_700 horsepower DC main motor drive

(nominal)

GONDOLA SIZE 1. 12-foot diameter spherical gondola

GIMBAL SYSTEM 1. FIRST AXIS (Gimbal Ring)

2 RAD per second 2 angular acceleration

30 RPM angular velocity
Continuous rotation in either direction

2. SECOND AXIS (Gondola)

10 RAD per sec 2 angular acceleration

30 RPM angular velocity

Continuous rotation in either direction

ENVIRONMENTAL 1. A!titude_ Sea Level to 125,000 feet

(3mm Hg }

2. Temperature_ 10°C to 90°C (Atmospheric

Pressure Only}

3. Humidity_ 40 to 60 percent (Atmospheric

Pressure On!y)

_-more--
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CONTROLS 1o Complete man-machine closed loop control

DATA 1. 300 plus slip rings for data collection,

plus pulse code modulation

CONTRACTORS 1. Rucker Co.0 Oakland, Califo0 Centrifuge,

instrumentation, cQntrols

2o Westinghouse Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

electric motor

3. W. S. Bellows Construction Corpo, Houston,

Te×o_ Peter Kiewit Sons COo, Omaha, Neb.,

construc%ion
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Astronaut Russell L. Schweickart abandoned his

Gemini spacecraft 100 miles above the Pacific Ocean today to celebrate

his 29th birthday.

He was operating the Gemini Mission Simulator at the NASA Manned

Spacecraft Center here, part of a week-long test of the biomedical

equipment to be worn during manned Gemini missions beginning in 1965.

Schweickart has worn this equipment, including body sensors at-

tached to his skin, amplifiers and wiring inside his Gemini space suit,

and the suit itself, since last Monday. He will not remove them until

tomorrow night after the final test series in a centrifuge at

the Ames Research Center near San Francisco, California.

Except for not being able to bathe and shave, Schweickart says

the test is "going along nicely" and he is perfectly comfortable and

able to perform his tasks without difficulty.

So far he has flown six missions in an F-104 jet trainer, has

flown three days of simulated Gemini missions and has performed a series

of tasks in a Gemini Procedures Trainer.

His wife, the former Clare Grantham Whitfield of Atlanta, Georgia,

brought him a cake last night and two gifts: a child's toy electric

- more -
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razor that "sounds like dad's" but doesn't shave, and a bar of

deodorant soap.

Astronaut Schweickart, however, did not eat any cake today. It

was his day to test freeze dehydrated space foods, so he watched as

members of the test team devoured his cake.

He ate tiny squares labeled "Chicken Sandwiches" and "Pound

Cake," and drank dehydrated pea soup, grape juice and fruit cocktail

after reconstituting it with a spacecraft device resembling a water

pistol.

The space food test was not originally scheduled, but Schweickart

volunteered to eat the space diet mainly to determine the degree of

difficulty involved in reconstituting it while wearing a space suit

and gloves.

Except for a tiny trace of grape juice on his white space suit,

the test was successful.

Schweickart is a civilian from Seagirt, N.J., where his parents,

Mr. and Mrs. George L. Schweickart still reside. Prior to his se-

lection as an astronaut, he was a research scientist at the Experi-

mental Astronomy Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

He is a former Air Force pilot and is still a captain in the Air National

Guard. He has about 1,500 hours in aircraft, mostly jets.

He, his wife and their five children live in Seabrook, Texas.

# # #
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near Houston. He was approechir6 the field for a landing at the time

of the crash -- 10:50 a.m._ CST. He was flyir_ a T-38 jet aircraft.

According to witnesses_ he was approxlmateiy 300 to 5OO feet high

whe--__he c:ano-py ai:z,_re:-,Liyleft th2 alrcr._..-, it was not clear w_esker %

Pre,:}I2anhad e.'ected :,r been %hr'lwn from %Ne aircr_ft on impact. The

hod,/ was found s or.e i(_ , yards from %Ne _:.........___ _. _h.e plane did not

catch fire.

Captain Freeman was pronounced dead at the scene by Dr. Samuel C.

_ma of i,_SA-M_C Medical O.veratiors.

__.=cL_ icr _1_o-_ Crew _erer_u_orm; Donald K. SlaFton_

....... =...... _a_ 1 _a ......se_ up to investigate the

crash. The board will Le supported in the invesvigation by personnel of

the _' _ 'm±_zngton Air Pcrce ___se.

Frees_n had been in the air a_pro×ima%e!y one hour on the first of

twa routine praficie_cy flights he had v_ianned _ooeay._ He took off from

Eilir_ton a_ 9:55 a.m._ CST.

The T-38 is one of 15 _et aircraft NASA as. roaauts use to maintain

their jet r,,roficle-aiv. '!r.ey ,._..........._"= p-'2-z,'_:_,.....p and I_ T-33 '°_·

Donai.:i Sla_an and Dr. ""' '" '_nal-es A. r.erri,'_-".'SCMedical Offi.eer_ broke

the 'F_ws cf %ne _.-_.a::-., %1 _ · :rr_,er:.anaZ her l_---..:_ near the '..... _

Ce,_u_r.

Ym%r,3naut }'feemail -_-_--'w_:_ r':-,=_........ _...... launch vehicles usei

%he :.a_nnei s_?e --'::.-}-x- _-..-.,-__.--,-._es tls ast:r na_% w,3rki,_4_s_tla!%v }-e l'x.

lief. _S£iZ:le'i %21, i'.SZ -_ ..... :!_$_ ' - ...... ''' ...... C"_'% :'_' '_ _-

_'" _-',-''.=2.e:_lni 2 a::u 3 fli,sk_s
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GEMINI SPACE SUIT QUALIFICATION PRCCRAM

FOR FIRST MANNED FLIGHTS

HOI_TON_ TEXAS =- There are 17 Gemini sult_s c_ren_ly being

tested in various parts of the United States and ag Ma:_neJ Space-

craft Center, Houston, to qualify the suit for operation under any

possible environmental or flight condition tc be encountered itl

%he fzrst man_led flights.

Four su_Ls a?e being tested at the U.S. Army Pes-_-;ig Laboratory,

NaCick, _/assacllusetts_ for life cycling an J rei_abiii,:? tests on the

suit and i_:,_fivlduai componengs Two _ '_SUl,_S a.c_:. .ec'r": u:_ed c:_c the

Manned Spacecraf5 Center for testing of physica! pafa:neCers_ Five

suits will be used for parachute jump tests at El Centro,? California.

_hz, L_ Lake and twoFour suits will undergo sled ejection tests at _ _

suits will be used in F_i06 seat ejection __es_s using the Gemini

sea_ at E1 Centro, California.

Following 5he philosophy of component +-esting_ no suit will

go through the complete testing cycle_ but each s_in will be u ed

in part of [ne quaiification pr©gram°

_=_raore
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There are more than 47 individual tests performed to qualify

the suit for the first and second manned orbital flights in Gemini

spacecraft. The testing is done at three levels; on the complete

suit assembly, on the particular systems, and on the components of

the assembly.

SUIT ASSEMBLY TEST

In life cycling, various parts of the suit assembly, such as

the neck and wrist disconnects and bearings, the entrance closure,

and the helmet drinking port are subjected to repeated tests on

their operation° The tests determine whether the material will

last cr the mechanisms will function after repeated use.

A series of environmental tests are also conducted. The suit

is tested under temperature ranges from a plus 250 degrees Fahrenheit

to zero. It is tested under vacuum at simulated orbital altitudes

and at cabin pressure, and under re-entry and abort conditions.

There are many other environmental tests which include vacuum,

rapid decompression, toxicology, acceleration, vibration, shock,

and noise° Frequently, the environmental tests are conducted in

conjunction with systems or component tests.

In demonstration tests, the suit is checked out for mobility.

The astronauts must be able to reach controls and equipment in

--more--
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either a pressurized or unpressurized suit° The fiig'ht crew must also

be able to use the drinking por,t while the suit is pressurized.

The four day comforn test is conducted '_n a_n altitude chamber

_c_s_2rized at a simulated spacecraft environment ._f 5_.6 psia_ The

_ect remains .in the suit for a period of fo,ur daws; using the

_on .....i system, the waste management system? and the

b !c_ instrumentation.

SUIT SYSTEMS 'TESTS

,_eo,s the suit will be tested for pressurein suit systems _ -_

Js-o in the spacecraft environment. Such systems as %he helmet car=

b n Jicxide removal and the visor defogging system_ 'the communication

._>__em_ and the glove fingertip lights will be fully qualified.

0 ·

_._mp_nen_ testing will be performed on the sult pressure indi_

__a.'ta_r_the suit pressure relief vaives_ the blood pressure cuff

....=_ezbiy_ and the glo_ve fingertip lighting system. En_ir_onmental

_a'tiflcation as well as leakage_ cycling_ and performance tests

.v___ be ccnducte_ on components,

_$emln_ s_uit qu_allfication is a program which _w_!i .in_.ure that

'r.s _ulU provides protection for the spacecraft crew from +.he environ_

;_n%_ to be encountered during Gemini manned space flights wit'h the

3_.<_m_m prcbabi!ity for mission successo
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November 2, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace

Division, Baltimore, Md., has been awarded a $2.29 million contract for

the development of a lunar TV camera.

This camera will utilize a recently developed secondary electron

emission conductivity (SEC) vidicon tube. It is considered to be the

ideal image ¢ensox for fulfilling the TV requirements during the trans-

lunar, lunar stay, and trans-earth phases of the Apollo mission. It

is planned that these pictures would be made available to commercial

_r television for nation-wide broadcast during the lunar mission, as well

as provide scientific information.

Westinghouse was chosen as the sole source contractor after an

intensive four-mDnth review by a four-man committee from the Manned

Spacecraft Center and the Lunar Excursion Module prime contractor,

Grumman. All Government agencies and industrial firms who were known

to be working in the area were contacted or their work was reviewed.

The results of the committee study recommended Westinghouse be-

cause they are the inw.=ntor and developer and only manufacturer of a

special image sensor which is the only sensor that can meet all the

--more--
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requirements of the lunar television camera specifications. These

specifications include requirements in power, weight, and performance

in the lunar environment.

For purposes of lunar operation, the camera must be designed to

withstand temperature ranges from minus 300 to plus 250 degrees

Fahrenheit. It must operate in high vacuum, and televise pictures

in the glare of lunar day and the earthshine conditions of lunar

night.

The Westhinghouse camera will be used in all Apollo flights in

which the Lunar Excursion Module will be included in the spacecraft.

In Apollo Earth-orbital flights preceding those including the LEM,

a camera provided by Radio Corporation of America under subcontract

--_ to North American Aviation, builders of the Command and Service Modules,

will be utilized.

14 T1 [I
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GEMINI MISSIDN SIMULATOR

NOW OPERATIONAL AT CAPE KENNEDY

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration's Manned Spacecraft Center announced today that the Gemini

mission prelaunch preparations, is now operational.

The prime and back-up astronauts selected for the upcoming

Gemini-Titan GT-3 mission will train in this simulator for their

planned three-orbital flight scheduled for the first quarter of 1965.

The simulator is capable of simulating all aspects of a Gemini

mission with exception of lift-off and re-entry forces and weightless-

ness in space. With a capability of 600 discrete malfunctions and

the flexibility of computer programming, there are few emergencies

beyond the capabilities of the simulator.

Gemini mission simulation furnishes trajectory and telemetry

data by means of computer programming to the Mission Control Center

Operations Room and world-wide tracking stations for training per-

sonnel of the flight control team.

The Gemini simulator crew station is identical to the cabin

section of the Gemini spacecraft. Three closed-circuit TV cameras

are provided in the crew station to monitor instrument panels and

record astronaut's physiological responses.

--more--
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Plans call for installation of a celestial display depicting

stars, sun, and Earth movement outside the simulated spacecraft's

windows to provide realism during the simulated missian.

The Gemini mission simulation room, an addition to the Mission

Control Center (MCC), measures 55 by 85 feet. It consists of a

Gemini crew station to monitor instrument panels and record astro-

naut's physiological responses.

Plans call for installation of a celestial display depicting

stars, sun, and Earth movement outisde the simulated spacecraft's

windows to provide realism during the simulated mission.

The Gemini mission simulation room, an addition to the Mission

Control Center (MCC), measures 55 by 85 feet. It consists of a

Gemini crew station, and instructor console, a telemetry console,

three computers, and support equipment. One million feet of wiring

is concealed beneath the floor of the room.

The entire trainer complex is controlled from a three-man instruc-

tor console and a two-man telemetry monitor console.

The Cape Kennedy Simulator is an e of two Gemini mission simulators

manufactured by the McDonnell Aircraft Company at St. Louis. The

other simulated spacecraft is located at Manned Spacecraft Center,

Houston, Texas.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- An instrument which can anaiyze rock samples smaller than a grain

of sand begins operation at the Manned Spacecraft Center this week.

The electron microprobe analyzer can produce a television picture of thin

samples of rock one micron or a millionth of a millimeter on a side. At the same

time, it can make a complete chem cal analysis of the rock without dissolving or

destroying It.

The probe, and all other equipment of the MSt geological laboratory will be

on display at an Open House, November 23 in Bldg. #357 at Ellington AFB. Local

geologists have been invited :o attend the Open House and see a demonstration of

the mi croprobe.

Meteorites, tektites, and other rocks which may be similar to those found on i

the surface of the moon, will be analyzed by the microprobe. Using the probe, MSC

geologists and astronauts wi I1 be able to determine the chemical composition,
'1

origin, and history of a rock. It will also be used to study the possible con-

tamination of lunar rock by the exhaust of the descent engine of the Lunar

ExcursIon Module which will carry two astronauts to a first landing on the lunar

s u rfa ce.

A combinaLion oF electron microscope anti X-ray spectrograph, the probe has

a magn, fication oF 2400 X. It supplies an image of the rock sample to two TV

tubes. Geologist can examine the sample and photograph it with an attached

Poiaro,d camera.
--mo re--
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One of the primary uses of geology laboratory equipment is in training astro-

nauts. Many of the instruments in the laboratory h_ve been proposed as scientific

equipment which astronauts would carry in more compact versions to the surface of

the moon.

Other major pieces of equipment on display in MSC's geology workshop include:

The X-ray spectrofiraph, which analyzes larger rock samples than the electron

microprobe by X-ray emissions.

The Hencke c)enerator and tube which analyzes lighter elements such as boron,

lithium, etc. Used in conjunction with the X-ray spectrograph.

The atomic absorption spec.trophotorn_ter performs chemical analysis of solu-

tions, gas, or other volatile items from volcanic activity.

The clas chromatoqraph which chemically analyzes organic gases and atmospheres.

This instrument might be used to detect any traces of atmosphere on the lunar

surface.

The differential thermal analyzer heats rocks as high as )000 degrees Fahren-

heit and measures weight and chemical changes. Might be used to detect water in

cOmpOund in lunar rocks.

The X-ray defractometer studies the crystal structure and the arrangement

of atoms in minerals.

The standard spectrophotometer which uses visible or ultraviolet light to

analyze rocks in solution or by vaporization.

Theinfrared spectrophotometer measures transmission of light in the infrared

range of rock material in solution. It can also be used for detection of the

water content of rock.
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REPORT ON INVESTIGATION OF FREEMAN CRASH

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A snow goose - weighing about eight pounds with

a wingspan of more than 24 inches -- caused the fatal crash of Astro-

naut Theodore C. Freeman on October 31, 1964.

Despite loss of power of both engines in his T-38 aircraft,

Freeman, an Air Force Captain, attempted to land his damaged air-

craft at Ellington Air Force Base. In the last few seconds, he

headed for an open field, probably to avoid Ellington buildings,

and ejected. There was not time for his parachute to deploy fully.

These were the principal findings of a team investigating the

crash which reported to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center Director

Robert R. Gilruth on November 14, 1964. Dr. Gilruth accepted the

report, co_muended the team of investigators headed by MSC Assistant

Director Donald K. Slayton on its thoroughness and instructed the

group to transmit the report to the Air Force Operational elements,

other NASA Centers and aviation agencies.

--more--
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The clinching piece of evidence establishing the line of

flight and the point of bird impact fell into place November 12

when investigators found pieces of the forward canopy glass and the

bird's wings about three miles southeast of Etlington. That

was about four miles from the point the plane crashed, one mile

south of Ellington.

Experts at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C.,

identified bird remains as that of a snow goose. The Federal

Bureau of Investigation assisted in identifying bird blood

inside the cockpit wreckage. The Northrop Corporation, maker of

the aircraft, and General Electric Company, which manufactures

the T-38's engines, assisted in the investigation.

Freeman, pronounced dead at the scene, died of massive internal

injuries and a skull fracture.

Investigators pieced together the following history of the

flight:

Freeman took off at 10:©1 a.m. on the first of two training

flights he planned that day. The weather was scattered clouds at

2,000 feet, seven miles visibility and hazy. At 10:38, he radioed

the tower requesting landing instructions. On receiving

instructions, he executed a "touch and go" landing. During this

maneuver, the tower advised him to break out of the traffic pattern

in order to permit other planes to take off.
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At 10:46, Freeman reported he was five miles from the field,

approaching from the southwest. Since he didn't receive landing

instructions, he reported routinely to the tower 30 seconds later

that he was "breaking out" or making a right turn to the east.

The tower confirmed this transmission and told him to make another

approach. "Roger, be about two minutes," Freeman advised the tower

at 10:47. That was his last transmission.

Within seconds the bird struck the left side of his canopy.

The impact caused both engines to flame-out. Air ducts are

located just below and aft of the cockpit.

But, Captain Freeman still had control of the aircraft and

attempted to make a landing at Ellington. He flew a looping

pattern over the Gulf Freeway and lowered his landing gear as he

approached the field. When he apparently realized that a landing

was not possible, he veered to the left into an open field,

probably to avoid buildings at Ellington. Seconds later, at

slightly under 100 feet altitude, he ejected, too late for his

parachute to deploy fully.
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_Pl_J_ AOi_hNCY¥LEETS EDUCATIONAL Ct_ALLENGE

Are secondary school teachers interested in going to the moon to escape

the frastrations of dealing vith teenagers? A person merely dropping by the

two-day conference (November 16-17) Just concluding at the NASA Manned Space-

craft Center and observing over 300 local area teachers deeply engrossed in

space science exhibits and presentations on manned space exploration might get

this idea.

But a look at the printed program of the conference would reveal that it

is a career and guidance clinic. If science educators and counselors are frus-

trated, they are seeking a more constructive solution to their problem than that

of escape. The national space agency's Mauned Spacecraft Center located at

Houston, Texas, decided to hold the clinic in response to the many requests it

- receives to provide up-to-date information on the mauned space effort and to

help educators in fo_31ating a space science program of study that will equip

students to live and work more effectively in the Space Age.

The National Aeronautics and Space A_mtnistration has a two-fold iuterest

in education. The law by which Congress created the space agency in mid-1958

placed upon it the obligation to "provide for the widest practicable and ap-

propriate dissemination of information." It also obligated the agency to carry

out a program of space exploration that requires the best efforts of thousands

of well-educated persons_ many of whom are highly trained in scientific and

engineering disciplines. To see that there is a continuing supply of such

trained professional workers thus became a high-priority goal of the agency.

Educators, on the other hand, were presented with a staggering challenge

to keep informed on research and development activities aud achievements in the

field of space_ to keep study curricula in the space sciences updated to include
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related needs of the space agency and the educators.

Before we look at some of the other educational programs and services

of the Manned Spacecraft Center_ let us take a quick look at the overall edu-

cational effort conducted by the National Aeronauzics and Space Administration.

There is an educational programs and serl'ices office in the national headquarters

in Washington_ D.C._ which gives supe_ision, guidance_ and support to the

educational officers of nine space centers located throughout the United States.

In their role of providing guidance and help to education the NASA

Headquarters and Center educational offices conduct many educational activities_

cur,cng which are the following:

The furnishing of informative publications to requesters;

A motion picture depository and distribution program which embraces

space exploration films of general interest, technical films, and a

space biology series;

A spacemobile program which consists of 25 spacemobiles carrying cargos
of rocket and satellite models, mechamical and electrical equipment, and

other space science exhibits which assist the lecturers accompanying the

unit in conveying to the public the vital importance of a broad-based

national program of space exploration;

A large inventory of educational space exhibits on display throughout
the United States;

Educational television shows;

i_ne ma_nosh=nc of speakers bureaus to meet the reaues%s of thousands

of civic, teclnmical, a_nd educational groups for speakers knowledgeable

concerning the space program_-.

The awarding of grants and contracts to universities is certainly a vital

part of NASA's educational program. However_ it will be considered separately

inasmuch as it is a&?Jnistered by am.other headquarters office set up for that

.._.. specific purpose opiy. (MORE)
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7ne above listing af 2_SA'c educational acmiv£mies is not intended to be ali-

inclusive_ bus it ia a gaea indication of the serious atvention given sc: education

by the national space agency. Following is a stmmma_b_ of some of the educazional

activities of the public affairs office at the Houston center.

The number of information requests processed and filled at MSC during the

first 10 months of 1964 averaged 840 per month.

MSC speakers supplied each month to requesting groups averaged _8 in number.

Four spacemobiies gave several presentations daily throughout the 8-state

area serviced by _C_ reaching an average personal audience of 80,000 monthly,

with approximately an additional i00_000 viewing the spacemobite presentations

on television.

A cooperative program with the Houston Independent School District made

possible the development of teaching materials for the use of schools.

Manned spacecraft and exploration exhibits were set up and manned for

s_ecial events throughout the United States.

An avera_ze of over 500 requests for films were received and filled each

month.

Many conferences and tours of the center were conducted for various groups.

As mentioned eariier_ the national headquarters office of the space agency

awarded grants and contracts to universities for research projects, for the build-

inC of facilities to accoPt_odate research, and for financing technical students

in pre-doctoral training programs. Fifty one _niversities are currently parti-

cipating in the NASA research progr_a; and in the current fiscal year_ i_250 pre-

doctoral training gram_ts have been _iven to students seeking advanced degrees in

1_© colleges ana universities %hro_chout the U.S.

Among the grants made to local ac_ea universities are those made to the

University of Texas_ Texas A. & H. C3lzege, Rice University_ and the University

.... u_t_n. LeV's take aioo}: at these specific _±_os.
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_rie University of Texas has been awarded ccnmra:.ts tovaiing $7_P_000 for

scientific s_udies in the fields of atomic sys_ems_ piasma_ solar radiation_

effects oi zero gravity on human cezls_ o_u_dance the_ry_ and for the con_t_u_o_on

of a parabolic antenna, in addition_ it received two pre-doctoral training g£_ts

totaling $290_000.

At Texas A. & M. Coliege_ grants totaling $587_000 have been awarded for

research on interdisciplinary space studies and neutron activation techniques.

An additional grant of one million dollars was awarded recently for the building

of an activation analysis research laboratory, and A. & M. received three pre-

doctoral training grants totaling $642_000.

Rice University has been awarded a facilities grant of 1.6 million dollars

for the building of a new space science and technology building. Rice has been

the recipient of a grant for research on the physics of solid materials and the

annual average value of this contract is approximately $300,000. Scientists at

Rice are conducting a study of the aurora and airglow under a $260,000 NASA

contract_ and Rice University has three pre-doctoral training grants totaling

$672,000.

The University of Houston has two research contracts from NASA totaling

$156,000 and two pre-doctoral training grants totaling $354,000.

In addition to the program of university grants and contracts administered

by the national headquarters_ MSC has several center programs aimed at attracting

scientific and engineering talent upon graduation.

The M_n_ement intern at _,_C is a graduate student with his master's degree

or equivalent training in business adP_nistration_ m_nagement, or other related

field. He spends his first year working in different offices at the Center to

f_miliarize himself with the overai± Center operation, then is assigned to a

permanent position. (MORE)
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There are 210 :tuder.Ls from 31 colleges in the co-operative student program.

at i/_SC. Ste,r_i_ in the second year of coliege_ studenvs are eligible to parti-

,,ipate in the cooperative program. They spend a semester working at the Center

as engineering aides, receiving on-the-job training. Then they return to their

college for six months of formal academic training. This continues until they

graduate. While they are working at MSC, they are paid a salary which they can

use to defray the cost of their education.

The Summer Interns are engaged in another MSC educational program. During

the summer of 1964 MSC employed 41 interns comprising 31 top er_ineering and

science students and 10 administrative students in their junior or senior year

or in graduate study. They attended seminar programs and worked az the Center

during their summer vacation period, returning to the campus for a full school

term in the fall.

At present the )iSC has an apprentice program for ten young men being trained

for technical areas.

The Center employee is not neglected in this educational emphasis. There

are 346 MSC enrollees in graduave study programs at the University of Houston and

Rice University this semester. During fiscal year 1964 over 2,500 employees of

the space center participated in some kind of educational program_ two-thirds

of it in-house.

MSC recognized the importance of skills other than technical. During the

pact yea_- over 200 supervisors were trained in some phase of management.

Participants in the Career and _dance Clinic heard an address on "The

i_::pactof Space Resea__ch on Science _ucation" by Dr. Fra_£< E. Sorenson of the

U_iverslty of i.ebraska. :,_2ZCspeakers discussed seie:atific programs being c_rried

o_ at [_iSC,educational progrmms of i[A°_A_and the ca2_eer possibilities of the Space

Atle. A highlight of the clinic progre_:,was a_n add2-ess on "The Management of a

o,_,_ple_lecb_:ical Progress_"oy Dr. joseph F. Shea_ ?,:_ager of the Apollo _pacecra_ u

Program Offi_:e. (MORE)
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Dr. Albert Pi!%z_ Speaialls_ for Science c,f tke U.S. Office of 2}ducatlon

&eiivered an after dinner adb'ess on "Scientific Literacy - _arnatWe C_l't Live

Without." He emphasized the importance of a liberal, well rounded education both

in the humanities and sciences, and noted that science today is taught in the

public schools to prepare two overlapping groups - the science consumers and the

science producers. He stated_ "The very nature of science in modern life

necessitates the deveto}ment of scientific literacy for everybody, but for

those who seek careers in science _e have the additional requirement of specialized

scientific training and basic research and development." It was suggested by him

that the development of literate citizenry in science can be achieved with

carefully planned kindergarten through Grade 12 programs in the Nation's Schools.

Paul E. P_rser_ special assistant to the Director of the Manned Spacecraft

Center, summed up the purpose of the clinic by stating, "It is our hope that

through this discussion of the challenges in education which confront and affect

both educators and representatives of government we will develop more effective

ways to train and utilize the hun_n resources of our country."
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November 18, 1964
i

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- When American astronauts step out onto the

surface of the moon toward the end of this decade, Baltimore native

Henry E. "Pete" Clements will have played a significant part in

getting them there. As chief of the Flight Support Division at the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center

in Houston, Texas he is responsible for supervising for NASA the

installation and operation of flight control equipment in the Manned

Spaceflight Control Center. '::,

Clements is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Clements, 6505 Old

i

Harford Road, Baltimore. '_

Managing the development of the Control Center, scheduled to :._.

become operational in mid-1965, involves working with industrial

contractors who are supplying and installing the complex flight

control equipment in the three-story Control Center. It is from

this Center that all United States manned space flights will be

controlled, including most of the two-man Gemini earth orbital missions

and all of the three-man Apollo earth orbital and lunar landing mis-

s ions.

--more--
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Clements is an Air Force major on assignment to NASA. Prior

to his NASA assignment, Clements served as range communications

officer with the Atlantic Missile Range from July 1958 to February
i

1960. From then until August 1962, while working with the Depart-

ment of Defense representative for the one-man earth-orbital Project

Mercury, he served with NASA as a Network Status Monitor for all

Mercury flights through that of Astronaut M. Scott Carpenter.

In August 1962 he was assigned to NASA as head of the Engineering

Section of the Operations Facilities Branch. He became technical

assistant for Gemini to the chief of the Flight Operations Division

in December 1962, and in March of this year he became manager of the

Integrated Mission Control Center Program Office, a job he held until

August when the Flight Support Division was formed and he was named ·t

chie _. :_i

Clements attended Blatimore Polytechnic Institute and merved :

in the U.S. Marine Corps from 1942 to 1946. In 1949 he entered West

<

Point and was graduated in 1953 with a BS degree and entered the Air _·_

Force. He received a masters degree in aeronautics from the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology in 1958.

He is married to the former Vivian Reckenberger of Baltimore.

They have two daughters, Daryl 10, and Jill 4, and a son, Jay 8.

The Clements live in Houston.

--mot e--
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Golf and pro-football are Clement's main interest after his

family and job. He is an avid fan of the Baltimore Colts. "In

fact," he chuckled, "I was ready to name my last youngster 'Johnny

Unitas Clements', but it turned out to be a girl."
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NASA SPACEMOBiLE TO BE SCHEDULED IN KANSAS

HOUSTON, TEXAS--- The Spacemobile, a traveling educational unit of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, will again be scheduled in the school

systems of Kansas. Eugene E. Horton_ Chief of Educational Programs for the Manned

Spacecraft Center, announced the availability of the unit from March 1 through

May 28, 1965.

The scheduling of the Spacemobile in Kansas is accomplished through the

State Department of Education. _. Warren Bell, Consultant of Science and Mathe-

matics, is now in the process of pla_ming the itinerary. Last year, approxi-

mately _0,000 students and teachers attended the space-science demonstration in

Kansas.

Mr. Bell has requested that all administrators or teachers interested in

scheduling the Spacemobile in their schools this year contact him at his office

in Topeka.

A Spacemobile is not used for exhibit purposes, but is presented as a lecture-

demonstration. These demonstrations are given by experienced science educators

who are authoritatively informed on the activities of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration.

The first Spacemobile began meeting commitments in the Spring of 1961.

Later, additional units were placed into operation to meet the ever-increasing

demand. At the present time, the NASA operates over 20 Spacemobiles in the United

States.

V_C 8_ ;,-64
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On the average, the Spacemobile lecturers will talk to about 400,000 people

per month. It has also been estimated that between 800,000 and 1,000,000 persons

will view a Spacemobile lecturer each month on television both educational and

commercial.

While the majority of Spacemobile appearances are in the elementary and

secondary schools, they make frequent visits to the campuses of our colleges and

universities. They participate in teacher education through symposia, institutes,

and workshops which may be of one-day to three-weeks duration.

This past summer, the Spacemobi!e resource personnel were scheduled at

workshops conducted at the Fort Hays Kansas State College, Hays; Friends University-

Wichita; Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Pittsburg; Kansas State Teachers

College, Lmporia; and the Southwestern College, Winfield.

-NASA-
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November 20, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Texas Governor John Connally will visit MSC

Mondav,_ November 2_, to address an MSC-sDc_sore__ educational _on__e_=_.e_.

The following information is provided for your cc nvs:ni_nce.

Because of the Governor's visit schedule, the regular Monday

morning briefing has been rescheduled for 3:00 p.m. Monday.

The Governor is expected to arrive at Eilington AFB at 10:30 a.m.

MSC will provide transportation for news media representatives to and

from EAFB for their convenience. Those desiring to avail themselves

of this service should be at MSC, Bldg. i no later than 10:00 a.m.

The Governor will be met upon arrival by Dr. Gilruth, MSC

Director.

The motorcade from EAFB is expected to arrive back at MSC about

]_0:45 a.m.

Following his arrival at MSC, the Governor will visit the Gemini

Procedures Trainer in Building 4, and then visit the large sp_ce

environment chamber.

He will then return to the Au_ztorium and address the assembled

educators at 11:45 a.m.

Following his address, he will have lunch with the MSC senior

staff in the Cafeteria.

NOTE: We can acco_modate about 12 newsmen in MSC-provi©ec: transportation.
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November 30, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A U.S. Army helicopter began tests today in

Tulsa, Oklahoma, to determine how best to handle an outsize space-age

cargo of more than two tons.

The cargo is a mock-up of the adapter section -- or casing --

which will house the Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) aboard NASA's giant

Saturn V launch vehicle during the first phase of America's manned

flights to the moon. it is manufactured by North American Aviation,

Inc., in Tulsa, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Part of the Apollo spacecraft, the metal adapter section is 28

feet long, with a diameter of 13 feet at one end, and nearly 22 feet

at the other. With its helicopter transportation gear, it weighs abot

4,700 pounds.

The load will be lifted by an Army CH-47A (Chinook) helicopter

using a 25-foot cable. Because the adapter section is cone-shaped·

like an airfoil, xt will trail below and behind the rotorcraft, narro%

end forward, provid:_ng its own lift.

Two helicop%er crews, provided by _he Army's Transportation Corp_

and a ground crew fror North American, will train for two day's at Tul_

--more--
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If fmrst-ph_se tesT_t-._ is eucces.oful, ti',_ _,,_.ooK _ tow t'ne

LEM adapter mock-up tc Cape Kennedy, Florida.

The Army, in support of NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,

Texas, coordinated its testing with the Office of the Chief of Trans-

portation, Department of the Army. Aircraft and crews are supplied by

the Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia, and pre-flight

testing operations were conducted by the Army Materiel Command.

The first production model LEM adapter section is scheduled to

be transported by the Army from Tulsa to NASA'S Marshall Space Flight

Center, Huntsville, Alabama, for ground testing in early 1965.
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HOUSTON_ TEXAS -- More than 100 noted university educators met at the

Manned Spacecraft Center November 22-24 to attend a Conference for Summer

Session Administrators. The Conference was sponsored jointly by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration in cooperation with the

University of Colorado_ to provide an opportunity for the educators to learn

more about the Nation's space program and confer together about ways to

incorporate new space science developments and knowledge into the curricula

of university study courses.

At the Sunday afternoon opening session, conference participants were

welcomed by Paul Haney, MSC Public Affairs Officer, and James V. Bernardo,

Director of the NASA Headquarters Educational Programs and Services Office.
i

Paul E. Purser, Special Assistant to the Director of MSC, extended greetings

to the group at the Sunday dinner session and'introduced Breene M. Kerr,

(MO )
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Deputy Assistant Administrator of the Office of Technology Utilization at

the NASA Headquarters_ who gave the keynote address on "Maximizing the

Nation's Return on Research and Development."

In his address to the educators_ Kerr told how NASA_ through its Technology

Utilization Program_ is making an intensive effort to identify new products_

new processes_ and useful innovations as they appear in space research centers

and make them generally known and available for use throughout the industrial

community. He stressed the role which university "information centers" can

play in the useful transfer of space technology to the civilian economy. One

means of accomplishing this_ according to him, is by comparing profiles of indus-

trial or consumer needs against reports of newly-developed technology and

making knowledge of applicable technology available where it can be utilized.

Mr. Kerr is a son of the late Senator Robert S. Kerr, who served as

_hairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences

until his death in January_ 1963.

Highlight of the Monday session was an address by Governor John B.

Connally_ who welcomed out-of-state conferees to Texas and commended the

educational leaders and NASA officials for their foresight and initiative in

seeking ways to improve education in scientific and engineering fields. He

_ statedj "We should all recognize that this Nation cannot be first in the

leadership of the world and second in the exploration of space ... In this

age, it is not the might of weapons which will decide the course of civilization_

it is the might of the mind ... Education has a strong and responsible role in

assuring the conquest of new space frontiers."

The Monday evening dinner speech was by Astronaut Edwin E. Aldrin with

Dr. William A. Owens_ Director of Summer Sessions at Columbia University and

President of the Association of University Summer Sessions, presiding.

(MORE)
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Throughout Monday morning the conference participants had heard a dis-

cussion of the Manned Spacecraft Center's programs by Paul E. Purser,

and had listened to speeches by Robert O. Piland, Deputy Manager of the

Apollo Spacecraft Program Office; Wesley L. Hjornevik, Assistant Director

for Administration, who discussed the relationship of MSC to colleges and

universities; Dr. A. D. Catterson, Assistant to Chief of Center Medical

Programs; and John A. O'Keefe, Goddard Space Flight Center, who spoke on

"What We Know About the Surface of the Moon." The visiting educators toured

MSC facilities Monday afternoon.

Work sessions filled most of the final day of the conference. NASA

Headquarters personnel discussed the mission of the Educational Programs

and Services Office, giving specific attention to university summer programs

sponsored by that office and to the service role played by both Headquarters

and Space Center educational offices as well as by outside news media. Among

the renowned speakers heard during the final session were Dr. Arnold L. King,

Vice President of The University of North Carolina; Dr. John R. Little, Dean

of Summer Sessions at the University of Colorado, who acted as a co-host of

the conference.

Dr. I_e A. DuBridge, President of The California Institute of Tecb_nology,

concluded the conference with an address on "Space and the Future." He

s_ressed the importance of moon exploration and stated that spacecraft which

orbit either around Venus or Mars could add greatly to our knowledge of these

planets and answer many questions being asked by geologists, geophysicists,

physicists, chemists, and astronomers.

Dr. DuBridge emphasized that solar observations will occupy an important

place in future research programs. He stated_ "The sun is the source of all life

in our solar system and it is the only one of the untold billions of stars
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in the universe with which we can come in moderately close contact. It is_

therefore_ of extraordinarily great interest." He concluded by saying_

"The science of astronomy will take on new life when telescopes can be put

on space vehicles to make observations high above our earth's atmosphere ...

And other instrumentation_ including instruments for measuring X-rays_ radio

waves_ and other radiations that do not penetrate our atmosphere_ could

add much to our present knowledge... The possibility of sending instruments into

space has opened up a whole new era of scientific research and this should

be uppermost in our minds as we _lan present and future space exploration

1!

programs.
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CENTER 1, Texas
HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-186

December 3, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A 25-foot high community Christmas tree will

contrast against the space-age buildings of the NASA Manned Space-

craft Center Sunday during a tree lighting ceremony at the Center.

The ceremony will be at 6 p.m., and the Sunday afternoon open house,

normally from 1 to 5 p.m. Sundays, will be from 3 to 8 p.m. this

Sunday only.

Christmas music during the lighting ceremony will be provided

_ by the Clear Creek High School a capella choir. In case of rain,

the choir and other participants in the lighting ceremony will move

into the Center's auditorium.

The Center's main gate will be open from 6 to 8 p.m. each day

through Thursday, December 24 for public viewing of the community

tree which is provided by the Clear Lake Junior Chamber of Commerce.

I! if II
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'MANNEDSPACECRAFT Houston

CENTER . Texas
HUnter 3-4231 MSC 64-187

December 4, 1964

CAPE KENNEDY, FLORIDA -- The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration will rerun tonight a simulated flight of the up-

coming Gemini mission due to discrepancies turned up in ground

support equipment in yesterday's simulated run.

Gemini Operations Director Christopher C. Kraft ordered a

repeat of the test after an all morning meeting of launch vehicle

and spacecraft representatives to evaluate yesterday's test.

Specifically in question was the operation of new equipment

sending commands from the Mission Control Center to the spacecraft.

Engineers also discovered a small piece of a plastic seal missing

in the primary oxidizer lines leading to the booster's first stage.

Technicians will check the booster's oxidizer tanks today to make

sure the missing piece is not in the launch vehicle. Neither of

the items directly involve onboard flight systems.

In general, Kraft said he was satisified with prelaunch oper-

ations to date. "With so much new equipment involved in Gemini,

you have to expect to find some 'bugs.' We're finding surprisingly

few but that's precisely why we go through extensive prelaunch test

runs," Kraft said.

--more--
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Evaluations of the rerun of the simulated flight tonight in-

volving all elements of the Gemini team will be a major factor

in determining the precise launch day of the mission scheduled

sometime next week.

Ti _[ [!
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December 7, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- At 1:00 pm today Gemini Operations Director

Christopher Kraft will conduct a mission review of the second Gemini

flight scheduled for 9,00 am Wednesday. The review is the major pre-

launch activity plan today.

A mission rule review was held at the Mission Control Center

late Sunday followed by 3½ hours of prelaunch countdown which was

completed early Monday.

Favorable weather conditions are predicted for the GT-2 flight.

Fair but cool weather is expected over Florida with winds at less

than 10 miles per hour. In the downrange recovery area scattered

clouds and moderate winds and seas are predicted. The spacecraft

will over-fly two areas of disturbed showery weather on its 2,150

mile flight, including one about 200 miles west of the planned

landing area.
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Cape Kennedy, Fla. Weather conditions for the GT-2 flight

planned for 9200 am EST Wednesday, December 9, are predicted to be

most favorable. Cool and fair weather is expected to continue over

Florida with winds of under 10 miles per hour.

In the planned landing area 2,150 statute miles down the eastern

test range from the launch site, scattered clouds and moderate seas

and winds are expected.

The spacecraft will overfly several disturbed areas, one North

East of Cuba and the other several hundred miles North West of the

planned impact point.

4_4_4+
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The four day Gemini suit comfort test began

at 1 p.m. today when test subject Hoyt Maples entered the eight foo:

pressure chamber at the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.

Maples is scheduled to stay in the Gemini suit for 96 hours to

test its wearibility for longer duration missions. He will emerge

from the chamber on Friday afternoon, and be debriefed by medical

and engineering personnel from the Crew Systems Division, who are

conducting the test.

During the test, Maples will maintain a work-rest cycle of

four hours of work, followed by two hours of rest. He will use a

task board as a gauge of his mental alertness during the test.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Gemini 2 Mission Operations Director Christo?her

C. Kraft, Jr., today pronounced the suborbital test scheduled Wednesday

morning as "go" after a detailed 90 minute review of activities.

Kraft got encouraging status reports from seven major elements

of the flight test which is to send an unmanned Gemini spacecraft on

a 20 minute ride some 2,150 miles east o_ Cape Kennedy. Reports

covered the Mission Control Center, spacecraft, launch vehicle and

guidance, launch vehicle and spacecraft interface, range, weather

and recovery forces.

Approximately 200 persons attended the session held in the new

Operations and Checkout Building on Merritt Island. Among them was

Walter C. Williams, Jr., former Mercury Operations Director for NASk

and now a Vice President of Aerospace Corp.

Ii if Pi
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A series of trainers for teaching the nation's

astronauts the intricacies of the Apollo lunar mission spacecraft was

delivered to the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center here today. Called

"Apollo Systems Trainers," the devices were designed and built by

the Los Angeles Division of Nozth American Aviation at a cost of

$953,024 under terms of the basic Apollo spacecraft contract.

Three of five sections of the trainers were delivered in the

_- first group and the remaining two sections will be delivered after

Christmas. The three delivered sections are for the Electrical Power,

Stabilization Control and Environmental Control Systems. Still to

be delivered are the Propulsion and Sequential systems units.

Each section consists of two or more animated lighted-line

schematic display panels which illustrate the circuitry in each sys-

tem for normal operation and how malfunctions can be bypassed through

redundant circuits. Not only will Apollo flight crews receive train-

ing on the Systems Trainers, but technicians and maintenance personnel

will also be trained for actual spacecraft hardware operation and

check-out. Moreover, the trainers will provide information on all

·' - --more--
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- spacecraft systems changes and how they affect operation, maintenance

and check-out by project support groups.

North American Aviation is building the command and service

modules of the Apollo spacecraft for NASA, and Grumman Aircraft En-

gineering Company of Bethpage, N. Y., is building the Lunar Excursion

Module -- the portion of the spacecraft designed for the actual manned

landing on the moon's surface.
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- Hoyt Maples, test subject for the Gemini

suit comfort test at the Manned Spacecraft Center, began his second

day in the 8 foot pressure chamber here at 1:00 pm today.

Maples is scheduled for a four-day, 96 hour stay in the Gemini

suit. He has been eating meals of freeze-dried, dehydrated, and

bite sized food in a menu which varies from beef pot roast to a

cheese sandwich.

Medical monitors for the test reported that Maples is in ex-

cellent condition with no problems either with his suit or his

physical condition. During the night, Maples was able to take a

six-hour sleep period instead of the scheduled four hours. He was

reported back on a four hours of work, and a minimum of four hours

of rest schedule this morning.

Maples uses a task board which tests his mental alertness by

a series and combination of lights, and switches. He is scheduled

to leave the chamber Friday.

w! Id I!
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December 10, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center has

awarded a $1,900 contract to the Baartol Company, Inc., of

Kenton, Ohio, for an 80-foot flagpole. Baartol was low bidder

among five firms who submitted bids.

Tentatively planned for installation in the mall area

directly in front of the Center's Project Management Building,

the flagpole is of two-piece cone-tapered seamless aluminum

construction and is stressed for withstanding hurricane-velocity

winds of 100 miles per hour.
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December 21, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- A down-to-earth piece of lunar landscape is

ready for exploration by astronauts and engineers at the Manned

Spacecraft Center.

The "moonplot" is a circular area 328 feet in diameter located

on the western side of the Center grounds next to the Humble Oil

ompany's drilling lease.

The simulated moonscape will be used by astronauts for geology

training and for determining surface mobility and landing capability

on the lunar surface. Engineers can make time and motion studies

and evaluate requirements for conducting the lunar surface phase of

the Apollo mission.

The are_ slightly larger than a football field, is built mainly

from blast furnace slag, It is considered an accurate reproduction

of how a chunk of lunar terrain of the same area would look. Al-

though the landscape does not represent any particular area on the

moon, it does contain lunar features such as craters, ridges, and

_ecta material

--mot e--
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The major ridge in the area is 336 feet long and 12 feet high°

The largest crater is 64 feet across and 16 feet deep. The smaller

crater is 40 feet in diameter and ten feet deep. In addition to the

two major craters on the moenplot, _here are approximately 75 smaller

pits which range from four feet in diameter down to a few inches.

Approximately 2,500 tons of slag was used in building the lunar sur-

face.

A mock-up of the Lunar Excursion Module, the section of the

Apollo spacecraft which will descend to the lunar surface, will be

_laced on MSC's lunarscape to provide a test vehicle for the engineer-

ing studies.

After landscaping, crater walls for the lunar scene were built

from chicken wire and covered with Gunnite, a cementing material.

Then the blocks of slag were cemented in place on the walls of the

crater.

Dr. Ted H. Foss, acting head of the geology and geochemistry

section, dr_w up the plans for MSC's lunar landscape. According

to Foss, the area was designed to present a history of geological

events, which could take place on the surface of the moon.
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', December 16, 1964

HOUSTON, TEXAS -- More than 900 persons have applied or indi- ,,

cated interest in the scientist-astronaut program for future Na- ,'

'_.%i
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration manned space flights. _;,;

', .;;,.

The recruiting program, which started in mid-October, closes ?;tx,

December 31. So far, the NASA Manned SPacecraft Center has been .'.L,,;.,.

receiving applications at a rate of approximately 20 per day.

Applications received by NASA ranged through every discipline

in the fields of natural science, medicine, and engineering. NASA

will select I0 to 20 scientist-astronauts from these applications

_o begin training in 1965.

Although applications are encouraged from all fields, MSC

officials have expressed a particular interest in. receiving addi-

tional inquiries from the geological sciences.

About 200 of the 90L) persons who applied or indicated inter-

est have been termed ineligible. Most of the ineligibles were

rui:S out for not meeting physical requirements of eyesight, age

and height, or not meeting citizenship requirements.

--more--
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Visual requirements called for 20/20 uncorrected vision in

both eyes. Each applicant is required to pass a Class I military

flight status physical that prohibits the wearing of glasses.

Pressure suit helmets worn in space flight cannot accommodate

glasses and the wearing of contact lenses is impractical in space

flight.

The National Academy of Sciences will review all applications

by early spring 1965, and make its recommendations to NASA.

After the final selection of the scientist-astronauts, those

who are not already qualified pilots will be given flight training

in high performance jet aircraft and helicopters. At the end of

flight training, there will be a refresher period in the research

and academic fields of each selectee.

The requirements foe the scientist-astronaut candidate pro-

gram, which were announced in October, are as follows:

1. Have been born on or after August 1, 1930; be a citizen

of the United States; and be no taller than 6 feet.

2. Have (a) a bachelor's degree, (b) a doctorate in the nat-

ural sciences, medicine, or engineering, or the equivalent in ex-

perience.

--more--
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3. Send transcripts of academic records to Scientist-Astronaut,

P. O. Box 2201, Houston, Texas, 77058, from all institutions of

higher education which he has attended.

4. Send scores of the aptitude and advanced tests of the grad-

uate record examination by Educational Testing Service, Princeton,

New Jersey, to Scientist-Astronaut at the Houston address above.

NOTE_ Examinations will be given January 16, 1965. Completed ap-

plications and examination fee must reach Educational Testing Serv-

ice by December 31r 1964. In the event that an applicant has not

taken graduate record examinations and plans to take the January 16

examination (he should note on his application) scores from that

examination will be forwarded to Scientist-Astronaut, Houston, by

the Educational Testing Service.

5. Submit a Standard Form 57, Federal Employment Application

Form, available at any U.S. Post Office.

6. Submit Standard Form 78, Certification of Medical Examina-

tion, and a Standard Form 89, Report of Medical History. These

forms are available from the below-listed address.

All applicants should address their applications, postmarked

no later than midnight, December 31, 1964, to Scientist-Astronaut,

P. O. Box 2201_ Houston, Texas 77058. Military applicants should

_ apply in accordance with instructions of their respective services.

#_#
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HOUSTON, TEXAS -- The NASA Manned Spacecraft Center is asking

for competitive bids for two separate electronics service and tech-

nical support contracts for work to be done at several of the Center's

shops and laboratories. Preposal conferences for prospective bidders

are being held in the Center auditorium at 9 a.m. on two successive

days, today and Thursday, December 16-17.

One contract will cover technical support for the following

laboratories of the Instrumentation and Electronic Systems Division,

antenna range, anechoic chamber and optical communication range,

standards and calibration laboratory and the instrumentation,

communications and power distribution laboratory. Laboratories

within the Information Systems Division which will come under the

contract are: electronic systems compatibility laboratory and data

systems development laboratory. Areas within the Guidance and Control

Division arez simulation laboratory, optical-inertial laboratory,

systems dynamics laboratory, and guidance and control electronics

laboratory.
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Laboratories of the Advanced Spacecraft Technology Division are

the radiation and fields laboratory, geochemical laboratory, and the

light-gas-gun laboratory.

The contractor for this contract will furnish personnel,

equipment, material and facilities necessary for supporting the work

done in the laboratories listed above. Initial period of the contract

will be one year, with four possible yearly renewals for a total of

five years. The type of fee arrangement for the contract will be

determined in negotiations.

'_ The second contract will cover the overhaul, repair and fabrica-

tion of electronic equipment and devices in the Technical Services

Division central electronic shop. Competition for this contract is

limited to small business firms. Typical equipment for overhaul and

repair includes oscilloscopes, analyzers, transmitters and receivers,

radar, telemetry packages, accelerometers, amplifiers, recorders and

various types of electro-mechanical devices.

Fabrication work by the successful bidder would include building

devices such as events totalizers, strain gauges, semiconductor
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devices, optical devices such as masers and lasers, and general cable

harnesses fabricated to NASA specifications.

The initial cost-plus-fixed fee contract will be for the period

of February 1, 1965 through June 30, 1965, with a renewal option for

one year.

r_ v! ii 11
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TULSA, OKLAHOMA -- A powerful Army helicopter departed for

Cape Kennedy, Florida, today with a 4,700-pound dummy interstage

section of the huge Saturn V/Apollo space vehicle -- destined to

place American astronauts on the moon by 1970. The mock-up section,

a 28-foot adapter casing to house the Apollo lunar excursion module

(LEM), had been towed in tests in the Tulsa area by the Army's CH-47A

_Chinook} helicopter.

The flight to Cape Kennedy will include overnight stops at

Columbus AFB, Mississippi, and the Naval Air Station at Jacksonville,

Florida, and intermediate landings at Little Rock AFB, Arkansas,

and Lawson Army Air Field, Fort Benning, Georgia.

The adapter section, manufactured for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration by North American Aviation, Inc., at Tulsa,

is to house the LEM in an interstage atop the giant Saturn V

launch vehicle. The LEM is designed to land two astronauts on

the moon and return them to their Apollo command module which will

orbit the moon during their stay on the lunar surface.

--more--
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The first production version of the adapter will be trans-

ported from Tulsa to NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center,

Huntsville, Alabama, early in 1965.

The Army is transporting the outsize adapters for NASA's

Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas, by arrangement with

the Office of the Chief of Transportation, Department of the Army.

%9%
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MERRITT ISLAlqD, FLORIDA -- A team of helicopters today de-

livered the first dummy Apollo spacecraft adapter to Manned Space-

craft Center-Florida Operations at Merritt Island.

The conical-shaped unit structurally simulates the adapter

section that will house the Apollo lunar excursion module (LEM)

on its trip to the moon. Upon arrival, it was transferred by

crane to a special flatbed trailer and moved to the Pyrotechnic

Installation facility in the Merritt Island industrial area.

The 4,700 pound, 28-foot tall unit made the cross-country

trip from Tulsa, Oklahoma to Merritt Island in just over 36 hours,

slung under an Army Ct{47A helicopter. A second helicopter pro-

vided inflight visual checks, served as a backup carrier, and

supplied landing directions for the primary carrier. Three re-

fueling stops were scheduled enroute.

Because of the size of the adapter unit -- 22 feet in diam-

eter at the base -- transportation by road, water, rail or even

the modified "pregnant guppy" airplane used to deliver spacecraft

modules to the Cape, proved impractical. NASA studies showed the

helicopter method to be more practical and more economical.

- --more--
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This adapter mock-up will not go on a lunar mission, but

will go to the launch pad frequently as part of prelaunch checks.

Using this model of actual flight-ready adapters, Manned Space-

craft Center-Florida Operations will conduct tests to determine

whether the mechanical fit is adequate, if sufficient access is

provided to perform service and checkout of the LEM, and to de-

termine its compatibility with test facilities and ground handling

equipment.

The adapter simulator will be tested first for weight distri-

bution and center of gravity. It will later be brought to the

Manned Spacecraft Operations building where it will be placed

in the integrated systems test stand for fit checks.
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December 18, 1964

MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA -- An old Texas oil hand might have

executed a fast double-take if he had seen the high wire activities

going on at Cape Kennedy's Gemini Launch Complex 19 last week.

Borrowing from an emergency "slide wire" rescue technique

long used in oil fields to bring roughnecks down out of high rigs

in case of fire, personnel from MSC-Florida Operations and McDonnell

Aircraft Corporation began a series of tests and training exer-

cises for emergency evacuation of astronauts and launch site per-

sonnel from the 100-foot high service structure "white room" at

Complex 19.

The slide system uses a galvanized steel cable 5/8 inch in

diameter which extends downward at an angle from the ll8-foot

level of the pad's service structure. The cable, which will

support 23,000 pounds, is secured at ground level by two 8-foot

anchors imbedded in 30 inches of concrete.

On the tower, the cable is supported by an anchor consisting

of a 5/8-inch steel plate welded on a 6-inch tubular steel member.

In case of breakage at the two anchor points, a redundant or back-up

cable at the end points has been provided at both ends.

--more--
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Here's how it works: the individual steps into and adjusts

the harness, and grasping the hand brake which provides control

of downward speed, starts his fast descent to the ground. As he

approaches the ground, the brake is applied and the subject steps

out of the harness.

The results of the slide tests revealed that one person could

reach ground level 500 feet away in 18 seconds. The wire can

accommodate a maximum of three people at one time. The test also

determined that 20 people could be evacuated in 5 minutes.

The Gemini team at Complex 19 hopes that they will never have

to use the egress system, but, in keeping with the basic philosophy

of this nation's space program, they realize that safety of the

individual is paramount and every precaution must be taken.

4_444_
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by concurrent Gemini and Ap.ello launch scheg_ules_ %he _gency a_!ounced today.

Dr. George E. Mueiler) Associate Administrator for llarmed Space Flight_

1_e n/msaid the A y organizational changes effective January l) ljo2) are:

. k_A± ICe_ i_ of1 oreau__n of a new position) Hission {xeratior_ Direatcr_ '

Manned Space F±mgnt _i%68A Headouarters_ Wasnm_gvonj; %_ which _. _.

Christensen has _,e_n__ . a_ointed.__ This _oSiticn_ _-_ __.-_,___,__ _ 5he pcs itior_ o___

Deputy Associate Administrator for Xanned S}aaa Piigh% Cpera%ions, which

has keen vacant since P£. Walter C Willies res!ghee _c-=± 2!,) ±9©e_ to

join the Aerospace _orp_r_umo_

2. Creation c,f two Nission Director position,s. The !fission Directors)

reporting ts the Hission Operations Director_ will work from Washir_sson_ and

will have overall responsibility for the mission to whAcn they are assignei.

3. Creation of ar_ 0peraticrs Support Re{_uirements Office {0SR0) in the

Office of Hission Operations. Progrsra require}_er:ts for support of manned

spac{; flight operations will be reviewe% coordinate% and transmitted through

this office to other NASA .....o_e= and centers_ and _o the De:_a-_ment of

Defense a_ad other gov_z_reno agencies. Porter lrcv:'n, cow heae of the Har_ued

p_.... r _ Center s Operatiors oapport_ Plans mn! _rcgr_ s Cffice at the

Ne:mealy Space Center_ will become director of CSRC. 2i_e Cee--ations Supporv

Re__uirements Office will provide a single char_-2l 2~nc__c__ '02 2e:_cu f,:-r

support rea__irements subc_issions; hog,ever) the ia%ails which m:_s% be workel

2epartme__u of 3efexse c,n a !ay-to-ia} _ basis ,lur-out within She agency and the ' n_

ing imp!e_,_entation of support of raa_o_uedta_aches will ccnvinue sc be haniisd

at the operati_ag levels.
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4. Transfer zf ?....,_ NaP_ned Spacecraft _c_':zsr"-ts 7Lcriaa f?erations to

the Kennedy S'o_r'n_+=_..............r and estahlis_-:_ent of the Zcsi_isrl cf Direcvor

Launch Operations. The trai_fer of the ?dSC g-soxp will -Jla,ce the res.oo-psi-

......_h of thebility for asse_$1y,, checkout_ a_d _,_ tctal Apollo s-sace__v,_,....___

with a single organize%ion. Dr. Kurt H. Debus is the iirectcr of 1ASA's

Kennedy Space Center and Albert F. Siepert is the Center Deputy Director.

Under the revised organization_ Dr. Debus will also act ac,the director_

_.._errmuoPreston_ w_c has _"-l=_ '_,_ %}_e'_'"'la'_nch operatiens_ an6 G. _...... _....... __7 ........ _oe

Florida Operations_ will become the Deputy Direc%or_ Launch C;}eraVions.

Within the !auiach operations area_ three operating elemexts will be headed

....actors: Launch Vehicle Cperetiens by Pr. Hans F.by assistant center si-,

-_,

_ __'o ±__,rmao!on SystemsGruene; Spacecraft Ose_at__n_ by John _ Wii!i_:_s and -m .....

by Karl Sandlot.

In a_ilition_ the new pcsitio_as of Director, PlaPs, P£ogr_r£ ani Reso_arces

,_ and Assistant Director for Support Operations filled hy Lt. Col. Rocco A.

Petrone and Lt. Col. Rayr..ondL. Clark_ respec_ive!y_ relate to the fo_mer

positions of Assistant Director for Progrs_w i,:anagement arzd}ssistant Director

Pi _ ' -
_ _o_an_ Director for A_ainis-for Technical Supeort ,_seratmcns. The post of _&ss__+

tration will Le filled by ,_eoroe _. Van Staden_ effective January }_ 19615.

Eo_n__eno Engineering Division andAs a final reaiigrm_ent the Launch Support "_'

the Facilities En_=ineering and Construction 3ivision will repcr_ to the new

positi_n u_ Assistant Director for _,___.........._'_,_and Develc-a_ent . _,_.....Aldo r.

Bagnuic-,_'_'_ a_t,_in _'....._'_'position_ _'_ aiditicn _uo his :_eaazng_' +___ Facilities

Engineer'_ng _ ' _ - '-'_-o_na oonstl_,_.c%,___Division.
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1.1 _}'P .....e__ upccli-_inC :'rs.!ne_sv_ace £ii;d'{i :r-.ssions, _-'_.2.luoAi_oi'sai.% '_'_',",,'-_-:[,'_uG_

resn.<nsii, i!-ties end re!et-<:nships be%ween %Na iiiLSACea%ers ani C:ri_Sces

direst '_rs_. -_--...... axi ......-........._ r_az:=ez___e, o,_}_..... _e %i!e mannei riigh% elL'crt are s_lmniified

and s%rer_mthenei."
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